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Abstract 
The bacterial pathogen Neisseria gonorrhoeae (Ng) has a proficient system for acquiring novel 

genetic material via natural transformation, which is a major factor underlying the rising 

ubiquity of drug-resistant gonorrhoea infections. The mechanism by which DNA is taken up 

from the extracellular milieu by Ng cells during transformation is not well-understood, but is 

known to rely on 12 bp DNA uptake sequence (DUS) motifs in donor DNA and retractile 

filaments termed type IV pili (T4P) on the surface of recipient cells. In this project, single-cell 

and single-molecule microscopy were employed to clarify the role of T4P in DNA binding and 

uptake during natural transformation. This approach enabled direct visualisation of DUS-

dependent binding of single DNA molecules to Ng T4P fibres in situ for the first time, as well 

as measuring DUS-T4P unbinding forces indicative of a high affinity interaction. Collectively, 

the data support a model in which DNA binding during uptake is mediated primarily by 

sequence-specific interactions between DUSs and bona fide T4P fibres, with little involvement 

of nonspecific DUS-independent binding. By demonstrating DUS-specific uptake of double-

stranded oligonucleotides <25 bp, these results also pave the way for a novel ‘Trojan horse’ 

drug delivery strategy exploiting the DNA uptake apparatus for improved intracellular 

accumulation of therapeutic compounds. 

 

Most research into gene transfer in Ng has focussed on natural transformation, but 

chromosomal mobile genetic elements, which provide an alternative means of disseminating 

resistance determinants, remain relatively poorly studied. Here, a novel bioinformatic method 

based on genomic distributions of DUS motifs is developed to detect exogenous chromosomal 

regions typically acquired through mechanisms other than transformation. Using this 

technique, two novel integrative and conjugative element (ICE) families were identified: one 

found primarily in pathogenic Neisseria, constituting the first reported gonococcal ICE, and 

the other belonging to a group of Neisseria mucosa-like commensals.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
Although bacteria reproduce asexually and therefore lack the meiosis-driven genetic variability 

which underpins eukaryotic evolution, their ability to acquire novel genetic material from 

exogenous DNA via horizontal gene transfer (HGT) is considered a ‘parasexual’ analogue of 

eukaryotic chromosomal crossover [1]. In fact, proteins underlying fundamental meiotic 

processes are thought to have evolutionary origins in bacterial orthologues responsible for a 

class of HGT termed transformation [2]. In addition to acquisition of exogenous DNA, bacteria 

have evolved sophisticated, tightly regulated mechanisms of generating genetic variation 

endogenously, such as reduced DNA replication fidelity or intragenic recombination [3]. The 

rapid adaptability of bacteria was elegantly demonstrated by experiments using >1 metre long 

agarose plates subdivided into sections with 10-fold increasing antibiotic concentrations [4]. 

Plates were inoculated in an antibiotic-free zone with susceptible wild-type (WT) E. coli which 

propagated in the direction of increasing antibiotic concentration, stalling at each interface 

until spontaneous mutations produced resistant lineages that could resume growth into the 

next zone. After 10-12 days, growth of multiple lineages had progressed into zones containing 

up to 20,000 times the minimal inhibitory concentration (MIC) of the WT strain as a result of 

various mutations conferring antibiotic resistance. Once such resistance mutations have 

arisen, they can spread throughout bacterial populations and increase genotypic 

heterogeneity via HGT. Beyond its striking illustration of bacterial amelioration to changing 

environmental stresses, the development and spread of resistance to antibacterial 

compounds poses a significant threat to a cornerstone of modern medicine. 

 

Since the clinical introduction of sulfonamides in the late 1930s, antimicrobial drugs have been 

a crucial asset to pharmacotherapy, where in addition to treatment of primary microbial 

infections they are required to combat secondary infections resulting from immunosuppressive 

treatments such as cancer chemotherapy. In the first half of the twentieth century, use of 

antimicrobials helped to drastically reduce infectious disease mortality rates, assisted by 

improvements in sanitation, hygiene, and vaccination coverage [5]. However, the increasing 

prevalence of antimicrobial resistance (AMR) amongst pathogenic microbes is set to cause a 

resurgence of infectious diseases as a major factor in global mortality. This point was 

highlighted in a 2016 report which estimated that the current value for global annual deaths 

due to AMR of 700,000 would increase to 10 million by the year 2050, exceeding that of cancer 

by 1.8 million [6] (although the accuracy of this estimate has been questioned [7, 8]). 

Coinciding with increasing levels of pathogen resistance against existing drugs, there is a 

dearth of viable new antibiotic compounds in preclinical and clinical development, which 

largely results from numerous disincentives for pharmaceutical industry investment in 
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antibiotic research and development. Whereas Gram-positive bacteria possess only a single 

lipid bilayer membrane, making them vulnerable to diffusive drug uptake, the 

lipopolysaccharide (LPS) coated dual membrane of Gram-negatives provides a much more 

substantial barrier to entry of antibiotics [9]. Effective drugs against Gram-negative species 

typically gain entry to cells via polycationic properties that destabilise the LPS layer, by 

traversing highly selective outer membrane porin channels, or by a combination of both 

pathways [10]. However, the chemical properties that mediate permeation of Gram-negative 

membranes are poorly understood, which hinders rational, efficient design and screening of 

new compounds, thus contributing to the barren antibiotic pipeline [10, 11]. Poor bacterial 

retention of drugs is also a major contributor to resistance in Gram-negatives, and typically 

results from efflux pump systems which can rapidly export antimicrobials to maintain sub-

inhibitory intracellular concentrations [12]. 

 

The bacterium Neisseria gonorrhoeae (Ng; the gonococcus) is a Gram-negative diplococci 

obligate human pathogen and causative agent of the sexually transmitted infection 

gonorrhoea. It primarily occupies the lower genital tract, causing urethral or cervical 

inflammation, but can spread to the upper genital tract and cause pelvic inflammatory disease, 

ectopic pregnancy, infertility, and conjunctivitis in neonates, or in some cases enter the 

bloodstream and lead to arthritis or skin lesions. Gonorrhoea is the third most prevalent 

sexually transmitted infection globally after chlamydia and trichomoniasis, with an estimated 

78 million and 87 million new cases occurring in 2012 and 2016, respectively [13, 14]. 

Gonococci and the closely related Neisseria meningitidis (Nm; the meningococcus), which 

typically forms part of the normal nasopharyngeal flora but can cause potentially life-

threatening meningitis or sepsis, are the only pathogens within the genus Neisseria, which 

contains ~8-17 human commensal species [15]. Gonococci and meningococci are highly 

proficient at generating genomic heterogeneity both endogenously and by HGT [16]. 

Mechanisms of intragenomic variation, known as phase variation, include ON/OFF switching 

of gene expression via slipped-strand mispairing during DNA synthesis, or production of allelic 

variants of expressed loci by recombination with partially homologous silent loci (gene 

conversion). A major function of such variation is to produce antigenic heterogeneity in 

surface-expressed proteins, which prevents recognition by the host immune system [17] and 

in turn hinders development of effective gonococcal vaccines [18]. Thus, treatment of 

gonococcal infections has largely relied on antimicrobial drugs since the introduction of 

sulfonamides in the late 1930s. Within a decade following the first clinical use of sulfonamides 

against Ng, in vitro studies showed that >90% of isolates were resistant [19], and this drug 

class was superseded in the mid-1940s by the β-lactam penicillin. Penicillin remained a viable 

treatment for over 30 years until the accumulation of chromosomal mutations and the 
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emergence of two plasmids encoding β-lactamases eventually led to abandonment of this 

drug as a first-line treatment. This pattern of high-level gonococcal resistance developing one 

or two decades after each new drug introduction has continued until the present day, leaving 

only azithromycin and ceftriaxone as viable first-line treatment options [20]. However, there 

are already increasing reports of Ng isolates simultaneously resistant to both ceftriaxone and 

azithromycin [21], suggesting many cases of gonorrhoea may soon become untreatable. A 

major factor contributing to the rapid acquisition and spreading of resistance determinants 

amongst gonococci is their specialised system for natural transformation i.e. direct cellular 

uptake and chromosomal recombination of DNA residing in the extracellular milieu, which is 

discussed in depth throughout the remainder of this introductory section. 

 

Prompted by the role of HGT in dissemination of AMR determinants, the broad aim of work 

presented in this thesis was to develop new methods for characterising mechanisms of DNA 

transfer in Ng, Nm and their relatives within Neisseriaceae. An additional goal was to test the 

feasibility of exploiting neisserial transformation systems to promote gonococcal uptake of 

antibacterial compounds. General characteristics of HGT for Ng and Neisseriaceae are 

discussed in section 1.1, whilst particular attention is given to the apparatus mediating 

transformation in section 1.2. 

 

1.1 Horizontal gene transfer in Neisseriaceae 

The three primary modes of HGT in prokaryotes are transduction, conjugation, and 

transformation. Whereas transduction and conjugation require coordination between the 

recipient cell and a DNA-donating bacteriophage or bacterium, respectively, transformation 

involves uptake of naked extracellular DNA and is therefore controlled entirely by the recipient 

cell. DNA modules transferred by transduction and conjugation encode factors facilitating their 

own mobilisation and are hence classed as mobile genetic elements (MGEs), whereas 

transformation can act on any DNA substrate with sufficient homology to the recipient cell 

genome. Although gonococcal genomes contain several virulence and pathogenesis-

associated prophages likely to originate from transduction events with filamentous phages 

[22, 23], transduction is rarely associated with transmission of AMR [24] and will not be a focus 

of this thesis. Conjugative MGEs, on the other hand, are frequently found to encode AMR 

determinants, as exemplified by two gonococcal conjugative plasmids bearing the tetracycline 

resistance cassette tetM [25]. Type IV secretion systems (T4SSs) are large multi-component 

protein complexes spanning both membranes of Gram-negative bacteria, which have the 

capacity to secrete proteins [26] or DNA [27] into the extracellular milieu as well as injecting 

them directly into recipient cells [28]. Conjugative MGEs directly encode the T4SS apparatus 
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which mediates their injection into recipient cells, whereas ‘mobilisable’ elements rely on co-

opting separately encoded T4SS for their conjugative transmission. In this manner, the β-

lactamase-encoding plasmids of Ng are mobilised in trans by T4SS of true conjugative 

plasmids [29]. In addition to existing as plasmids, conjugative and mobilisable elements can 

acquire genes that facilitate their chromosomal integration, thus circumventing the need for 

autonomous replication. Prompted by the current lack of literature describing chromosomally-

integrated MGEs in pathogenic Neisseria, Chapter 5 is largely dedicated to the identification 

and characterisation of such elements. It is important to note that although conjugative and 

mobilisable MGEs typically utilise T4SSs for cell-cell transfer, the separate DNA uptake 

machinery of the natural transformation pathway described below is also conceivably a viable 

means of element transfer. 

 

Natural transformation is the process by which prokaryotes import naked extracellular DNA 

into the cytoplasm and incorporate it into their chromosome by homologous recombination. 

Homologous recombination relies on partial nucleotide sequence identity between imported 

fragments and the native chromosome, meaning that not all DNA constitutes a viable 

substrate for transformation. Cells in a transformable state are said to be ‘naturally competent’, 

where ‘naturally’ distinguishes this condition from competence induced artificially in vitro, e.g. 

by treatment with calcium chloride. Natural competence has been experimentally 

demonstrated in more than 80 species, both Gram-negative and Gram-positive, but 

competence-related genes are much more widely conserved across both groups [30]. 

Mechanistic and phylogenetic studies of conserved competence pathway components have 

led to a general model for DNA uptake and processing during transformation in which surface 

fibres termed type IV pili deliver double-stranded DNA from the extracellular environment to 

the receptor ComEA located in the cytoplasmic membrane or periplasm, where DNA is then 

processed to a single-stranded form and transported into the cytoplasm via the ComEC 

channel [31]. Transforming DNA is subsequently bound by DprA, which protects against 

nuclease degradation and facilitates loading of the recombinase RecA onto DNA, thus 

triggering a homology search of the chromosome which ultimately results in recombination 

(assuming sufficient homology between transforming and native DNA) [30]. Transport across 

the outer membrane and into the periplasm is an important additional requirement for DNA 

uptake during transformation in Gram-negative species and is known to be independent from 

ComEC-mediated inner membrane translocation [32–34], but a mechanistic model for this 

process has not been established (discussed further in Section 1.2). Whereas natural 

competence is a tightly regulated, transient state in most cases, Ng and Nm are distinctive in 

being constitutively competent throughout all growth phases, requiring no external signals to 

induce transformability [35, 36]. Another distinguishing characteristic of transformation in the 
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pathogenic Neisseria and commensal such as Neisseria lactamica is their strong preference 

for uptake of self-DNA or that of close relatives [37, 38], which may be a necessary adaptation 

for constitutively competent species to prevent extensive uptake of heterologous DNA which 

cannot be recombined. As discussed below, this highly efficient neisserial DNA uptake system 

is a major factor in gonococcal acquisition of AMR determinants and is therefore a central 

focus of the work presented in this thesis. 

 

 
Figure 1.1. Features of DNA uptake sequence (DUS) motifs in Neisseria gonorrhoeae and other Neisseriaceae 
species. (A) Schematic representation of a single piliated N. gonorrhoeae diplococcus with circular 
chromosomal DNA represented in red on either side of the central dividing septum. An enlarged view of the 
upper chromosome shows the positions of each 12 bp DUS motif and a plot of windowed GC content for the 
complete genome sequence for gonococcal strain MS11. (B) Sequence comparisons and nomenclature of the 
eight DUS dialects found in genome sequences of Neisseriaceae species. Aligned sequences are in a 5ʹ→3ʹ 
orientation and are coloured by nucleotide type. A 5ʹ-CTG-3ʹ core is conserved throughout all dialects. 
Sequence identification and nomenclature was originally outlined by Frye et al. PLoS Genet 2013;9:e1003458. 
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Although the ability of Neisseria species to exchange genes via transformation in vitro was 

first demonstrated the 1960s [39], the techniques for studying this process in vivo only became 

accessible in the last two decades with the advent of next-generation sequencing. Genome 

sequence comparisons have been used to infer the following gene transfer events between 

Neisseria species: (i) transfer of a folP allele conferring sulfonamide resistance from N. cinerea 

and N. lactamica to Nm and Ng [40]; (ii) donation of regions from the mtr efflux pump operon 

in Nm and N. lactamica to mosaic alleles in Ng, which contribute to azithromycin resistance 

[41]; (iii) transfer of the 3ʹ-terminal half of the N. cinerea penA gene to Ng, causing ceftriaxone 

resistance [42]; and (iv) extensive exchange of virulence genes between commensal and 

pathogenic species [43, 44]. Given the lack of associated phage or conjugation genes in all 

cases, it is highly likely these HGT events were mediated by transformation, which illustrates 

the fundamental role of natural competence in neisserial evolution and emergence of AMR. 

Importantly, these results show that commensal Neisseria species can contribute indirectly to 

pathogenesis by providing a reservoir of resistance and virulence genes which are readily 

acquired by Ng and Nm. The upsurge of whole genome sequence data and associated 

phylogenetic analyses have also revealed Neisseria population structure in unprecedented 

resolution, in particular that of Ng [45]. Traditional low-resolution sequence typing methods 

such as multilocus sequence typing (MLST) and multiantigen sequence typing (MAST), which 

compare alleles of seven housekeeping gene fragments and two hypervariable outer 

membrane protein genes, respectively, establish a clear clonal structure for meningococci but 

poorly resolve gonococcal population structure due to extensive mixing of target genes 

through HGT [46]. However, a recently developed gonococcal core genome MLST (cgMLST) 

scheme achieves greater resolution by comparing allelic profiles for 1668 loci and identifying 

groups which differ by fewer than 400 alleles [46]. This approach detected persistent 

gonococcal lineages, some of which are strongly correlated with separate resistance-

associated allele profiles from an AMR gene sequence typing scheme [47]. Gonococcal 

plasmids mediating AMR also correspond with certain cgMLST lineages and occur more 

frequently in isolates from low-to-middle income countries [48].  

 

Whilst sequencing is a valuable tool for studying the genomic hallmarks of in vivo gene 

transfer, studies employing in vitro transformation and DNA uptake assays have provided key 

mechanistic insights into neisserial competence. For example, Goodman and Scocca [38] 

identified the 10 bp sequence responsible for greatly enhancing gonococcal transformation of 

self-DNA as 5’-GCCGTCTGAA-3’, which was later shown to be present in almost 2000 copies 

throughout the Ng chromosome, constituting ∼1% of all nucleotides [49] (Figure 1.1A). 

Subsequent work confirmed that the same self-specificity system operates in Nm, and it is 
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now understood that the underlying transformation machinery is highly conserved between 

gonococci and meningococci. Further genome analysis revealed that these 10 bp motifs, 

termed DNA uptake sequences (DUSs), tend to be located proximal to or within genes 

involved in DNA repair, recombination, restriction-modification, and replication for both Ng and 

Nm [50]. This challenges the simplistic view that HGT functions solely to generate genetic 

diversity, since DUSs appear to bias recombination events in favour of essential housekeeping 

genes to promote their conservation and mitigate deleterious mutations. Interestingly, several 

competent members of Pasteurellaceae including the pathogen Haemophilus influenzae also 

exhibit elevated transformation rates of DNA containing DUS-like sequences with a 

distribution favouring genome maintenance genes [50], which implies convergent evolution of 

sequence-based uptake self-specificity in Neisseriaceae and this distantly related family [51]. 

 

The canonical DUS in Ng was extended to include two additional 5’ nucleotides after it was 

demonstrated that this 12 bp sequence variant, which comprises over 75% of all conserved 

DUS motifs in the genome, enhanced transformation rates threefold compared with the 10 bp 

form [52]. Prompted by the observation that most DUSs form inverted repeats closely flanking 

ORFs, this study also measured transformation efficiencies of plasmids varying only in the 

presence of either a single, double, or inverted repeat terminal DUS, but found no difference 

between them. However, conflicting results show a positive correlation between 

transformation rates and the number of DUS copies in transforming DNA [53]. Single-stranded 

DNA exported via a type IV secretion system [54] appears to provide the main substrate for 

transformation in gonococci [55], and since inverted repeat DUSs secreted in this fashion will 

adopt hairpin loop structures, there is still precedent to study the role of secondary structure 

in transformation. 

 

A holistic picture of HGT in Neisseria has not been forthcoming despite the discovery of DUSs, 

partly due to varied use of the 10 and 12 bp forms and their inconsistent placement in 

coding/non-coding or homologous/non-homologous regions in previous studies, as well as the 

high variability in DUS enhancement of uptake and transformation between different strains 

[56]. Nevertheless, several key facts have been established: 

 

(i) Any deviation from the DUS sequence 5’-ATGCCGTCTGAA-3’ in substrate DNA will result 

in a somewhat reduced transformation frequency for Ng and Nm, but the central bases 5ʹ-

TCTG-3ʹ at positions 7-10 are particularly critical and their mutation results in transformation 

rates equivalent to DUS-free substrates [57, 58]. 
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(ii) Different Neisseriaceae clades utilise alternative sequence variants of the Ng DUS, termed 

‘dialects’, [57, 58] apparently acting as a barrier to indiscriminate exchange of potentially 

deleterious genes. This is consistent with the view that DUSs enable efficient HGT whilst 

conserving essential housekeeping genes. The eight dialect sequences identified to date are 

shown in Figure 1.1B, which highlights the 5ʹ-CTG-3ʹ core conserved across all variants. 

 

(iii) Natural competence is strongly correlated with the presence of filamentous surface protein 

complexes known as type IV pili (T4P). DUS recognition is mediated by a T4P subunit, ComP, 

which is highly conserved amongst species sharing the same dialect sequence, binds 

specifically to its cognate DUS [58, 59], and is essential for competence [60]. The role of T4P 

in transformation is contentious and is discussed further in section 1.2. 

 

(iv) Single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) transforms Ng with lower efficiency than double-stranded 

DNA (dsDNA), but ssDNA transformation still appears to be enhanced by the presence of a 

DUS [61]. In single-stranded substrates the DUS has two forms termed ‘Watson’ DUS (5ʹ-

ATGCCGTCTGAA-3ʹ) and its reverse complement ‘Crick’ DUS (5ʹ-TTCAGACGGCAT-3ʹ), and 

DUS enhancement of ssDNA transformation is significantly greater for the Crick form. The 

drastic reduction in ssDNA transformation relative to dsDNA results in part from degradation 

by the thermonuclease Nuc after uptake [62]. 

 

(v) For Nm, heterologous regions of DNA containing cleavage sites of the recipient restriction-

modification system will be transformed with lower efficiency than those without, whereas 

equivalent homologous regions are unaffected by restriction [53]. This process has been 

shown to largely define meningococcal phylogenetic clade boundaries [63]. 
 

Transformation in Gram-negative bacteria consists of three essential steps: DNA uptake 

across the outer membrane, transport across the inner membrane, and homologous 

recombination. DUS-specificity of transformation in Ng and Nm has only been demonstrated 

to act during the initial uptake step, although its influence on downstream processes has not 

been ruled out [56]. Gonococcal DNA uptake begins immediately upon incubation with DUS-

containing substrates and the periplasm can be rapidly saturated with ~40 kb of dsDNA [33]. 

Chapter 3 addresses the feasibility of repurposing this proficient natural uptake system for the 

targeted delivery of antimicrobial compounds by conjugating drugs to oligonucleotides 

containing DUSs. This would constitute a novel strategy for gonococcal drug delivery that has 

yet to be exploited in any currently published literature, and could potentially be extended to 

other pathogens possessing uptake sequence-based DNA translocation systems.  
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A link between T4P expression and DNA uptake in pathogenic Neisseria was first 

acknowledged over 40 years ago [36], yet the role for these structures in DNA uptake remains 

unclear. Section 1.2 discusses structural features of T4P, their proposed direct role in DNA 

uptake, and conflicting evidence suggesting that bona fide surface-expressed pili may not be 

required for DNA uptake and competence.  

 

1.2 Type IV pili and their role in natural transformation 

T4P are retractile filamentous surface appendages between ~1-5 µm in length and 6-10 nm 

in diameter, which can facilitate a broad range of functions in Gram-negative and Gram-

positive bacteria including twitching motility [64, 65], adhesion to biotic and abiotic surfaces 

[66–68], microcolony and biofilm formation [69, 70], DNA uptake [71], immune evasion [72], 

defence against bacteriophages [73], and even reduction of environmental metals via 

electrical conductivity [74]. These surface organelles are comprised of protein subunits termed 

type IV pilins, which possess a lollipop-like structure formed from a widely conserved, 

predominantly hydrophobic N-terminal α-helix stem and a more variable globular anti-parallel 

β-sheet C-terminal head whose hypervariable loop regions facilitate such functional diversity 

[75] (Figure 1.2A & B). T4P of Nm and Ng are major pathogenicity factors, with experimentally 

confirmed roles in adherence to epithelial cells [76], immune evasion [77], microcolony 

formation (with an associated decrease in antimicrobial susceptibility [78]), and virulence gene 

acquisition by natural transformation [79]. T4P belong to the type IV filament superfamily [80], 

which includes the structurally related but functionally distinct type II secretion systems (T2SS) 

formed of similar biogenesis systems but, despite expression of type IV pilin-like proteins 

termed ‘pseudopilins’, lacking elongated surface-exposed pilus fibres [81, 82]. The primary 

role of T2SS is to translocate hydrolytic enzymes from the periplasm into the extracellular 

milieu and the functional repertoire of known substrate proteins is extremely diverse, including 

adhesins, toxins, slime proteins, and cytochromes [83]. The current model for T2SS secretion 

involves assembly of pseudopilins into short periplasmic pilus-like structures termed 

‘pseudopili’, which do not extend beyond the cell surface and are thought to push substrate 

proteins through an outer membrane secretin channel by dynamic linear and/or helical 

movements [84]. Notably, overexpression of pseudopilins can lead to production of extended, 

surface-exposed T4P-like structures named ‘hyper-pseudopili’ [85].  

 

The crystal structure of the major gonococcal T4P subunit, PilE, was solved in 1995 [86] 

revealing glycosylation in the form of an O-linked disaccharide at residue serine 63 (Figure 

1.2B), and a positive electrostatic surface region suggested to function in nonspecific DNA 

binding. Follow up studies identified an additional post-translational modification in the form of 
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Figure 1.2. Structure and assembly of type IV pili in pathogenic Neisseria. (A) Molecular model of the gonococcal 
pilus (PDB ID 5VXX) produced by fitting a cryo-electron microscopy density map with a crystallography-derived 
structure of the major pilus subunit PilE. In the upper image, each PilE unit is coloured differently to highlight 
helical symmetry along the fibre, and the rightmost PilE globular head and hydrophobic tail are indicated by filled 
and unfilled arrows, respectively. The lower image shows positive, neutral, and negative electrostatic surface 
charge in blue, white, and red, respectively, and grey arrows indicate the orientation of positively charged surface 
gooves. (B) Comparison of the major pilin PilE with minor pilins PilV, ComP, and PilX (PDB IDs 2HI2, 5V0M, 
5HZ7, and 2OPD, respectively). Cysteine residues are coloured yellow to highlight the presence of two disulfide 
bonds for ComP as opposed to the single disulfide found in other pilins. The serine 63 (purple) and serine 68 
(turquoise) residues of PilE are post-translationally modified with a disaccharide and phosphoethanolamine 
moiety, respectively. (C) Schematic diagram of the pilus assembly and disassembly pathway. After PilD cleaves 
pilin leader peptides, pilins are transported to the PilMNOP/PilG assembly platform complex where ATPase 
motors PilF and PilT respectively drive the polymerisation and depolymerisation of pilus subunits residing in the 
inner membrane (adapted from Coureuil et al. Trends Mol Med 2014;20:571-578). 
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a phosphorylated site at serine 68. PilE glycosylation was later demonstrated to function in 

host cell invasion [87] and immune evasion [88], whereas the role of surface exposed 

positively  charged residues in DNA binding and the functional significance of phosphorylation 

have yet to be confirmed. To clarify the arrangement of subunits in assembled pili, Craig et al. 

[89] fitted the PilE crystal structure to a cryo-electron microscopy density map of purified 

gonococcal T4P (Figure 1.2A). This study revealed α-helix bundles buried in the filament core 

providing tensile strength through hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions, as well as 

identifying positively charged grooves arranged in a surface-exposed 16 nm pitch helix (Figure 

1.2A), which prompted a putative  model of DNA uptake whereby helically bound DNA is 

drawn into the periplasm by T4P retraction. Retraction proceeds by subunit depolymerisation 

via the cytoplasmic ATPase PilT, whereas a separate PilT-like ATPase motor, PilF, drives 

pilus extension by incorporating pilin monomers from the inner membrane (Figure 1.2C). The 

molecular mechanisms of T4P assembly were recently characterised in detail for PilF and PilT 

homologues in Geobacter metallireducens [90], which indicated that pili are rotated in 

opposing directions during assembly and disassembly due to inverted rotation of the 

corresponding ATPases. In addition to PilE, which is strictly required for a piliated phenotype, 

the T4P assembly machinery of pathogenic Neisseria also populates fibres with the ‘minor 

pilins’ ComP, PilX, and PilV (Figure 1.2B), which are dispensable for pilus biogenesis but each 

contribute important functionality. Thus, although the model developed by Craig et al. has 

significantly advanced understanding of type IV pilin structure-function relationships, it 

provides a substantially simplified representation of true gonococcal T4P by its omission of 

minor pilins. The nature of PilV and ComP distribution along the pilus and whether PilF is able 

to incorporate different subunits in a selective, non-random manner has not yet been 

addressed. To inform a more holistic model of T4P-mediated DNA uptake, the following list 

summarises the relevant features all gonococcal and meningococcal pilins and pilus assembly 

proteins with a potential role in DNA binding and uptake. 

 

PilE: As the major pilin, PilE forms the essential backbone of the pilus and must be expressed 

for Ng and Nm to produce appreciable levels of transformation [89]. It is conceivable that 

alternative pilus structures could be formed entirely from minor pilins, but such filaments have 

not been observed in pilE mutants. It is important to note that even when all other components 

of the T4P biogenesis pathway are normally expressed, pilE expression does not guarantee 

the production of extracellular T4P fibres [91]. Gene conversion mediated by recombination 

between pilE and non-expressed pilS genes creates hypervariability of the expressed locus, 

sometimes producing pilin variants such as the excessively large ‘L-pilin’ or proteolytically 

susceptible ‘S-pilin’, which fail to assemble into fibres [92]. Whether PilE interacts directly with 

DNA during uptake is not known, but the purified pilin alone does not bind DNA [59]. Mutation 
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of the phosphorylated serine 68 residue to alanine does not affect transformation rates [93], 

however, the effects of serine 63 glycosylation on competence are less clear [94]. 

 

PilD, PilF, PilC, PilM, PilN, PilO, and PilP (pilus biogenesis): PilD is a peptidase that 

cleaves the N-terminal signal sequence from ‘prepilins’ to form the mature pilins which are 

suitable for packing into T4P [95]. The PilF ATPase motor then powers the assembly of mature 

pilins into surface-expressed fibres [96] (Figure 1.2C). These critical roles in pilus biogenesis 

mean PilD and PilF are both essential for competence in Ng and Nm [95]. In addition to its 

role as the T4P tip-located adhesin mediating attachment to epithelial cells [76], PilC is 

required for T4P biogenesis and is therefore also essential for competence [97]. Interestingly, 

near WT levels of transformation could be restored to a PilC– mutant by the addition of purified 

T4P derived from a PilC+ strain [97]. Given that DNA appears to bind at the T4P tip for other 

species [98, 99], it is possible that a similar tip complex involving PilC and other minor pilins 

exists in Ng and Nm [71]. The pilMNOP operon encodes an actin-like cytoplasmic ATP-binding 

protein, PilM, as well as three bitopic inner membrane proteins PilN, PilO, and PilP, all four of 

which are required for pilus biogenesis and competence in Nm and Ng [100, 101]. As 

demonstrated for their homologues in T. thermophilus [102] and Pseudomonas aeruginosa 

[103], these four proteins appear to form an inner membrane PilMNOP complex in Nm [104] 

that acts as a pilus assembly platform. 

 

PilT: As the ATPase motor that drives pilus retraction, PilT is critical for tight adherence to 

epithelial cells [105] and twitching motility [106]. The finding that ΔpilT mutants are impaired 

for competence and DNA uptake [107] has led to the suggestion that T4P retraction powers 

translocation of DNA across the outer membrane during transformation, however, this model 

is not well supported by experiments [108] (discussed in section 1.2.1). Interestingly, 

inactivation of pilT results in reduced DNA association with the cell surface [79], however, the 

highly aggregated nature of these mutants may simply reduce accessibility of the cell surface 

for DNA binding.  

 

PilQ and PilG: PilQ forms a multimeric secretin pore embedded in the outer membrane, which 

provides a channel for extrusion of T4P onto the cell surface [109, 110]. PilG is an integral 

inner membrane protein forming part of the pilus assembly platform [111] (Figure 1.2C). Like 

PilF, PilD, and PilC, both PilQ and PilG are important for biosynthesis of T4P and are therefore 

essential for competence, but the the latter proteins exhibit DNA binding properties and thus 

appear to have a more direct role in DNA uptake and transformation [112–114]. Neither PilQ 

nor PilG binds DNA with any sequence specificity, ruling out a role in recognition of the DUS 

during transformation. As well as binding to PilQ [113], PilG interacts with a protein involved 
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in homologous recombination, DprA, suggesting PilG may operate at the interface between 

DNA uptake and recombination events during transformation [115]. 

 

PilX: This minor pilin was first identified as an essential factor for T4P-mediated adherence to 

host cells [116]; a property that was later ascribed to its modulation of post-adhesion structural 

changes within pili [117]. PilX is also involved in promoting aggregation of meningococci, 

which appears to be mediated by increased friction between antiparallel T4P attached to 

separate cells. More specifically, a short surface-exposed ⍺-helix within a loop between 

cysteines of the characteristic pilin disulfide is implicated in forming these pilus-pilus contacts 

(Figure 1.2B). The localisation of PilX along the length of pili (rather than exclusively at the 

base or distal tip) was confirmed using immunogold labelling and transmission electron 

microscopy, and on this basis PilX was estimated to constitute 3% of all pilus subunits [118]. 

Inactivation of pilX caused an 8-fold reduction in transformation efficiency in Nm [116], but the 

reasons for this change are unclear. 

 

ComP: Whereas PilE amino acid sequences are extremely variable, minor pilins of the 

pathogenic Neisseria are highly conserved [119], especially ComP which exhibits >99% amino 

acid sequence conservation between homologues in Ng, Nm, N. lactamica, and N. 

polysaccharea [59]. The presence of two disulfide bonds distinguishes ComP from classical 

pilins, which typically have only a single disufide bridge at the C-terminal end of their β-sheet 

head (Figure 1.2B). A loop region between the canonical disulfide in ComP, known as the DD 

region, contains an additional cysteine which pins this loop across the β-sheet face by forming 

an additional disulfide with the most N-terminal β-strand (coloured red in Figure 1.2B). The 

importance of this minor pilin in competence was first highlighted by severe transformation 

defects in comP mutants [60]. Using purified T4P and ComP, Cehovin et al. [59] demonstrated 

that the DNA binding capacity of meningococcal T4P is impaired in the absence of ComP, and 

that ComP is the only minor pilin to exhibit DUS-specific DNA binding in its purified form, thus 

confirming ComP as the receptor responsible for DUS-specific DNA uptake and 

transformation. This study also reported an affinity of purified ComP for DUS oligonucleotides 

which is unusually low compared to other sequence-specific DNA binding proteins, suggesting 

ComP conformational changes or additional interactions with adjacent pilins may enhance 

DNA binding to assembled T4P. ComP is undetectable in whole cell-lysates and purified pili 

of WT cells by immunoblotting, despite being clearly detectable for overexpressing mutants 

[60, 79], suggesting this pilin can function at very low concentrations. The positioning of ComP 

within T4P fibres remains to be determined. 
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PilV: This minor pilin was initially noted for its role in gonococcal epithelial cell adherence, 

which appears to result from PilV modulating levels of T4P-incorporated PilC [120]. However, 

ΔpilV mutants were later shown to exhibit 10-fold and 40-fold increases in of transformation 

rates and DNA binding, respectively, relative to WT cells [121]. This study also demonstrated 

that purified pili of ΔpilV mutants were enriched with ComP, possibly indicating that the two 

pilins effectively compete for space within fibres. Despite the fact that immunoblots of purified 

pili react with anti-PilV antibodies [120], it has been suggested that PilV exerts its effects on 

adhesion from within the periplasm by reducing pilus expression [122]. Interestingly, the same 

study also showed that only a relatively low level of piliation was required to achieve maximal 

transformation rates. 

 

The collective characterisation of these T4P proteins has led to a proposed model for 

gonococcal and meningococcal DNA uptake in which DUSs initially dock to ComP subunits of 

T4P, followed by nonspecific wrapping of DNA around pilus surface grooves and translocation 

into the periplasm via PilT-powered retraction (discussed further in Chapter 4). However, 

several experimental observations collectively undermine this model, as described in section 

1.2.1. 

 

1.2.1 Reassessing the role of pili in DNA uptake 

One issue with the T4P retraction-mediated DNA uptake model arises from the fact that 

gonococci with no detectable surface-expressed pili can still exhibit significant levels of 

transformation [91, 97, 123, 124], although some degree of pilE expression is absolutely 

required for competence. Furthermore, treating gonococci with proteases both before and 

during transformation does not cause a reduction in transformation efficiency [36]. Single-

molecule techniques revealed a disparity in force-velocity relationships measured separately 

for gonococcal T4P retraction and DNA uptake [68, 108], suggesting these are not coupled 

processes. The same study showed that the velocity of DNA uptake is dependent on the 

concentration of a periplasmic DNA binding ComEA homologue, ComE, and proposed a 

model where ComE binding to incoming DNA achieves uptake through biased diffusion. This 

model is further supported by the fact that ComE colocalises with incoming DNA during uptake 

[33]. However, ComE binds DNA in a non-sequence-specific manner [125] so an initial step 

involving ComP would still be required to mediate DUS-specificity in this model. 

 

An alternative theory to explain these discrepancies postulates the existence of a dedicated 

‘competence pseudopilus,’ which shares many assembly proteins and pilins in common with 

T4P but results in much shorter filaments that do not extend beyond the cell surface [126]. 
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Periplasmic pseudopili were recently observed in vivo via cryo electron microscopy for type II 

secretion systems [127], however, no such structures have been observed associated with 

the T4P machinery in pathogenic Neisseria.  

 

1.3 Thesis aims and structure 

The broad goal of work presented in this thesis is to help combat the threat posed by 

antimicrobial resistant gonococcal infections by (i) developing new microscopy and 

bioinformatic methods to characterise the HGT mechanisms which underlie dissemination of 

AMR determinants in Neisseria, and (ii) harnessing the DNA uptake capacity of natural 

transformation for more effective delivery of antimicrobial drugs to Ng. The following 

descriptions briefly explain how each chapter approaches these aims. 

 

 

Chapter 3 
To address the diminishing number of viable antimicrobials for treatment of gonorrhoea, this 

chapter investigates a strategy for repurposing drugs which are typically ineffective due to 

poor permeation of the outer membrane. This approach consists of covalently coupling drugs 

to oligonucleotides containing the DUS such that the natural transformation DNA uptake 

machinery transports these hybrid molecules into the periplasm. Using fluorescence 

microscopy, relative uptake levels of different oligonucleotides are measured to establish the 

optimal substrate for drug-DNA conjugates. This data is then applied to produce a rationally 

designed antibiotic-DNA conjugate, which is tested for its antibacterial activity. The degree of 

uptake of relatively short (<25 bp) DNA also has implications for models of T4P-DNA binding, 

which are explored further in the following chapter. 

 
Chapter 4 
The focus of this chapter is to clarify the role of T4P in the DNA uptake step of gonococcal 

natural transformation. A better understanding of this process could also enable further 

optimisation of the DUS-conjugated antibiotic designs developed in the previous chapter. 

Previous studies interrogating the DNA-T4P interaction have been hindered by high 

background levels of nonspecific DNA binding to the cell surface [36], which masks DUS-

specific binding, as well as weak binding of purified pili to DNA [114, 128]. To overcome these 

obstacles, single-molecule microscopy methods and a custom-designed high affinity DNA 

substrate are deployed to directly visualise the binding of single DNA molecules to T4P. 

 

Chapter 5 
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Most studies of HGT in Neisseria have focussed on the distinctive self-specific system for 

natural transformation or on gonococcal resistance plasmids, whereas chromosomally 

integrated conjugative elements have received little attention. The rapid escalation of publicly-

available Neisseria genome sequences in recent years provides a valuable resource for 

detecting poorly conserved MGEs which may only be represented in a small proportion of 

bacterial isolates. This chapter presents a novel strategy for detecting chromosomal MGEs in 

sequence data, which exploits DUS dialects as markers of horizontally acquired genomic 

regions.  Novel conjugative elements in Ng, Nm, and the commensal Neisseria mucosa are 

identified using this approach.   
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Chapter 2: General materials and methods 
Materials and methods specific to individual chapters are described therein, but techniques 

used across multiple chapters are described here. 

 

2.1.1 Bacterial strains, plasmids and growth conditions 

Strains and plasmids used in this work are listed in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2, respectively. 

Neisseria gonorrhoeae, Neisseria meningitidis, and Neisseria mucosa were grown for 16-20 

h on GC agar (media and buffer compositions are given in Table 2.3) with the relevant 

antibiotics at 37°C, 5% CO2. Escherichia coli was grown with the same incubation conditions 

on lysogeny broth (LB) agar and the relevant antibiotics. Antibiotic concentrations used for 

selection and growth of mutants are as follows: kanamycin 50 µg/ml, erythromycin 8 µg/ml, 

chloramphenicol 10 µg/ml, ampicillin 50 µg/ml, and azithromycin 8 µg/ml. 

 

Strain Name Species Genotype Source 
MS11 (SN4) Neisseria gonorrhoeae Wild-type Staffan Normark 

pilE (SN2) Neisseria gonorrhoeae ΔpilE Staffan Normark 

pilV Neisseria gonorrhoeae ΔpilV::erm This work 

pilT Neisseria gonorrhoeae ΔpilT::kan This work 

comP Neisseria gonorrhoeae ΔcomP::cam This work 

pilV pilT Neisseria gonorrhoeae ΔpilV::erm ΔpilT::kan This work 

comP pilT Neisseria gonorrhoeae ΔcomP::cam ΔpilT::kan  This work 

Bris025 Neisseria meningitidis Wild-type Adam Finn 

ATCC 25996 Neisseria mucosa Wild-type ATCC 

StellarTM Escherichia coli See manual Clontech 

BL21 StarTM (DE3) Escherichia coli See manual Invitrogen 

Table 2.1. Bacterial strains used in this work. 

 

Vector Name Backbone Resistance Source 
pUC4K  KanR [129, 130] 
pDUS80 pMK-RQ KanR This work 
pIP10 pKW1  ErmR (sourced from pIM13 [131]) [132] 
pFP10 pJD5 CamR [133] 
pMAL-p5X  AmpR NEB 
pCOMP35 pMAL-p5X AmpR This work 

Table 2.2. Plasmids used throughout this work. 
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2.1.2 Buffer and media compositions 

Buffer/Media 
Name Composition/Recipe pH 

15% PAGE 
resolving gel (5 ml) 

2.4 ml dH2O, 2.5 ml Tris-HCl pH 8.8, 100 µl 10% SDS, 5 ml 
30% acrylamide bis-acylamide (37.5:1), 30 µl 10% 
ammonium persulfate, 20 µl tetramethylethylenediamine 

8.8 

4% PAGE stacking 
gel (5 ml) 

3.05 ml dH2O, 1.25 ml Tris-HCl pH 6.8, 50 µl 10% SDS, 
650 µl 30% acrylamide bis-acylamide (37.5:1), 25 µl 10% 
ammonium persulfate, 5 µl tetramethylethylenediamine 

6.8 

AP Buffer 100 mM Tris-HCl, 100 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl2 9.5 

Carbonate Buffer 50 mM Na2CO3, 50 mM NaHCO3 9.6 

Column Buffer 20 mM Tris-HCl, 200 mM NaCl, 1mM EDTA, 1mM sodium 
azide 7.4 

Coomassie 
Destaining Solution 40% (v/v) methanol, 10% (v/v) acetic acid, 50% dH2O  N/A 

ELISA Wash Buffer 150 mM NaCl, 0.05 % (v/v) TWEEN-20 7.0 

GC agar GC base, 1% (w/v) agar (Difco), 0.8% (v/v) Supplement A, 
0.2% (v/v) Supplement B 7.2 

GC base 1% (w/v) Proteose peptone no. 3, 0.1% (w/v) starch, 86 
mM NaCl, 22.8 mM K2HPO4, 7.3 mM KH2PO4 

7.2 

GC broth GC base, 0.8% (v/v) Supplement A, 0.2% (v/v) Supplement 
B 7.2 

Gel drying solution 5% (v/v) glycerol, 30% (v/v) methanol, 65% dH2O N/A 

PAGE Sample 
Buffer (4⨉) 

200 mM Tris-HCl, 40 % (v/v) glycerol, 8 % (w/v) SDS, 5% 
(v/v) β-mercaptoethanol, 0.05 % (w/v) bromophenol blue 6.8 

PBS 137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 10 mM Na2HPO4, 1.8 mM 
KH2PO4 

7.4 

PBST 1⨉PBS, 0.05% TWEEN-20 7.4 

Protease Inhibitor 
Cocktail (100⨉) 

100 mM PMSF, 100 μM E-64, 100 μM Pepstatin A, 6 μM 
Bestatin, 10 mM EDTA N/A 

SDS-PAGE 
Running Buffer 25 mM Tris-HCl, 200 mM glycine, 0.1 % (w/v) SDS 8.5 

Supplement A 

125 mg/ml glucose, 12.5 mg/ml L-glutamine, 313 µg/ml β-
NAD, 125 µg/ml co-carboxylase, 3.75 µg/ml thiamine-HCl, 
12.5 µg/ml vitamin B12,25 µg/ml Fe(NO3)3, 16.3 µg/ml 
PABA 

N/A 

Supplement B 5 mg/ml adenine, 0.15 mg/ml guanine-HCl, 0.13 mg/ml L-
cysteine HCl, make up to 20 ml N/A 

TBE 90 mM Trizma-Base, 90 mM boric acid, 2 mM EDTA 8.0 

TBST 50 mM Tris-HCl, 150 mM NaCl, 0.05% TWEEN-20 7.4 

Western Transfer 
Buffer 

25 mM Tris-HCl, 200 mM glycine, 0.1 % (w/v) SDS, 20 % 
(v/v) methanol 8.5 

Table 2.3. Recipes for buffers and media used throughout this work. 
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2.1.3 Agarose gel electrophoresis and determination of DNA concentrations 

DNA size analysis was carried out via electrophoresis using 1% (w/v) agarose Tris-borate-

EDTA gels containing 0.5 µg/ml ethidium bromide, which were placed in a horizontal gel tank 

filled with the same buffer. Samples were mixed with gel loading dye (6X, purple, NEB) before 

loading 5-10 µl per well and adding 5 µl GeneRuler 1 kb Plus DNA Ladder (Thermo Scientific) 

to a separate adjacent well. After running at 8 V/cm for ~1 h, gels were imaged with a BioDoc-

It2 (UVP) UV-transilluminator and sizes were deduced by comparing band positions against 

the ladder. DNA concentrations were measured via absorbance at 260 nm using a NanoDrop 

One microvolume UV-Vis spectrophotometer (ThermoFisher Scientific) and purity was 

determined from 260/280 and 260/230 absorbance ratios using the same instrument. 

 

2.1.4 SDS-PAGE and Coomassie staining 

To prepare whole-cell lysates, bacteria were grown overnight on GC agar, resuspended in 1x 

Protease Inhibitor Cocktail (see Table 2.3; the composition of all buffers and solutions given 

capitalised names are listed in this table) in ultrapure water, standardised to the desired OD260, 

then freeze-thawed three times at -80°C and on ice. Samples were mixed with PAGE Sample 

Buffer and heated at 100°C for 2 min to denature proteins. Resolving gels were made 

according to the recipe given in Table 2.3, pipetted into sandwiched 10⨉8.3⨉0.75 cm glass 

spacer plates, topped with a 200 µl of isopropanol, and left to polymerise for 30 min. After 

removing the isopropanol layer by blotting with a paper towel, a 4% stacking gel mixture (see 

Table 2.3) was prepared, pipetted into the remaining volume of the sandwiched plates, and 

left to polymerise for 30 min with a plastic 15-well comb fully inserted between plates. Gel 

plates were then transferred into a mini Trans-Blot vertical PAGE tank (Bio-Rad) and flooded 

with SDS-PAGE Running Buffer before gently removing plastic combs and loading separate 

wells with 10 µl of each sample and an additional well with 6 µl Precision Plus Protein Dual 

Colour molecular weight standard (Bio-Rad). Gels were run with a fixed bias of 200V for ~50 

min, then removed from casting plates and immersed in a plastic tray containing 5 ml 

Coomassie InstantBlueTM (Expedeon) with rocking for 30 min. After decanting the stain, gels 

were incubated for 1 h in 5 ml Coomassie Destaining Solution, followed by 1 h in 5 ml Gel 

Drying Solution, then vacuum-dried onto filter paper at 70°C for 2 h. Images of dry gels were 

acquired using an Epson Perfection V600 scanner. 
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Chapter 3: Optimisation of DNA Substrates for DUS-
Antibiotic Conjugates 

3.1 Introduction 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, poor uptake and retention of antibiotics by Gram-negative 

pathogens is a critical hurdle in the treatment of bacterial infections. Strategies to overcome 

these challenges include increasing influx via chemical modifications that confer additional 

membrane permeabilising properties to a drug [134], synergistic combination therapies that 

pair drugs with membrane permeabilising antibiotics such as colistin [135], or reducing efflux 

with small molecule efflux pump inhibitors [136]. An alternative approach to enhancing drug 

uptake that will be explored in this chapter involves conjugating antimicrobial compounds to 

the substrate of a pathogen’s natural uptake system such that they are actively transported 

inside cells in a ‘Trojan horse’ manner. The best-studied implementation of this method 

exploits a widespread bacterial iron acquisition process in which secreted chelator molecules 

termed siderophores sequester extracellular Fe3+ and are subsequently imported via active 

transport pathways [137]. Antimicrobial-siderophore conjugates were first discovered as 

natural products of Streptomyces and Actinomyces, but many active synthetic analogues 

known as sideromimics have also been produced by linking β-lactams or lactivicin with various 

iron-chelating moieties [138, 139]. One cephalosporin-based sideromimic, Cefiderocol, retains 

significant activity against β-lactam-resistant Gram-negative clinical isolates [140] due to a 

combination of enhanced uptake and resistance to hydrolysis by beta-lactamases [141], and 

was approved by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for treatment of complicated 

urinary tract infections in November 2019 [142]. Thus, Cefiderol highlights the potential of 

sideromimics to repurpose existing antimicrobials for novel treatments of Gram-negative 

pathogens by reducing vulnerability to enzyme-mediated activity loss in addition to improving 

import across the OM.  

 

Despite the successes of sideromimics, relatively few other bacterial uptake pathways have 

been explored as the basis of Trojan horse drug strategies. This chapter aims to investigate 

the feasibility of harnessing the gonococcal DNA uptake system to facilitate delivery of 

antibiotics by covalently conjugating them to DUS oligonucleotides (oligos). Beyond potentially 

elevating levels of drug influx, this approach is designed to target delivery exclusively to N. 

gonorrhoeae and close relatives, thereby reducing ‘collateral damage’ of antibiotic treatments 

such as C. difficile infection or selection for resistance in non-target microbes [143, 144]. This 

predicted targeting effect should result from the fact that DUS uptake specificity of DNA is 

limited to N. gonorrhoeae, N. meningitidis and closely related commensals such as N. 
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lactamica, with most other human-associated microbes either utilising alternative uptake 

sequence motifs (Neisseriaceae and Pasteurellaceae only) or exhibiting a reduced capacity 

for DNA uptake in general [35] (with the notable exception of Helicobacter pylori [145]). The 

large size of antibiotic-DUS oligo conjugates (DUS-ABs) relative to unmodified antibiotics may 

also serve to prevent their removal from cells via efflux pumps, whose substrate masses 

typically range between 200-800 Da [12], which is equivalent to ~1-3 nucleobases. To the best 

of the author’s knowledge, no previous works have proposed using DUS-ABs for the treatment 

of bacterial infections.  

 

The therapeutic application of oligos of 30 bp or less in humans has been validated by FDA 

approval of several antisense and aptamer-based treatments [146], whereas longer DNA 

fragments are likely to be rapidly degraded by immune responses and nucleases. Short oligos 

are therefore a logical choice of substrate for DUS-mediated antibiotic delivery, however, it is 

not currently clear if such polynucleotides are subject to the same DUS-specific uptake as the 

larger (≥300 bp [33]) DNA fragments used in all published studies on neisserial DNA uptake 

to date. A key goal of this chapter was to assess whether oligos are subject to DUS-specific 

uptake by gonococci and if so, to optimise their sequence and secondary structure in order to 

maximise intracellular accumulation of a conjugated ‘payload’ molecule. 

 

Bacterial uptake of DNA has traditionally been measured by incubating cells with radioactively-

labelled nucleic acids then removing residual extracellular DNA and performing emission 

counts with a scintillation analyser. This method quantifies the bulk uptake of a cell suspension 

but provides no information on cell-to-cell variability or the subcellular localisation of 

internalised DNA, which are both important parameters for predicting the efficacy of DUS-

ABs. An alternative approach using epifluorescence microscopy and 0.3-10 kb Cy3-labelled 

DNA was previously developed to quantify uptake in single gonococcal cells at subcellular 

resolution [33, 62], and forms the basis for the method used in this chapter to measure 

intracellular oligo accumulation. The molecular mass of Cy3 (~500 Da) is consistent with many 

typical antibacterial agents [147], meaning this fluorophore can be considered a crude proxy 

for oligo-conjugated antibiotics in uptake experiments. Confocal laser scanning microscopy 

(CLSM) was used in this work rather than epifluorescence microscopy to enable higher 

resolution 3D localisation of fluorophores within cells. 

 

Consistent with previous works [33, 62], the confocal methodology presented in this chapter 

lacked the sensitivity required to reliably detect Cy3-labelled DUS oligo (Cy3-DUS) uptake in 

WT cells, prompting the production and use of a ΔpilV mutant exhibiting elevated levels of 

DNA uptake for improved fluorescent signal-to-noise ratio. A ΔpilV ΔpilT double knockout 
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strain with impaired DNA uptake was also employed to rule out a fluorescence contribution 

from cell surface-bound Cy3-DUS. Construction and characterisation of these two mutant 

strains is presented in section 3.3.1, followed by fluorescent uptake measurements with Cy3-

DUS in section 3.3.2. Section 3.3.3 addresses uptake and potency of the antibiotic puromycin 

conjugated to DUS oligos.  

 

3.2 Materials and methods 
3.2.1 Mutant construction and characterisation of and ΔpilV ΔpilT  
3.2.1.1 Production	of	ΔpilV	mutants	

A linear ΔpilV::erm construct was assembled via overlap extension PCR (OE-PCR) by 

combining three fragments with complementary primer overhangs: a 0.5 kb upstream region 

including the first 46 bp of pilV (‘pilVup’), a 1.1 kb erythromycin resistance cassette, and a 0.5 

kb region immediately downstream of pilV (‘pilVdown’). PCR amplification of pilVup and 

pilVdown used primer pairs PILVupF/PILVupR_OE and PILVdownF_OE/PILVdownR, 

respectively (all primer sequences used in this chapter are listed in Table 3.1), and a purified 

MS11 genomic DNA (gDNA) template. The ErmR cassette was amplified using the primer pair 

ErmR-F-OE / ErmR-R-OE and a purified pIP10 template. All three amplification reactions 

underwent 31 cycles with a 60.5°C annealing temperature and 15 s extension step. After spin-

column purification, approximately equimolar amounts of pilVup, pilVdown and ErmR 

amplicons (43, 85, and 42 ng, respectively) were added to a 25 uL reaction, then spliced and 

amplified via 20 cycles of a 2-step OE-PCR consisting of 10 s denaturation at 98°C followed 

by 30 s extension at 72°C. A final enrichment PCR to isolate the product of interest was then 

carried out by adding 5 µl unpurified OE-PCR product to a 50 µl reaction with primers PILVupF 

and PILVdownR, which underwent 30 standard 3-step cycles with a 60.5°C annealing 

temperature and 20 s extension time. The ΔpilV::erm construct was spin-column purified and 

transformed into MS11 using a spot transformation method with 0.9 µg DNA. Transformants 

were selected by overnight culture on GC agar plates containing 8 µg/ml erythromycin. Correct 

insertion of ErmR was confirmed by amplifying a genomic region containing the interrupted 

pilV gene with primers PILV_Veri2F and PILV_Veri2R (whose priming sites lie outside the 

construct used for transformation) and sequencing the resulting amplicon. Further details of 

amplicon size analysis and sequencing are given in section 3.3.1.  
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3.2.1.2 Production	of	ΔpilV	ΔpilT	mutants	

Similar to ΔpilV::erm, a linear ΔpilT::kan construct was assembled via OE-PCR of three 

fragments: a 0.6 kb upstream region including the first 94 bp of pilT (pilTup), a 1.5 kb 

kanamycin resistance cassette, and a 0.6 kb region immediately downstream of pilT  

 (pilTdown). PCR amplification of pilTup and pilTdown used primer pairs PILTupF/PILTupR-

OE and PILTdownF-OE/PILTdownR, respectively, and a purified MS11 gDNA template. The 

KanR cassette was amplified using the primer pair KanR-F-OE / KanR-R-OE and a purified 

pUC4K template. All three preliminary PCR reactions underwent 35 cycles with a 15 s 

extension step, but amplification of pilTup/pilTdown and KanR used annealing temperatures 

of 59.0 and 64.0°C, respectively. After spin-column purification, approximately equimolar 

amounts of pilTup, pilTdown and KanR amplicons (52, 99, and 54 ng, respectively) were added  

Table 3.1. Primer sequences used in this chapter for producing N. gonorrhoeae ΔpilV and ΔpilV ΔpilT strains. 
Primer overlaps used for the OE-PCR reaction are underlined. 

Primer name Sequence 5ʹ→3ʹ Target region and/or purpose  

PILVupF	 GTCGAATTGATTTCCGCAATC	 N.	gonorrhoeae	pilV	upstream	region	
for	ΔpilV::erm	construct	OE-PCR	

 

PILVupR-OE	 GTGTGTTAGCCAAAGCCAATCATCAGCTCGAG
CAG	

N.	gonorrhoeae	pilV	upstream	region	
for	ΔpilV::erm	construct	OE-PCR	

 

ErmR-F-OE	 CTCGAGCTGATGATTGGCTTTGGCTAACACAC
ACG	

Erm	resistance	cassette	for	ΔpilV::erm	
construct	OE-PCR	

 

ErmR-R-OE	 TGGTTTGTACCGGAAGACAAGTTAAGGGATGC
AGTTTATG	

Erm	resistance	cassette	for	ΔpilV::erm	
construct	OE-PCR	

 

PILVdownF-OE	 TGCATCCCTTAACTTGTCTTCCGGTACAAACCA
ATCC	

N.	gonorrhoeae	pilV	downstream	
region	for	ΔpilV::erm	construct	OE-PCR	

 

PILVdownR	 CAACTTCTTTAACCAAACCGATG	 N.	gonorrhoeae	pilV	downstream	
region	for	ΔpilV::erm	construct	OE-PCR	

 

PILV_Veri2F	 CAATGCAATCTGTGCCGAC		 N.	gonorrhoeae	ΔpilV	verification	
sequencing.		

 

PILV_Veri2R	 CAGCTTTGGAACAGCCAG	 N.	gonorrhoeae	ΔpilV	verification	
sequencing	

 

PILTupF		 ATGCCAATGTTCACCTCGACACAC	 N.	gonorrhoeae	pilT	upstream	region	
for	ΔpilT::kan	construct	OE-PCR	

 

PILTupR-OE	 TTACCCAACTTAATCGCGTGAACCCGAATCATA
GG	

N.	gonorrhoeae	pilT	upstream	region	
for	ΔpilT::kan	construct	OE-PCR	

 

KanR-F-OE	 ATGATTCGGGTTCACGCGATTAAGTTGGGTAA
CGCCAG	

Kan	resistance	cassette	for	ΔpilT::kan	
construct	OE-PCR	

 

KanR-R-OE	 TTGCAGCGATTGGTCCCTTCCGGCTCGTATGTT
GTG	

Kan	resistance	cassette	for	ΔpilT::kan	
construct	OE-PCR	

 

PILTdownF-OE	 CAACATACGAGCCGGAAGGGACCAATCGCTG
CAATC	

N.	gonorrhoeae	pilT	downstream	
region	for	ΔpilT::kan	construct	OE-PCR	

 

PILTdownR	 CGATTGGACGGAGTAGTTG	 N.	gonorrhoeae	pilT	downstream	
region	for	ΔpilT::kan	construct	OE-PCR	

 

PILT_VeriF	 CTTTGGCAACGCACATCAG	 N.	gonorrhoeae	ΔpilT	verification	
sequencing	

 

PILT_VeriR	 GGTAGGCCCGACGATAATC	 N.	gonorrhoeae	ΔpilT	verification	
sequencing	
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to a 25 uL reaction, then spliced and amplified via 20 cycles of a 2-step OE-PCR consisting 

of 10 s denaturation at 98°C followed by 35 s extension at 72°C. A final enrichment PCR to  

isolate the product of interest was then carried out by adding 5 µl unpurified OE-PCR product 

to a 50 µl reaction with primers PILTupF and PILTdownR, which underwent 30 standard 3-

step cycles with a 60.0°C annealing temperature and 25 s extension time. The ΔpilT::kan 

construct was spin-column purified and transformed into ΔpilV cells using a spot  

transformation method with 0.9 µg DNA. Transformants were selected by overnight culture on 

GC agar plates containing 50 µg/ml kanamycin and 8 µg/ml erythromycin. Correct insertion of 

KanR into the resulting ΔpilV ΔpilT double knockouts was confirmed by amplifying a genomic 

region containing the interrupted pilT gene using primers PILT_VeriF and PILT_VeriR and 

sequencing the resulting amplicon. 

 

3.2.1.3 Characterisation	of	competence,	PilE	expression,	and	piliation	

Competence of ΔpilV and ΔpilV ΔpilT knockouts relative to WT cells was assessed by 

transformation assays based on the method of Aas et al. [121]. Cells were grown overnight 

on GC agar, resuspended in GC broth supplemented with 7 mM MgCl2 (transformation 

medium), and standardised to an OD260 of 1.0, then 750 ng transforming DNA added to 500 

µl aliquots of the relevant cell suspension and incubated for 30 min (37°C, 5% CO2). 

Suspensions were then diluted 10⨉ in transformation medium and incubated in the same 

conditions for 4 hours before appropriate dilutions were streaked onto GC agar plates with 

and without antibiotic corresponding to the transforming DNA used (50 µg/ml kanamycin, 10 

µg/ml chloramphenicol).  

 

Expression of PilE was determined by Western blotting with the monoclonal antibody SM1 

which recognises a five peptide epitope in the conserved C-terminal region of this pilin [148]. 

Lysates were separated on a 15% acrylamide gel via SDS-PAGE as described in section 2.1.4 

before transfer onto a 0.45 µm nitrocellulose membrane at a constant current of 350 mA in 

Wester Transfer Buffer. Membranes were then blocked with 3% BSA in PBST for 1 hour at 

room temperature with constant rocking and underwent three 5 min rinses in ELISA Wash 

Buffer (subsequent washes are all 3⨉5 min in the same buffer). SM1 purified from hybridoma 

culture supernatant was diluted 1:20 in PBST and used to soak membranes for 1 hour before 

an additional wash step. Bound SM1 was detected via anti-mouse IgG antibodies produced 

in goat and conjugated to alkaline-phosphatase (Sigma-Aldrich), which were used to soak 

membranes for a further hour at a dilution of 1:20,000 in PBST before a subsequent wash 

step. A final rinse in AP Buffer was used to remove residual phosphate before developing 

blots with a mixture of BCIP (165 µg/ml) and NBT (300 µg/ml) in AP Buffer. 
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Relative levels of surface-expressed pili in each strain were determined by CLSM of 

fluorescently labelled cell suspensions. Cells were grown overnight and resuspended in GC 

broth to an OD260 of 5.0. For labelling of surface proteins, 2.5 µl DyLight 488 NHS ester 

(Thermo Scientific) at 1 mg/ml in DMF was added to 100 µl of each cell suspension and 

incubated at 37°C for 10 min. Cells were pelleted and washed twice with DPBS, then 

resuspended in 50 µl DPBS. Six microlitres of the final suspension was mixed with 10 µl 

ProLong Gold antifade mountant (Life Technologies) and deposited on ethanol-cleaned 

18⨉18⨉0.13-0.17 mm glass coverslips, which were then mounted on glass microscope 

slides, left to cure for 48 hours, and sealed with CoverGrip (Biotium) prior to imaging. 

 

3.2.2 Single-cell fluorescent DNA uptake assay 

3.2.2.1 Sample	preparation	

Oligos with a single 5ʹ Cy3 modification were purchased lyophilised from Sigma-Aldrich/Merck 

and resuspended in ultrapure water. For duplexed DUS sequences, oligos were mixed with 

an equal volume of equimolar complementary strand (unlabelled), heated to 95° for 5 min, 

then left to cool to room temperature before storage at -20°C. Fluorescence emission 

intensities at 570 nm for equimolar (50 nM) concentrations of Cy3-labelled oligs were 

measured using a CLARIOstar plate reader (BMG LABTECH), which showed less than 13% 

variation between all duplexed variants (Supplementary Figure 3.8). Single-stranded oligos 

had significantly elevated emission intensities ~50% higher than all duplexed variants, which 

is likely to result from enhanced fluorescence quenching of Cy3 by adjacent unpaired 

nucleobases [149].  

Gonococcal cells from overnight cultures on GC agar were resuspended in transformation 

medium (GC broth supplemented with 5 mM MgCl2) and standardised to an OD260 of 5.0. 

Oligos were diluted in transformation medium and added to 100 µl aliquots of cell suspension 

to a final concentration of 500, 50, 5, or 0.5 nM. Cells were incubated with DNA at 37°C and 

5% CO2 for 1 hour, pelleted by centrifugation at 6,000 g for 3 min (all subsequent centrifugation 

steps use these parameters), and resuspended in 100 µl DPBS. Surface proteins were 

labelled by the addition of 2.5 µl DyLight 488 NHS ester (Thermo Scientific) at 1 mg/ml in DMF 

to each 100 µl aliquot and incubation at 37°C for a further 10 min. Externally bound DNA was 

then removed by a further step of centrifugation, resuspension in 100 µl DNase I reaction 

buffer containing 4 U DNase I (NEB), and 15 min incubation at 37°C. Cells were subsequently 

pelleted, resuspended with 1% formaldehyde in DPBS, and fixed for 15 min at room 

temperature. After a final wash step with 200 µl DPBS, cells were pelleted, resuspended in 50 

µl DPBS, and mounted as described for DyLight-labelled cells in section 3.2.1.3. 
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3.2.2.2 CLSM	

Samples were imaged with a Leica SP8 multi-laser CLSM attached to a Leica DMi8 inverted 

epifluorescence microscope. All images were captured through an HC PL APO CS2 63x/1.40 

oil objective using Leica Type F immersion oil. DyLight 488 was excited by the 488 nm Argon 

laser line (20% power; 1.7% intensity) and detected between 497–537 nm with a ‘hybrid’ 

GaAsP detector. Cy3 was excited by the DPSS 561 nm laser line at 4% intensity and detected 

between 571–604 nm with a separate hybrid detector. Sequential scanning with each laser 

between image lines was employed to prevent crosstalk between the two fluorescence 

channels. Images were captured with bidirectional scanning at a rate of 400 Hz, a zoom of 2.5 

(resulting in an image size of 74⨉74 µm), and averaging over two sequential line captures. A 

pinhole size of 49.7 µm was used, corresponding to an optical section depth of 0.9 µm. Each 

acquired image was formed of 13 z-stacked 1024⨉1024 pixel slices spaced ~250–300 nm 

apart (with lower and upper z boundaries set manually), giving an overall depth between 3-4 

µm. At least five images were obtained from randomly selected coverslip locations for each 

sample, and two independent repeats were carried out for each experiment.  

 

3.2.2.3 Image	analysis	

In order to quantify intracellular Cy3 fluorescence intensity, saved LIF format files were 

analysed by a custom macro within the ImageJ-based [150] image analysis software Fiji [151]. 

The macro is given in full in section 3.6, but the key concepts are described here. Initially, two 

maximum intensity z projection images are obtained separately from the DyLight 488 and Cy3 

channel z stacks, which consist of the highest pixel intensity value from the stack for each x-

Oligonucleotide name Sequence 5ʹ→3ʹ  

2SUD	(scrambled)	 [Cy3]ATTATAAGTCGTATTATAAGTCGT	  

2SUD	reverse	complement	 ACGACTTATAATACGACTTATAAT	  

2DUS	Watson	 [Cy3]ATGCCGTCTGAAATGCCGTCTGAA	  

2DUS	Watson	(unlabelled)	 ATGCCGTCTGAAATGCCGTCTGAA	  

2DUS	Crick	 [Cy3]TTCAGACGGCATTTCAGACGGCAT	  

2DUS	Crick	(unlabelled)	 TTCAGACGGCATTTCAGACGGCAT	  

1DUS	Watson		 [Cy3]TGACCATGCCGTCTGAACAAAC	  

1DUS	Crick	(unlabelled)	 GTTTGTTCAGACGGCATGGTCA	  

1DUS	hairpin	 [Cy3]ATGCCGTCTGAAAGCCTTTCAGACGGCAT	  

1DUS	hairpin+flanks	 [Cy3]TGACCATGCCGTCTGAAAGCCTTTCAGACGGCATGGTCA	  

Puro-ss1DUS	 GTTTGTTCAGACGGCATGGTCA[Puromycin]	  

1DUS	Watson	(unlabelled)	 TGACCATGCCGTCTGAACAAAC	  

1SUD	 [Cy3]TGACCACGACTTATAATCAAAC	  

1SUD	reverse	complement	 GTTTGATTATAAGTCGTGGTCA	  

Table 3.2. Oligonucleotides used for CLSM quantification of DNA uptake and Puromycin-DUS conjugate MIC 
assays. DUS sequences are highlighted in bold. Oligonucleotide modifications are indicated by square brackets. 
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y pixel position. The resulting DyLight 488 channel z projection clearly indicates the location 

of bacterial cells in an image with significantly improved contrast relative to the bright-field 

channel, and is therefore used to calculate regions of interest (ROIs) comprising all local 

groupings of cellular pixel positions. This is achieved via automatic thresholding using the 

‘IsoData’ method [152] after applying a Gaussian blur, and results in a binary image 

distinguishing cells from background regions. The ImageJ ‘Analyze Particles’ function then 

assigns a unique ROI number to each simply connected cellular region, whilst discounting 

ROIs above or below realistic cell size thresholds (with lower and upper limits of 0.4 and 5000 

µm2, respectively) or those located at image edges. At this point the macro is paused to allow 

for manual assessment and editing of the automatically detected cells. The mean Cy3 pixel 

intensity within each individual ROI is then recorded by looping the ImageJ ‘Measure’ function 

over a list of all remaining ROIs, and the resulting measurements are written to a CSV file. In 

addition to Cy3 intensity values, this macro saves the set of ROIs for future reference, as well 

as PNG images of ROIs overlaid on DyLight and Cy3 channel maximum intensity z 

projections. ROI Cy3 intensity values from two independent experimental repeats were 

combined and displayed as violin plots using the Python seaborn package 

(https://github.com/mwaskom/seaborn) with a base 2 logarithmic scale, equal widths at 

distribution maxima, and a kernel bandwidth of 0.2 standard deviations. 

 

3.2.3 Broth microdilution MIC assay 

Two-fold serial dilutions of puromycin, puro-ss1DUS, and puro-ds1DUS (oligos were 

resuspended and annealed as described in section 3.2.2.1) were prepared in rows of a 96-

well plate to a final volume of 100 µl, ensuring equimolar columnar concentrations of each 

compound. After overnight growth on GC agar, colonies of ΔpilV gonococci were resuspended 

in GC broth + 5 mM MgCl2 to an OD260 of 0.01 and 100 µl of this suspension dispensed into 

each well of serially diluted compound. Plates were incubated at 37°C, 5% CO2 for 18 h and 

absorbance measured at 600 nm with a Bio-Rad Benchmark Plus microplate reader. 
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3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Construction and characterisation of ΔpilV and ΔpilV ΔpilT mutants 

A knockout construct to produce hypertransformable ∆pilV mutants was assembled using OE-

PCR amplification, in which separate linear DNA fragments are combined into a single linear 

product via complementary primer overhangs of ~15-20 bp [153]. The construct was designed 

to replace 103 central codons of the 390 bp pilV gene with an erythromycin resistance cassette 

(ErmR), with an insertion position adjacent to that used in a previous study [120]. The three 

preliminary amplicons shown in Figure 3.1A are mixed together and joined by DNA 

polymerase extension of annealed primer overhangs in the OE-PCR reaction, whose product 

is shown in Figure 3.1B. The overlap extension reaction gives rise to a heterogeneous mixture 

of differently sized products from which the desired construct must be extracted. This was 

achieved by a final ‘enrichment’ PCR using primers that bind at the ∆pilV::erm fragment 

termini, and whose product is also shown in Figure 3.1B. After transformation into MS11 WT 

cells, recombination of this construct was initially confirmed by observing the expected 817 bp 

size increase relative to the equivalent WT chromosomal region (Figure 3.1C), and was further 

verified by Sanger sequencing. The chromatogram alignment in Figure 3.1D demonstrates 

correct insertion of ErmR after the pilV I15 codon. All other mutants developed for this work 

were produced by a similar process of OE-PCR, natural transformation, and verification by 

sequencing, including the ∆pilV ∆pilT double knockout mutant used in this chapter, for which 

a ∆pilT::kan construct was transformed into a ∆pilV background.  

 

The Coomassie-stained SDS-polyacrylamide gel and anti-PilE Western blot in Figure 3.2A 

and B show pilin bands at ~20 kDa for ∆pilV and ∆pilV ∆pilT total lysates, confirming that PilE 

expression has not been disabled by phase variation or pilS cassette recombination in these 

mutants. However, in addition to those occurring for pilE, spontaneous mutations in other pilus 

biogenesis genes such as pilC can give rise to a nonpiliated phenotype [154]. Thus, levels of 

surface-expressed pili were measured directly by CLSM to ensure mutants possessed the 

expected degree of piliation. As shown by the CLSM images of gonococcal mutants labelled 

with an amine-reactive protein dye (DyLight 488 NHS ester) in Figure 3.2D-G, surface 

filaments are clearly visible for WT, ∆pilV, and ∆pilV ∆pilT cells, but are absent in the ∆pilE 

strain. In keeping with previous works [122, 155], ∆pilV exhibits a slight reduction in T4P 

abundance relative to WT cells and the lack of a pilus retraction motor in ∆pilV ∆pilT cause a 

hyperpiliated phenotype. Also consistent with early studies of PilV function [120, 121], 

transformation assays showed an approximately 5-fold increase in ∆pilV transformation 

efficiency relative to WT cells, whilst no transformant colonies were obtained for ∆pilV ∆pilT 

mutants (Figure 3.2C).   
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Figure 3.1. Construction of an N. gonorrhoeae pilV deletion strain via transformation with overlap-extension PCR 
(OE-PCR) products. (A) Preliminary products of standard PCR amplifications corresponding to 
upstream/downstream (pilVup/pilVdown) regions flanking pilV and an erythromycin resistance cassette (ErmR). 
These products have complementary 5ʹ overhangs which allow them to act as mutual megaprimers for the OE-
PCR whose products are shown in (B). (B) OE-PCR of the preliminary products from (A) results in several new 
products of different sizes, including the desired pilVup-ErmR-pilVdown construct (ΔpilV::erm). The desired 2.2 
kb final product is amplified from this mixture via standard PCR amplification using the same outer primers of 
pilVup and pilVdown from preliminary PCRs. (C) Comparison of a 1523 bp amplified region containing WT MS11 
pilV with the corresponding region in four ΔpilV::erm transformant colony picks (after subculturing). Products 
were amplified from cell lysate template DNA with primers PILV_Veri2F and PILV_Veri2R. The most prominent 
bands for all four transformants are consistent with the expected size of 2340 bp for this region in ΔpilV::erm 
mutants. Amplicons from transformant 4 were submitted for Sanger sequencing with the same primers used for 
amplification. (D) Representative sequencing results from transformant 4 amplicons in (C) aligned with the 
hypothetical construct design sequence. The boundary between pilVup and ErmR is shown, with the latter region 
highlighted in blue. The autoscaled chromatogram and corresponding sequence align with 100 percent identity 
to the hypothetical construct (excluding mismatches from poor quality peaks at chromatogram termini).   
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Figure 3.2. Characterisation of N. gonorrhoeae MS11 knockout mutants constructed in this work. (A) Coomassie-
stained 15% SDS-polyacrylamide gel of total lysates. Pilin bands of ~20 kDa are indicated by an arrow and are 
present for all strains except ΔpilE. (B) Western blot of total lysates using a monoclonal antibody directed against 
PilE (SM1), which demonstrates the presence of this pilin in all strains except ΔpilE. (C) Transformation 
efficiencies expressed as a percentage of recipient cells. Transformation efficiency is increased over 5-fold in 
ΔpilV mutants relative to WT but ΔpilV ΔpilT is non-transformable. Error bars represent the standard deviation of 
two independent experiments. (D-G) Typical CLSM fluorescence images (maximum intensity z projections) of 
gonococcal cells from each mutant strain used in this chapter. Cells are labelled with an amine-reactive protein 
dye to reveal filamentous surface structures (indicated by arrows). Filaments are absent for ΔpilE cells but present 
for WT, ΔpilV, and ΔpilV ΔpilT, indicating that they are comprised of bona fide type IV pili as opposed to other 
high aspect ratio features such as conjugative pili or filamentous phages. Piliation is reduced in ΔpilV cells relative 
to WT, whereas ΔpilV ΔpilT cells are hyperpiliated. 
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3.3.2 Single-cell measurement of fluorescent oligonucleotide uptake 

To measure the degree of fluorescent oligo uptake by gonococci, cells were incubated with 

Cy3-labelled oligos for one hour, labelled externally with DyLight 488, treated with DNase I, 

then imaged by CLSM. Previous studies have suggested that dsDNA is internalised and 

transformed by N. gonorrhoeae with greater efficiency relative to ssDNA [61, 62], so initial 

experiments to validate this method used a 24 bp double-stranded direct repeat of the 12 bp 

DUS sequence. This duplexed oligo, henceforth referred to as Cy3-2DUS, consisted of the 5ʹ-

labelled ‘2DUS Watson’ sequence annealed to its unlabelled ‘2DUS Crick’ counterpart (see 

Table 3.2 for oligo sequences and nomenclature). A direct repeat was used rather than a 

single copy of the DUS in the hope that increased avidity for pilus binding would lead to higher 

oligo uptake and therefore improve the signal-to-noise ratio of cellular Cy3 fluorescence in 

CLSM data. Images were analysed by a custom ImageJ macro that was written to isolate 

regions of interest (ROIs), in this case individual cocci or small clusters of cells, from the image 

background, filter out excessively large or small ROIs (<0.4 µm2 or <4000 µm2), then calculate 

the mean pixel fluorescence intensity in the Cy3 channel for each individual ROI. Since Cy3 

fluorescence intensity was measured from a projected z stack (see section 3.2.2.3 for further 

details), large cell clusters were excluded from analysis to prevent artificially high intensity 

values resulting from compounded fluorescence of multiple vertically stacked cells. As 

distributions of ROI Cy3 fluorescence intensity values were generally strongly positively 

skewed and multimodal, this data was presented as violin plots with a base 2 logarithmic scale 

for clearer comparison of distribution characteristics.  

 

Typical CLSM images of Cy3-2DUS uptake in ∆pilV and ∆pilV ∆pilT mutants are shown in 

Figure 3.3A-F, with ROI outlines indicated in magenta in both fluorescence channels. The 

majority of ∆pilV cells display elevated Cy3 fluorescence within ROIs, although there is high 

cell-to-cell variability in intensity values. In contrast, ∆pilV ∆pilT cells exhibit consistently low 

ROI Cy3 intensity indistinguishable from the background, as expected to result from the non-

retractile pilus phenotype associated with pilT mutants [33, 120]. Mean intensity values of 

individual ROIs for different strains are summarised by distributions shown in Figure 3.3G, 

which reflects the approximately 3-fold and 10-fold increase in median and interquartile range 

(IQR), respectively, for ∆pilV relative to non-transformable ∆pilE and ∆pilV ∆pilT cells. The 

Cy3 intensity distribution for WT cells does not differ significantly from that of the DNA uptake-

deficient ∆pilV ∆pilT strain, suggesting uptake of singly-labelled oligos by WT MS11 is below 

the detection limit of this method. Thus, all other CLSM oligo uptake experiments were 

performed in a ∆pilV background–an approach common to other fluorescence microscopy-

based studies of gonococcal DNA uptake  [33, 62]. 
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Having established that short DUS oligos are subject to intracellular accumulation in ∆pilV 

mutants in a T4P-dependent manner, an experiment was designed to probe the sequence-

specificity and dose-dependence of uptake. Suspensions of ∆pilV cells were incubated with 

increasing concentrations of Cy3-2DUS or an equivalently labelled double-stranded direct 

repeat of a 12 bp scrambled DUS sequence (SUD) in which every second base is altered (the 

specific sequence, given in Table 3.2, was selected for consistency with a previous study 

demonstrating the lack of SUD oligo binding to purified ComP [59]). A comparison of typical 

CLSM images for DUS and SUD oligos at an intermediate concentration of 50 nM is shown in 

Figure 3.4A-D and demonstrates heavily reduced intracellular fluorescence for the scrambled 

sequence compared to its Cy3-2DUS counterpart. DUS-specificity of uptake is also reflected 

by aggregate ROI Cy3 intensity distributions (Figure 3.4E), in which median fluorescence 

values increase monotonically with Cy3-2DUS concentration from 0.5-500 nM but remain 

consistently low for the SUD oligo. Dose-dependence of DUS uptake is more clearly depicted 

 
Figure 3.3. CLSM imaging data measuring relative uptake of a fluorescent DUS oligonucleotide (Cy3-2DUS) by 
gonococcal mutants with deletions of pilin (pilE, pilV) and/or pilus retraction motor (pilT) genes. Cells were 
incubated with Cy3-2DUS (shown in red), labelled with an amine-reactive protein dye (shown in green), then 
treated with DNase I to remove externally bound DNA. All CLSM fluorescence images shown are maximum 
intensity z projections of the raw z stack (A-C) Representative bright-field (A), and fluorescence (B and C) channel 
images of ΔpilV cells incubated 50 nM Cy3-2DUS. Insets show cell details with higher digital zoom. Magenta lines 
represent individual cells or small clusters detected by the processing script (ROIs) and therefore included in 
fluorescence analysis. Cy3 fluorescence intensity is typically more pronounced within cells, although there is a 
significant cell-to-cell variability. (D-F) As in (A-C), but showing oligonucleotide uptake by ΔpilV ΔpilT double-
knockout cells. Cellular Cy3 intensity is consistently lower relative to ΔpilV cells in (C). (G) Logarithmic (base 2) 
violin plots summarising the distributions of average Cy3 fluorescence intensities per cell/cell cluster for WT, ΔpilE, 
ΔpilV, and ΔpilV ΔpilT mutants. Each distribution contains combined data from two independent experiments, with 
the total combined number of ROIs analysed listed above each distribution plot. Results of one-sided Mann-
Whitney U tests are represented above each pairing of distributions, with significance indicated by * (p<0.05), ** 
(p<0.01), and ‘ns’ (not significant, p>0.05). 
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with a linear axis in Figure 3.4F and follows an approximately logarithmic relationship. Based 

on these results, all oligos were used at 50 nM in subsequent uptake experiments with the 

aim of avoiding uptake saturation whilst maintaining a high fluorescence signal-to-noise ratio. 

A previous study reported that DNA fragments ≥300 bp in length labelled internally with Cy3 

were localised exclusively to the periplasm after uptake [33], whereas the end-labelled oligos 

used here generally exhibit a uniform spatial distribution of intracellular fluorescence intensity 

(Figure 3.4G), indicating transport across both outer and inner membranes. 

 

To determine the optimal oligo for use in antibiotic-DUS conjugates, a selection of fluorescent 

oligos representing various different sequences (with and without random nucleotides flanking 

the DUS), Cy3 positions, and secondary structures were prepared (Figure 3.5A) and their 

relative uptake determined using CLSM. The resulting fluorescence intensity distributions for 

single-stranded DUS sequences show an approximately 1.6-fold and 6.4-fold reduction in the 

median and IQR, respectively, relative to all duplexed oligos except for a scrambled control 

sequence (Figure 3.5F). Variation between intensity distributions for duplexed oligos is less 

pronounced for both hairpin loops and those annealed to a separate complementary strand, 

however, ‘ds2DUS Watson label’ and ‘1DUS hairpin+flanks’ exhibited a small but significant 

reduction compared to ‘ds1DUS Watson label’ as determined by one-tailed Mann-Whitney U 

tests with a p value cutoff of 0.05. The highest average aggregate ROI intensities were 

obtained for ‘ds2DUS Watson label’ and ‘ds1DUS Watson label’. Thus, ‘ds1DUS Watson 

label’, consisting of a single DUS copy flanked on either side by five random bases (5ʹ-

TGACCATGCCGTCTGAACAAAC-3ʹ), and its complementary sequence were used for work 

presented in section 3.3.3 as its shorter length would mean lower production costs and higher 

diffusivity in any future clinical applications.  
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Figure 3.4. CLSM imaging data demonstrating dose-dependence and sequence specificity of Cy3-modified 
oligonucleotide uptake by gonococcal ΔpilV cells. All CLSM fluorescence images shown are maximum intensity z 
projections of the raw z stack (A-B) Representative DyLight 488 (A) and Cy3 (B) channel fluorescence images of 
cells incubated with a double-stranded 24 bp direct DUS repeat oligonucleotide at 50 nM. Insets show cell details 
with higher digital zoom. Magenta lines represent individual cells or small clusters detected by the processing script 
(ROIs) and therefore included in fluorescence analysis. Cy3 fluorescence intensity is typically more pronounced 
within cells, although there is a significant cell-to-cell variability. (C-D) As in (A-B) but cells incubated with a double-
stranded 24 bp scrambled control oligonucleotide (SUD). Cy3 intensity is consistently low in all cells relative to (B). 
(E) Logarithmic (base 2) split violin plot summarising the distributions of mean Cy3 intensities per cell/cell cluster 
for DUS and SUD of increasing concentrations. Cells show a dose-dependent increase in Cy3 fluorescence for 
DUS oligonucleotides, but remain consistently low for SUD DNA. All distributions contain combined data from two 
independent experiments, and the total number of ROIs analysed for DUS/SUD are given as n values above each 
distribution plot. (F) Dose-dependence of fluorescent DUS oligonucleotide uptake represented by median values of 
ROI intensity distributions shown in (E). A dotted regression curve represents the optimal fit of a logarithmic model. 
Error bars show standard deviations calculated from two independent experiments. (G) Representative individual 
ROIs cropped from CLSM images of DUS oligo uptake to highlight the intracellular spatial distribution of fluorescent 
DUS oligos. Spatially corresponding images are displayed in horizontally adjacent pairs with DyLight 488 and Cy3 
channels displayed on the left and right, respectively. 
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3.3.3 Potency and uptake of puromycin-modified DUS oligonucleotides 

When designing oligo-drug conjugates, the structure-activity relationship of an antimicrobial 

compound must be carefully considered to minimise the likelihood of conjugation impinging 

on drug potency. Functional groups which are both non-essential to antibiotic activity and 

amenable to bioconjugation will differ between compounds, so a custom synthesis method 

will typically be required for each drug. Given this complexity, a wide screening of different 

DUS-linked compounds for bactericidal or bacteriostatic activity is beyond the scope of this 

project, however, use of the antibiotic puromycin for oligo conjugation circumvented these 

issues to facilitate an initial study of the potency and degree of uptake of a DUS-AB. Puromycin 

is an aminonucleoside antibiotic produced in Streptomyces alboniger whose structural 

similarities with the 3ʹ end of aminoacyl-tRNA lead to ribosomal binding and subsequent 

premature termination of nascent peptide chains. Despite broad-spectrum activity against 

Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria, clinical use of puromycin has been hampered by 

 
Figure 3.5. Using CLSM to measure relative uptake of Cy3-labelled DUS oligonucleotide variants by gonococcal 
ΔpilV mutants. All CLSM fluorescence images shown are maximum intensity z projections of the raw z stack. (A) 
Nomenclature and simplified structures of an oligonucleotide panel selected to represent a range of sequences, 
labelling positions, and secondary structures. (B-C) Representative DyLight 488 (B) and Cy3 (C) channel 
fluorescence images of cells incubated with a single-stranded 24 nt direct ‘Watson’ DUS repeat oligonucleotide. 
Insets show cell details with higher digital zoom. Magenta lines represent individual cells or small clusters detected 
by the processing script (ROIs) and therefore included in fluorescence analysis. (D-E) As in (B-C) but cells incubated 
with the Watson DUS repeat hybridised to its complementary ‘Crick’ sequence. Greater levels of intracellular Cy3 
fluorescence are observed for this duplexed oligo relative to its single-stranded counterpart. (F) Logarithmic (base 2) 
violin plots summarising the distributions of mean Cy3 intensities per cell/cell cluster ROI for all oligonucleotides listed 
in (A). The interquartile range and median are significantly increased for all duplexed DUS sequences tested relative 
to single-stranded DUSs or a double-stranded scrambled control sequence. Each distribution contains combined 
data from two independent experiments, with the total combined number of ROIs analysed listed above each 
distribution plot. All pairwise one-sided Mann-Whitney U tests between distributions gave p<0.05 except for cases 
labelled ‘ns’ (not significant, p>0.05) 
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its high toxicity to mammalian cells [156], thus, the puromycin-modified DUS oligo used here 

is intended as a research tool rather than a feasible therapeutic compound. The frequent use 

of oligos with puromycin ligated to the 3ʹ end in studies of ribosome function and protein affinity 

selection technologies [157] demonstrates that this molecule retains its capacity to inhibit 

translation in spite of such chemical alterations, and means that puromycin-modifed DNA can 

be readily purchased from several manufacturers. A non-fluorescent, 3ʹ puromycin-modified 

analogue of the sequence with maximal uptake from section 3.3.2, here termed puro-ss1DUS, 

was obtained from the Sigma-Aldrich/Merck oligo synthesis service for use in the following 

experiments (Figure 3.6A shows a structural comparison of puro-ss1DUS with unmodified 

puromycin). 

 

Broth microdilution assays were performed with ∆pilV suspensions to verify the antibacterial 

activity of unmodified puromycin against N. gonorrhoeae, which established an MIC of 8 µg/ml; 

equivalent to 17 µM (Figure 3.6B). However, a similar assay using equivalent molar 

concentrations of puro-ss1DUS alone or annealed to an unmodified complementary strand 

(puro-ds1DUS) did not demonstrate any growth inhibition up to 17 µM (Figure 3.6C), which 

was the highest possible concentration given the cost and yield of puro-ss1DUS synthesis. 

Spotting 5 µl of 50 µM puro-ss1DUS or puro-ds1DUS directly onto GC agar before inoculation 

with ∆pilV produced no discernible zone of inhibition after overnight incubation. A lack of 

antimicrobial activity of puro-ss1DUS is consistent with the low uptake of single-stranded DUS 

oligos revealed by CLSM data, but it is not immediately clear whether inactivity of puro-

ds1DUS results from insufficient accumulation in the cytoplasm or a reduced capacity of 

puromycin to bind target sites in its DNA-conjugated form. To assess whether double-stranded 

DUS oligo uptake was diminished as a result of puromycin modification, ∆pilV cell suspensions 

were incubated with either puro-ss1DUS annealed to a Cy3-labelled complementary strand 

(Cy3-puro-ds1DUS) or an equivalent duplexed oligo lacking the puromycin moiety (ds1DUS 

Watson label), and their relative intracellular fluorescence compared via CLSM. Cy3 channel 

fluorescence displayed an even spatial distribution within cells for both oligos (Figure 3.7C-F) 

and a small but significant increase in intensity was present within ROIs for Cy3-puro-ds1DUS 

relative to ‘ds1DUS Watson label’ (Figure 3.7G). These CLSM results appears to indicate 

cytoplasmic accumulation of puromycin-DNA conjugates, however, it is currently unknown 

whether DNA is processed into a single-stranded form in the periplasm before crossing the 

inner membrane, so the possibility remains that Cy3-labelled complementary strands are 

translocated into the cytoplasm whilst puro-ss1DUS remains in the periplasm unable to access 

its ribosomal target site. Direct fluorescent labelling of puro-ss1DUS in future experiments will 

provide more definitive CLSM data on subcellular localisation. 
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Figure 3.6. Broth microdilution minimal inhibitory concentration assays with a ΔpilV mutant to assess the activity 
of puromycin-DUS oligonucleotide conjugates relative to an equivalent molar concentration of free puromycin. 
Growth plots show the mean OD600 values of two independent experiments, and error bars represent the 
standard deviation. (A) Structural comparison between unmodified puromycin and a single-stranded DUS 
oligonucleotide with puromycin covalently coupled to the 3ʹ terminus. Only the two penultimate 5ʹ-CA-3ʹ bases of 
the 22 nt ‘Puro-ss1DUS’ oligo are shown. (B) Overnight bacterial growth in the presence of 2-fold serial dilutions 
of unmodified puromycin determined an MIC of 8 µg/ml (17 µM). (C) Comparison of growth inhibition by 
unmodified puromycin with single- and double-stranded oligonucleotides conjugated to puromycin. The 
maximum feasible concentrations of modified oligonucleotides were limited by costs, but no clear growth 
inhibition was observed for oligonucleotide conjugates at the molar MIC of unmodified puromycin. 
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3.4 Discussion 
Despite extensive research into gonococcal DNA uptake, the precise mechanisms by which 

DNA bind to pili and traverse both membranes remain enigmatic. This knowledge gap 

combined with the fact that all published research has focussed on DNA fragments >300 bp 

has made it difficult to predict whether DUS-containing oligos would be subject to sequence-

specific uptake and would therefore be an appropriate substrate for targeted Trojan horse 

antibiotics. In this chapter it was demonstrated that, for the case of the fluorophore Cy3, DUS 

oligos ≤24 bp in length can indeed facilitate sequence-specific, dose-dependent intracellular 

accumulation of covalently coupled payload molecules. Although no rigorous quantification of 

Cy3 fluorescence spatial distributions within cells was performed here, a cursory analysis 

suggests high intensity pixels are evenly distributed across all cellular compartments. It may 

therefore be possible to apply a DUS-based Trojan horse strategy to antibiotics with targets 

 
Figure 3.7. CLSM imaging data demonstrating uptake of puromycin-DUS oligonucleotide conjugates by 
gonococcal ΔpilV cells. All CLSM fluorescence images shown are maximum intensity z projections of the raw z 
stack (A-F) Representative DyLight 488 (A, C, E) and Cy3 (B, D, F) channel fluorescence images of cells 
incubated with Cy3-modified oligonucleotides. Cells exposed to a scrambled sequence exhibit negligible Cy3 
fluorescence (A, B), whereas a DUS sequence (C, D) and its puromycin-conjugated counterpart (E, F) both 
produce significant levels of intracellular Cy3 accumulation.  (G) Logarithmic (base 2) violin plot summarising 
the distributions of mean Cy3 intensities per cell/cell cluster for each oligonucleotide. The distribution for a 
double-stranded DUS oligonucleotide is comparable to that of its puromycin-modified analogue, indicating that 
the attachment of this antibiotic does not hinder oligonucleotide import. Each distribution contains combined data 
from two independent experiments, with the total combined number of ROIs analysed listed above each 
distribution plot. Results of one-sided Mann-Whitney U tests are represented above distribution pairs, with 
significance indicated by * (p<0.05) and ** (p<0.01) 
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residing in either the periplasm (e.g. peptidoglycan synthesis inhibitors such as β-lactams and 

vancomycin) or cytoplasm (e.g. protein, DNA, and folate synthesis inhibitors). 

 

The major factor determining initial uptake of most antibiotics by N. gonorrhoeae, outer 

membrane porins, are constitutively expressed essential proteins. In contrast, the genes 

underlying pilus biogenesis, and therefore uptake of DUS-ABs, are highly prone to phase 

variable on-off expression in vitro, leading to heterogeneous populations of piliated/non-

piliated (and, by extension, susceptible/resistant) cells. Based on colony morphologies, it was 

observed that ∆pilV mutants produced for this work switched from a piliated to nonpiliated 

state with higher frequency than the parental WT MS11 (data not shown). Thus, piliation 

heterogeneity may have contributed to the high ∆pilV cell-to-cell variability in Cy3 fluorescence 

revealed by CLSM data and lack of growth inhibition by puro-ds1DUS. It would therefore be 

informative to assess individual cells following treatment with Cy3-puro-ds1DUS via live/dead 

staining and CLSM to check for correlations between oligo uptake and viability. The efficacy 

of DUS-ABs would be diminished if mixed subpopulations of nonpiliated, resistant gonococci 

were to exist in vivo, however, T4P are an essential gonococcal virulence factor and fresh 

clinical isolates are invariably piliated [148, 158], meaning that (i) uptake of DUS-conjugated 

payloads is likely to be proportionally higher in vivo than for the ∆pilV MS11 strain used here, 

and (ii) mutations conferring resistance to DUS-antimicrobial conjugates by reducing T4P 

expression to would be accompanied by a loss of virulence. Thus, it would be informative to 

repeat CLSM uptake and MIC measurements using a strain in which essential pilus genes are 

phase-locked on to simulate a more clinically relevant scenario. 

 

Comparisons of intracellular fluorescence intensities for a panel of various Cy3-labelled DUS 

oligos revealed a strong reduction in uptake for single-stranded forms compared to all 

duplexed oligos tested. Relative uptake between all duplexed oligos in the panel was much 

more consistent, with variable features (i.e. number of DUS copies, labelling of Watson vs. 

Crick strands, and presence/absence of a hairpin loop structure or flanking bases) producing 

only minor differences between ROI fluorescence distributions. The pharmacokinetic 

properties of oligonucleotides can be tailored via adjustments to structural features, for 

example, chain length is inversely proportional to the permeability coefficient [159] and 

incorporating 3ʹ terminal features such as hairpin loops blocks digestion by nucleases [160, 

161]. The robustness of duplexed DUS oligo uptake to structural alterations suggests DUS-

ABs should be amenable to pharmacokinetic optimisation without compromising on bacterial 

delivery load. All current examples of antisense oligo drugs in clinical use are chemically 

augmented to prevent degradation by nucleases, primarily through backbone 
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phosphorothioates or 2’ ribose sugar modifications [146], so it will be critical to characterise 

the effect of such modifications on gonococcal oligo uptake. 

 

Several oligo-based therapeutics against bacterial pathogens are being developed [162–166], 

however, a major translational bottleneck to clinical application of these technologies is the 

lack of effective delivery vectors [167]. An alternative strategy employing DUS oligos for 

targeted killing of pathogenic Neisseria would be to embed such bactericidal motifs into the 

oligo itself, creating a single chimeric DNA fragment that would act as both delivery vector and 

bactericidal agent, thus circumventing the complexities of conjugation chemistry required for 

DUS-AB production. Difficult DUS-AB syntheses can also be bypassed by incorporating 

antibacterial nucleoside analogues into oligos using standard phosphoramidite DNA synthesis 

techniques. A number of clinically approved nucleoside analogue drugs typically used to treat 

viral or fungal infections and cancer have shown promise as antibacterial agents [168, 169] 

and provide a broad panel of agents to utilise in proof-of-concept experiments for DUS-AB 

targeting specificity. 

 

Data presented in this chapter has validated the use of a CLSM-based assay to measure 

gonococcal uptake of fluorescently labelled oligos. The assay should next be applied to 

investigate uptake of more clinically relevant DUS oligos with phosophorothioate and 2’ ribose 

sugar modifications. Such modifications are often placed on nucleotides flanking a short 

central unmodified region [170], enabling a design in which a standard, unaltered DUS 

sequence is present to reduce potential interference of modifications with ComP binding. After 

selecting an appropriate nuclease-resistant DUS oligo, a number of antibiotics should be 

tested for their ability to inhibit gonococcal growth in a DUS-AB form, with a particular focus 

on compounds whose efficacy is usually limited by a lack of uptake. Additional future work on 

this project should develop the image processing code to include quantitative analysis of 

intracellular fluorescence spatial distributions in order to confirm that DUS oligos cross both 

membranes and are distributed evenly throughout cells, rather than localising to the periplasm, 

septum or cell poles of diplococci. The potential post-uptake processing of double-stranded 

oligos to a single-stranded form or through nuclease degradation could have implications for 

access of DUS-AB antibiotic moieties to their cellular targets, primarily by altering steric 

interactions. This could be investigated straightforwardly by recovering oligos from lysed cells 

and determining degradation via polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis.   

 

A key remaining question is whether typical intracellular DUS oligo concentrations following 

uptake are sufficiently high for equivalent uptake of DUS-ABs to elicit a bactericidal effect. 

Unfortunately, there is a dearth of data on bacterial intracellular antibiotic concentrations in 
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the literature, however, burgeoning LC-MS techniques are beginning to fill this gap [171–174]. 

Applying these new methods to precisely quantify molar influx of DUS-ABs relative to 

unmodified antibiotics would provide a clearer indication of the antibacterial potential of DUS-

ABs. 
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Appendix 3: Supplementary Material 
3.5 Cy3-labelled oligonucleotide fluorescence intensities 

 

3.6 ImageJ macro to measure single-cell fluorescence 
//Parameter selection (NB default parameter values were used for all analysis 
//presented in this thesis) 
Dialog.create("Enter parameters"); 
Dialog.addNumber("Blur sigma",1.5); 
Dialog.addNumber("Min cell size",0.4); 
Dialog.addNumber("Max cell size",5000); 
Dialog.addNumber("Min cell circularity",0.1); 
Dialog.show(); 
 
blur_sig = Dialog.getNumber(); 
min_sz = Dialog.getNumber(); 
max_sz = Dialog.getNumber(); 
min_circ = Dialog.getNumber(); 
 
//Getting the Cy3 fluorescence image 
main_win = getTitle(); 
dir = File.directory+getTitle; 
File.makeDirectory(dir); 
getDimensions(width, height, channels, slices, frames); 
run("Duplicate...", "duplicate channels=3"); 
rename("temp"); 
run("Z Project...", "projection=[Max Intensity]"); 
rename("Cy3_FL"); 
selectWindow("temp"); 
close(); 
 
//Getting the DyLight488 FL image 
selectWindow(main_win); 

 
Figure 3.8. Fluorescence emission intensity values for 5ʹ Cy3-labelled oligonucleotides at 50 nM measured on a 
fluorescent plate reader. Values for all annealed oligonucleotides vary by a maximum of 12.6%, whereas both 
single-stranded variants have intensities ~50% greater than duplexes. 
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run("Duplicate...", "duplicate channels=1"); 
rename("temp"); 
//setMinAndMax(10, 200); // Truncate dark pixels to help remove pili 
//run("Apply LUT", "stack"); //applies Min Max change to whole stack 
run("Z Project...", "projection=[Standard Deviation]"); 
rename("488_FL"); 
run("Green to Yellow"); 
selectWindow("temp"); 
close(); 
 
//Detecting objects in DyLight488 image 
selectWindow("488_FL") 
run("Duplicate...", " "); 
run("Gaussian Blur...", "sigma="+blur_sig); 
//run("Variance...", "radius="+var_rad+""); //Optional: Detects 2D variance, rather 
than stack SD. 
run("8-bit"); 
run("Auto Threshold", "method=IsoData white"); 
//setThreshold(27, 255); Alternatively, specify upper and lower bounds for 
threshold. 
//run("Convert to Mask"); 
run("Invert"); 
run("Fill Holes"); 
//setOption("BlackBackground", false); 
//run("Erode"); //Shrinks selection to undo dilation resulting from previous steps 
(but prevents edge exlusion in Analyze Particles). 
//run("Dilate"); 
rename("Objects"); 
 
run("Set Measurements...", "area mean standard median integrated redirect=Cy3_FL 
decimal=3"); 
//Analyze particles just to create cell ROIs 
run("Analyze Particles...", "size="+min_sz+"-"+max_sz+" circularity="+min_circ+"-
1.00 exclude clear add"); 
 
//Merge 488 and Cy3 projections, brighten, and display ROIs to manually check 
quality of cell selection. 
selectWindow("488_FL"); 
run("8-bit"); 
run("Merge Channels...", "c1=488_FL c2=Cy3_FL create keep"); 
rename("Merged"); 
 
setMinAndMax(0, 150); 
run("Next Slice [>]"); 
setMinAndMax(0, 50); 
roiManager("Show All without labels"); 
 
waitForUser("Delete bad ROIs from manager before continuing") 
//then run Analyze particles again to obtain measures 
 
n_rois = roiManager("count"); 
roiManager("Save", dir +"/cell ROIs.zip"); 
run("Set Measurements...", "area mean standard median integrated redirect=Cy3_FL 
decimal=3"); 
for (i=0;i<n_rois;i++) { 
 selectWindow("Cy3_FL"); 
 roiManager("Select", i); 
 run("Measure"); 
} 
saveAs("Results", dir +"/uptake_measures.csv"); 
selectWindow("Merged"); 
run("From ROI Manager"); 
saveAs("PNG", dir +"/merged channel overlay.png"); 
rename("Merged");//fixes the fact that saving renames window 
selectWindow("Cy3_FL"); 
setMinAndMax(0, 50); 
run("From ROI Manager"); 
saveAs("PNG", dir +"/bright Cy3.png" ); 
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rename("Cy3_FL");//fixes the fact that saving renames window 
selectWindow("488_FL"); 
setMinAndMax(0, 150); 
saveAs("PNG", dir +"/bright 488.png" ); 
 
selectWindow("Objects"); 
close(); 
 
array1 = newArray("0"); 
for (i=1;i<n_rois;i++){ 
        array1 = Array.concat(array1,i); 
} 
roiManager("select", array1); 
roiManager("Delete");//clear ROI manager 
 
selectWindow("Merged"); 
 
waitForUser("Select representative background regions before continuing") 
 
run("Clear Results"); 
n_rois = roiManager("count"); 
for (i=0;i<n_rois;i++) { 
 selectWindow("Cy3_FL"); 
 roiManager("Select", i); 
 run("Measure"); 
} 
saveAs("Results", dir +"/background_measures.csv"); 
selectWindow("Merged"); 
run("Remove Overlay"); 
run("From ROI Manager"); 
saveAs("PNG", dir +"/background ROIs merged.png" ); 
roiManager("Save", dir +"/background ROIs.zip"); 
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Chapter 4: Single-molecule Microscopy and Molecular 
Modelling of DNA Binding by Type IV Pili 

4.1 Introduction 

Developing an accurate model for DNA uptake is crucial to attaining a holistic understanding 

of HGT in Neisseria, and is a prerequisite for rational design of uptake inhibitors that could 

curb dissemination of AMR genes. As addressed in Chapter 1, the roles of the following 

gonococcal T4P machinery components in DNA binding and uptake have been partially 

characterised. The minor pilin ComP was confirmed as the sequence-specific DUS receptor 

by experiments demonstrating selective binding to double-stranded oligos [59, 175]. Pilus 

biogenesis components such as PilD, PilC, PilF, PilQ, PilM/N/O/P, and the major pilin PilE 

facilitate surface expression of ComP via its incorporation into T4P fibres [95, 97, 110, 176]. 

The ATPase PilT drives pilus retraction by subunit disassembly and is essential for 

competence [107]. ComE promotes import by binding to incoming DNA in the periplasm, thus 

preventing diffusion back out of the cell [33, 108]. From a combination of these collective 

results, speculation based on pilus structural data, and a proposed rotational model of T4P 

assembly [90, 177], the following tentative model of DNA translocation in pathogenic Neisseria 

has emerged [31, 175]:  

 

(i) ComP embedded in fully assembled T4P initially binds to double-stranded DUS sequences 

of free DNA in the extracellular milieu. 

(ii) DNA then helically wraps around pilus fibres assisted by rotation of extending/retracting 

T4P and positively charged PilE grooves traversing their surface. 

(iii) PilT-driven pilus retraction then transports wrapped DNA through a PilQ secretin at the 

fibre base and into the periplasm. 

(iv) Wrapped DNA is transferred from the pilus and bound by multiple ComE units to complete 

import of remaining extracellular portions of the DNA molecule via biased diffusion. 

(v) Transport across the inner membrane is mediated by the ComEC-like channel protein 

ComA [178], but it is not clear what drives this process or whether DNA is processed to a 

single-stranded form before traversing ComA.  

 

One attractive feature of this model is the dual contribution of ComP and PilE to DNA binding, 

which could explain why purified ComP alone exhibits unusually low affinity for the DUS [59, 

175]. However, many elements of the model have yet to be experimentally verified and valid 

alternatives have been proposed e.g. so-called competence pseudopili [91], which assemble 

using the same machinery as T4P but are structurally and functionally distinct (as is the case 
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for pseudopili of type II secretion systems [84, 127, 179]). Results in Chapter 3 demonstrate 

that duplexed oligos with approximate lengths of 5-8 nm undergo sequence-specific uptake 

by ΔpilV gonococci, suggesting that wrapping around the significantly broader pilus surface 

(circumference ~19 nm) is not a requirement for DNA import. In this chapter, several single-

molecule microscopy techniques are employed to directly visualise gonococcal T4P-DNA 

interactions in an effort to clarify the degree of pilus involvement in DNA import and establish 

potential binding conformations. The resulting data provides the first direct evidence of DUS-

specific DNA binding to gonococcal pili in situ, and establishes a toolkit for future investigations 

of T4P-DNA interactions and bacterial DNA uptake. Section 4.1.1 gives an overview of known 

mechanisms of DNA-protein binding and methods used to interrogate them, whilst section 

4.1.2 introduces one such technique, atomic force microscopy (AFM), which was used to 

acquire much of the data in this chapter.   

 

4.1.1 DNA-protein binding mechanisms and characterisation methods in the 
context of T4P-DNA interactions 

The first crystal structures of site-specific DNA-binding proteins (SSDBPs) in complex with 

their cognate nucleotide sequences were published in 1984-1988 [180–182] and led rapidly 

to the realisation that no basic pairing rules exist between amino acid residues and nucleotide 

binding partners [183]. To date, over 3650 protein structures with DNA ligands are deposited 

in the Protein Data Bank, the analyses of which have revealed immense diversity and 

complexity in binding mechanisms of different proteins. Nonetheless, the following clear 

trends have emerged [184]: (i) lysine and arginine residues are overrepresented in DNA-

binding proteins and their positively charged side chains attract negatively charged DNA 

backbone phosphates; (ii) SSDBPs nearly always form a tight interface with their cognate 

bases in the double-helix major groove rather than the less-accessible minor groove; (iii) a 

degree of sequence recognition derives from close interactions of amino acid side chains with 

base-specific hydrogen bond donors, acceptors, and non-polar groups, sometimes through 

intervening water molecules [185], which is known as ‘direct readout’; (iv) bound DNA tends 

to exhibit significant global and local conformational changes relative to unbound structures; 

and (v) factors other than bonding of adjacent protein side chains and bases also contribute 

to site-specific binding (indirect readout), primarily sequence dependent DNA conformation 

and flexibility. It remains unknown if the DUS possesses specific conformational properties 

that may increase its affinity for ComP or T4P via indirect readout.  

 

Despite highly diverse readout mechanisms of SSDBP at the atomic level, many such proteins 

contain homologues of well-characterised DNA binding domains such as the ‘helix-turn-helix’ 
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and ‘zinc finger’ motif. Predictions can often be made regarding the DNA binding 

characteristics of a protein based on the amino acid sequence if it contains such motifs, 

however, a search of the protein functional classification server InterPro [186] on 01/03/2020 

did not detect any known DNA-binding domains in the gonococcal ComP sequence. With few 

exceptions, SSDPBs act intracellularly, such as those involved in regulation of gene 

expression, site-specific recombination, transposition, and methylation, whereas ComP is 

thought to carry out its DNA binding function in the potentially radically different extracellular 

environment. A lack of shared motifs between ComP and other SSDBP may therefore reflect 

the fairly unique status of this minor pilin as an extracellular SSDBP for which a different set 

of environmental selective pressures has resulted in distinct DNA binding domains. 

Evolutionary constraints imposed by the pilin ⍺-stalk/β-head structural scaffold required for 

T4P incorporation may also have limited the explorable amino acid sequence space for ComP, 

resulting in the exclusion of canonical nucleic acid binding motifs. The efficiency of cognate 

site recognition of many SSDBPs is enhanced by a one-dimensional ‘sliding’ diffusion which 

facilitates rapid scanning along DNA until a binding site is located [187]. However, such 

diffusion-based scanning strategies presumably cannot be employed by ComP whilst spatially 

constrained within T4P fibres. No alternative DNA searching mechanism has been suggested 

by which ComP could efficiently engage DUS sites in extracellular DNA, but it is possible that 

pilus extension and retraction dynamics could play a role. Collectively, the unique properties 

of ComP imply a novel DNA binding mode, which was supported by a structure/function study 

of purified ComP implicating the ⍺-β loop and DD region in docking of DUS oligos [175] 

(discussed further below). 

 

The following list summarises several of the most common methods traditionally used to study 

DNA-protein interactions, with a brief description for each. 

 

• Electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA): DNA aliquots are incubated with increasing 

concentrations of the protein under investigation then run on an agarose or polyacrylamide 

gel. DNA binding is indicated by the retarded electrophoretic migration of bands corresponding 

to DNA-protein complexes relative to DNA alone [188]. 

• DNase footprinting: This assay is used to identify DNA target sites of SSDBPs via their 

ability to protect tightly bound bases from cleavage by DNase. Digested end-labelled DNA 

fragments for samples with and without added protein are separated by gel electrophoresis 

and visualised by autoradiography. Target sites can be inferred from regions which are 

occupied with fragments in DNA only lanes, but blank for mixed protein and DNA lanes [189]. 

• Surface plasmon resonance (SPR): SPR is a sensitive optical technique which can be 

applied to measure affinities and binding kinetics for many different classes of biomolecules 
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[190]. When applied to DNA-protein binding this method consists of flowing the protein analyte 

over a gold-coated glass substrate to which 5ʹ-biotin labelled DNA has been immobilised. 

Levels of protein binding are determined by a light beam reflected off the reverse side of the 

substrate and onto a detector array. The refractive index close to the substrate is modulated 

by the degree of protein binding to immobilised DNA, which in turn causes shifts in the angle 

of a light intensity minimum falling on the detector. Shifts in this angle can be precisely related 

to changes in protein concentration at the substrate surface, allowing for accurate 

determination of the DNA-protein binding affinity. Affinities are often stated quantitatively as a 

dissociation constant, Kd, which is defined (in the context of a DNA-protein mixture at 

equilibrium) as the molar concentration of protein at which half of the DNA molecules are 

complexed with protein.  

• Two-dimensional nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) chemical shift perturbation: 

Peaks in 2D NMR spectra of proteins can be assigned to specific residues and will undergo a 

shift if their local electronic environment is altered by binding of a ligand. By titrating DNA into 

a protein solution and recording the corresponding peak shifts, residues strongly affected by 

ligand binding can be identified [191]. 

• Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA): Similar to SPR, this assay determines the 

relative binding of different proteins or protein complexes to an immobilised ligand, but uses 

a much less sensitive method to quantify levels of bound protein. The degree of protein binding 

is detected via attachment of enzyme-conjugated antibodies to the receptor, which catalyse 

colour changes in a substrate solution [192]. 

• DNA-protein cocrystallisation: to achieve true atomic resolution of amino acid-DNA 

contacts, DNA-protein complexes can be crystallised and their structure determined by X-ray 

diffraction. However, achieving growth of high quality crystals can be challenging since, in 

addition to the usual buffer composition and temperature variables, DNA parameters such as 

length, overhangs, and protein:DNA ratios must be screened [193]. 

 

The application of some of these techniques has provided valuable insights into T4P-DNA 

interactions. For example, ELISA with purified meningococcal T4P demonstrated ComP-

dependent binding to immobilised DUS oligos, whilst a combination of EMSA, SPR, and NMR 

showed that purified ComP binds DNA in a DUS-specific manner [59]. SPR and NMR were 

used to similarly establish that purified ComP of the commensal Neisseria subflava binds 

specifically to the corresponding DUS dialect of this species (AG-DUS: 5ʹ-AGGCCGTCTGAA-

3ʹ) [175], suggesting that DUS binding may be a universal property of ComP homologues 

throughout Neisseriaceae. SPR measurements in these two studies determined the Kd for 

ComP and their cognate DUSs in N. meningitidis and N. subflava to be 29±8 and 53±2 µM, 

respectively, which the authors noted as an abnormally weak affinity relative to most other 
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SSDBPs. However, the observed weak binding may result from use of a suboptimal buffer, 

since the ideal conditions for an extracellular SSDBP are unclear, or from use of ComP in a 

purified form rather than its native T4P-embedded form. The dependence of pilin DNA binding 

capacity on T4P quaternary structure was demonstrated for three strains of Pseudomonas 

aeruginosa via ELISAs which showed non-sequence-specific DNA binding by purified pili, but 

negligible binding for the corresponding purified major pilin [194]. Thus, studies of T4P-DNA 

interactions should ideally be performed using purified pili or pili in their native cell-bound state.  

Notably, many of the techniques listed above require a heterogeneous sample of purified and 

reasonably small proteins, whereas T4P purified by shear-extraction have heterogeneous 

lengths up to 5 µm and tend to aggregate into even larger structures. An alternative approach 

employed to measure DNA binding to the gonococcal or meningococcal cell surface uses 

radiolabelled DNA substrates and a scintillation analyser, but high levels of nonspecific binding 

hinder its application to DUS-specific interactions [37, 57, 79]. Microscopic methods which 

resolve individual DNA molecules can help to distinguish DNA-T4P binding from interactions 

with other cell surface components. For example, transmission electron microscopy was used 

to directly image binding of DNA molecules to competence-induced T4P of Streptococcus 

pneumoniae [195], and epifluorescence imaging of living Vibrio cholerae cells recently 

demonstrated binding and uptake of fluorescently labelled DNA by T4P [99]. By contrast, a 

force-based single-molecule technique known as optical trapping measured large 

discrepancies in the velocity-force relationship for T4P retraction and DNA uptake in N. 

gonorrhoeae [108], suggesting uptake is independent of pilus retraction. Atomic force 

microscopy (AFM) is routinely used to record high resolution structures [196] or interaction 

forces [197] of DNA-protein complexes, yet no published works have exploited this instrument 

to characterise DNA binding properties of pili. 

 

In this chapter, the DNA binding characteristics of T4P are investigated with single-molecule 

imaging by building on CLSM methods used in Chapter 3 and by applying AFM to visualise 

DNA in complex with T4P or purified ComP. An AFM-based protocol is also developed to 

quantify the strength of DUS-T4P interactions using single-molecule unbinding force 

measurements. Section 4.1.2 introduces the key concepts of AFM required for comprehensive 

interpretation of data presented in this chapter. 

 

4.1.2 Atomic force microscopy 
AFM is a type of scanning probe microscopy in which a sharpened solid ‘tip’ is raster scanned 

horizontally (in the x-y plane) across a sample surface and its vertical (z-axis) movements 

detected in order to reconstruct a high resolution map of sample topography. The tip is 
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positioned at the end of a cantilever whose deflection in response to sample height variation 

is detected via a reflected laser beam incident on a photodiode. The tip, cantilever, and larger 

support chip to which they are mounted (collectively termed a ‘probe’) are typically made from 

silicon or silicon nitride, but are often coated with metals such as aluminium or gold to increase 

reflectivity or make probes electrically conductive. In the simplest AFM imaging modality, 

known as contact mode, cantilever deflection values are continuously fed into a control loop 

which calculates their deviation from a target ‘setpoint’ constant to give an ‘error’ value. The 

control loop then processes the error value to produce an output voltage which is applied to a 

piezoelectic crystal (piezo) determining vertical tip-sample positioning in order to minimise the 

error and maintain deflection values close to the setpoint. The applied piezo voltage at each 

x-y position can be converted to a height value in nm through multiplication by a predetermined 

calibration factor, thus forming a metrically precise topographic map of a sample surface. As 

opposed to diffraction-limited optical microscopy, the resolution of AFM is fundamentally 

limited only by the tip geometry. However, analogous to the point-spread function of optical 

microscopy, AFM height maps are a convolution of tip geometry and sample topography, 

which can give rise to image artefacts and significantly exaggerate x-y dimensions of sample 

features. Typical radii of commercial AFM probes are <10 nm, allowing for routine imaging of 

fundamental biological structures including lipid membranes, protein assemblies, and nucleic 

acids, however, lateral broadening effects due to tip convolution are significant even for such 

sharp probes. Thus, the dimensions of pili, DNA, and individual proteins measured by AFM in 

this chapter will be stated as the more accurate z height values rather than width in the x and 

y plane. 

 

In spite of control loop feedback, contact mode AFM tends to risk damage to the sample or 

probe and is often supplanted by a variant known as tapping mode or intermittent contact 

mode. In tapping mode, the tip is oscillated at or near the cantilever resonant frequency and 

the control loop setpoint parameter is the measured amplitude of oscillation. This results in 

the tip spending a small proportion of each oscillation cycle period in repulsive contact with 

the sample, thus reducing the risk of damage. In addition to piezo-derived height maps, the 

values of tip amplitude can be plotted at each pixel position, which is a convenient way to 

represent textural elements of a sample since amplitude is dependent on the surface gradient. 

The resulting amplitude images are reminiscent of shadowing effects seen in topographic 3D 

renderings, but are actually a representation of the control loop performance i.e. the ability of 

the control loop to rapidly correct for any topography-induced deviation in tip amplitude from 

the setpoint.  
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AFM is well-suited to biological samples due to a lack of requirements for sample staining, 

fluorescent labelling, or chemical fixation. Most imaging modes can be conducted in air or 

liquids, enabling the study of live mammalian or bacterial cells in physiological buffer 

conditions at nanometre resolution. AFM has been applied to study numerous bacterial 

surface components including lipopolysaccharides [198, 199], peptidoglycan architecture 

[200–204], outer membrane porins [205–208], various adhesins [209–212], pili [213–216], and 

flagella [217], as well as characterising cell wall remodelling due to treatment with antibiotics 

[218, 219] or antimicrobial peptides [220–222] and spore germination [223]. However, at the 

time of writing, no AFM-based studies of Neisseria species or T4P-mediated bacterial DNA 

uptake have been published. 

 

In addition to monitoring changes in surface topography, cantilever deflection can be used to 

measure tip-sample adhesive forces in a technique known as force spectroscopy, which 

typically models the tip-cantilever system as a Hookean spring i.e. assumes forces 

experienced by the tip are linearly proportional to its deflection from equilibrium. In its original 

implementation, force spectroscopy held the cantilever fixed in x and y whilst undergoing a 

fixed speed approach/retract cycle in z to produce a ‘force-distance’ curve recording the tip 

deflection at each z position. An idealised force-distance curve for a single force spectroscopy 

approach/retract cycle is shown in Figure 4.1 and has six annotated segments corresponding 

to the following z piezo and tip movements: (1) piezo expansion causes the probe to approach 

the sample surface but tip-sample distances are sufficiently large that negligible force is 

experienced by the tip and no deflection is observed; (2) at a sufficiently small tip-sample 

distance, attractive interactions cause the tip to rapidly ‘snap in’ to the sample until balanced 

by Pauli repulsive forces, causing a sharp downward cantilever deflection; (3) as the piezo 

continues to expand, the cantilever is deflected upwards and the tip applies increasing 

pressure to the sample; (4) piezo contraction is initiated after the setpoint repulsive force is 

reached, causing the probe to retract from the sample surface and alleviate upward bending 

of the cantilever; (5) as probe retraction continues, the cantilever applies an increasing upward 

force to the tip, which is balanced by adhesive interactions with the sample until a threshold 

‘rupture’ or ‘unbinding’ force is reached and the tip dissociates; and (6) the tip returns to its 

original equilibrium position of zero deflection following rupture, although in some cases 

molecular tethers between tip and sample undergo multiple distinct rupture events before the 

two become fully separated. By conducting a series of force spectroscopy measurements in 

a grid pattern, a topographic map can be overlaid with corresponding rupture forces values at 

each pixel–a technique known as force-volume imaging or force mapping. One disadvantage 

of this method is the excessively long time required to complete a single force map, which can 

lead to artefacts resulting from thermal drift of the sample. To overcome this issue, many 
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AFMs employ an imaging mode termed ‘fast force mapping’ (FFM) or ‘peak force tapping’, 

which substitutes the fixed speed approach/retract cycle of force-volume imaging for 

sinusoidal tip motion. FFM enables the acquisition of several hundred force-distance curves 

per second, thus lowering scan times and reducing the risk of sample drift. A common 

application of AFM force spectroscopy and FFM to biological molecules, known as single-

molecule force spectroscopy (SMFS), consists of immobilising an individual ligand molecule 

at the tip apex, allowing it to bind to cognate receptor proteins on a substrate surface in 

physiological buffer conditions, and recording the applied rupture forces at which the two 

become fully separated. An important parameter to consider in SMFS is the ‘loading rate’ of 

cantilever retraction, which is measured in pN/s and can be approximated as directly 

proportional to the retraction speed [224]. Rupture force values increase with loading rate, and 

some receptor-ligand interactions exhibit distinct regimes of loading rate-dependence [225, 

226], hence rupture forces should be acquired over a wide range of loading rates to reflect 

such behaviour. Of particular relevance to the current work, SMFS has been used to measure 

the strength of DNA-protein binding interactions for transcription factors and their cognate 

regulatory sequences [226–228], restriction enzymes and their cleavage sites [229], as well 

 
Figure 4.1. Idealised force-distance curve derived from a single force spectroscopy measurement conducted on 
a rigid sample using an atomic force microscope (adapted from Alex Hughes-Games 2015, Master’s thesis). 
Force values are derived from the deflection of a cantilever of known spring constant. The piezo initially extends 
vertically to bring the probe towards the sample until contact is made and the tip experiences a repulsive force 
equal to the setpoint value (1-3). The piezo then contracts to retract the probe away from the sample but adhesive 
forces hold the tip fixed on the sample surface, leading to increasing downward cantilever deflection (4). 
Eventually the repulsive force applied to the cantilever overcomes the adhesive interaction and the probe rapidly 
returns to its undeflected equilibrium position (5-6). The threshold force at which the tip dissociates from the 
sample surface is known as the ‘rupture’ or ‘unbinding’ force. 
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as bacterial single-stranded DNA binding proteins and short strands of ssDNA at varied salt 

concentrations [230]. The implementation of SMFS in this chapter uses an oligo-functionalised 

probe and pili immobilised on amino-functionalised mica to quantify DNA-pilus binding forces. 

 

4.2 Materials and methods 
4.2.1 CLSM DNA binding assay 
Linear DNA fragments ‘367bp_DUS−’ and ‘391bp_DUS+’ were PCR amplified from an 

arbitrarily selected region of MS11 genomic DNA using the same reverse primer 370_R (5ʹ-

GTGACTCATACGGAAAGCAGC-3ʹ), but differing forwards primers 367_noDUS_F (5ʹ-

GAAAGGTTAAGGTACGGGACG-3ʹ) and 391_DUS_F (5ʹ-GCAATGTGCGCCTTTATGC-3ʹ), 

respectively. The forwards primer sites are spaced apart by 24 bp such that the 367bp_DUS− 

amplicon is 367 bp in length and contains no copies of the 12 or 10 bp DUS, whereas 

391bp_DUS+ is 391 bp in length and possesses a single copy of the 12 bp DUS. Stellar E. 

coli (Takara Bio) cells transformed with pDUS80 or pUC4K were grown overnight with shaking 

at 37°C in LB broth and plasmid extraction performed using a QIAprep Spin Miniprep kit 

(Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Linear forms of pDUS80 and pUC4K 

were generated by digestion with HindIII-HF (NEB) in CutSmart buffer for 15 min at 37 °C 

followed by spin-column purification using a QIAquick PCR Purification Kit (QIAGEN) 

according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Complete digestion was confirmed by agarose 

gel electrophoresis. DNA was labelled with Cy3 using a Label IT Nucleic Acid Labeling Kit 

(Mirus) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. G50 microspin columns were washed 

three times with ultrapure water before loading the completed labelling reaction mixture to 

prevent column storage buffer from interfering with DNA quantitation via UV absorbance. 

Fluorescence intensities for each Cy3-labelled DNA substrate at 0.8 ng/µl were measured 

using a CLARIOstar plate reader (BMG LABTECH), which demonstrated a maximum 

difference of ~8% between substrates.  

 

Gonococcal ΔpilV ΔpilT cells from overnight cultures on GC agar were resuspended GC broth 

supplemented with 5 mM MgCl2 and standardised to an OD260 of 6.0. Cy3-labelled DNA was 

added to 100 µl aliquots of cell suspension to a final concentration of 0.8 ng/µl and this mixture 

was incubated at 37°C and 5% CO2 for 15 min. Samples were then fixed by the addition of 33 

µl 4% formaldehyde in DPBS and incubation at room temperature for 15 min. Cells were 

pelleted by centrifugation at 6,000 g for 3 min (all subsequent centrifugation steps use these 

parameters), resuspended in 100 µl DPBS, and labelled by incubation at 37°C for 10 min 

following the addition of 2.5 µl DyLight 488 NHS ester (Thermo Scientific) at 1 mg/ml in DMF.  

Residual dye was removed by pelleting cells, aspirating the supernatant, resuspending 
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bacteria in 400 µl DPBS, re-pelleting cells, and again aspirating the supernatant before finally 

resuspending bacteria in 80 µl DPBS. Six microlitres of the final suspension was mixed with 

10 µl ProLong Gold antifade mountant (Life Technologies) and deposited on ethanol-cleaned 

18⨉18⨉0.13-0.17 mm glass coverslips, which were then mounted on glass microscope 

slides, left to cure for 48 hours, and sealed with CoverGrip (Biotium) prior to imaging. Care 

was taken to pipette suspensions gently throughout this protocol to prevent pilus detachment 

from the cell surface by shearing. 

 

After imaging samples with the same CLSM parameters described in section 3.2.2.2 to obtain 

z stacks, images were analysed with a semi-automated custom ImageJ macro written to 

detect T4P fibres via their DyLight 488 fluorescence and record the average intensity of 

proximal pixels in the Cy3 channel. 4.7 gives the macro script in its entirety, but key features 

are described here. Initially, two maximum intensity z projection images are obtained 

separately from the DyLight 488 and Cy3 channel z stacks, which consist of the highest pixel 

intensity value from the stack for each x-y pixel position. The script is then paused whilst a 

ridge detection plugin is used to identify pilus fibre regions of interest (ROIs) as elongated, 

contiguous pixels with locally elevated intensity within the z-projected DyLight 488 image. 

Ridge detection parameters can be manually adjusted for each image to ensure that the 

majority of identified contours correspond to T4P fibres rather than irrelevant structures such 

as rings of labelled membrane proteins. Following ridge detection, any remaining erroneous 

ROIs can be manually deleted and the script resumed. The set of ROI coordinates is then 

saved for future reference, as well as a .png image displaying the ROIs overlaid on merged 

DyLight/Cy3 z projections. A 16 pixel wide rectangle centred on each ROI is extracted from 

the Cy3 z projection, its mean pixel intensity value saved to a .csv file, and a one-dimensional 

plot of the intensity profile along the length of the ROI also saved to a .csv file (with each 

intensity value averaged across the rectangle’s 16 pixel width). ROI fibres in the merged 

DyLight/Cy3 z projection image are then transformed to rectangles using the built-in 

“Straighten” function, and saved as .png images. Running of the macro is paused once more 

whilst the user manually generates a new ROI set corresponding to background regions 

devoid of cells or pilus fibres. Finally, mean Cy3 pixel intensities values for background ROIs 

are exported to a .csv file. Subsequent background subtraction and plotting of the exported 

Cy3 intensity values was performed separately in Python 2.7. 

 

4.2.2 Pilus purification 
Pilus filaments were purified based on a previously published method [88] with minor 

modifications. Colonies from 5-10 Petri dishes were harvested into 10 ml ice-cold 150 mM 

ethanolamine, pH 10.2 (EthNH2), vortexed 4 times in 30 s intervals with 30 s breaks on ice, 
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and left on ice for 15 min to allow solubilisation of sheared pili. All subsequent steps were 

performed at 4°C.  Cells were removed by centrifugation at 2000 g for 30 min and the 

supernatant transferred to high-speed centrifuge tubes for a further centrifugation step at 

20,000 g for 30 min (all subsequent centrifugation steps use these parameters) to remove 

blebs. Supernatants were pooled into a 50 ml tube and saturated ammonium sulfate slowly 

added dropwise to a final concentration of 12%. After overnight end over end mixing to 

precipitate pili, the mixture was transferred to 1.5 ml eppendorf tubes and centrifuged. Pellets 

were then resuspended in a total of 7 ml EthNH2 and rotated at overnight to disaggregate pili 

before further centrifugation to remove residual blebs and other insoluble material. 

Supernatants were pooled into a 15 ml tube to which saturated ammonium sulfate was added 

to a final concentration of 20% before rotating overnight. Precipitated pili were pelleted by 

centrifugation in 1.5 ml eppendorf tubes, pellets gently rinsed in 50 mM HEPES, pH 8.2 to 

remove residual ammonium sulfate, and resuspended in 350 µl of the same buffer by rotating 

overnight. Protein concentrations were estimated via absorbance at 280 nm using a NanoDrop 

One microvolume UV-Vis spectrophotometer (ThermoFisher Scientific) with an extinction 

coefficient obtained by entering the MS11 PilE amino acid sequence into the Swiss Institute 

of Bioinformatics ProtParam tool server (https://web.expasy.org/protparam/). 

 

4.2.3 MBP-ComP expression, purification, and DUS binding ELISA 
4.2.3.1 MBP-ComP	fusion	plasmid	cloning	

A construct for expression of a maltose-binding protein (MBP) fusion with truncated ComP 

(pCOMP35) was produced using a similar design to a previous study [59]. The portion of MS11 

comP corresponding to residues 29-143 of the mature protein was amplified using primers 

comP_F (5ʹ-CGACATATGGAGAAAGCAAAGATAAATGCAG-3ʹ) and comP_R (5ʹ-

GAGAAGCTTCTACTTAAGTAACTTGCAGTCCTTATC-3ʹ), spin-column purified (QIAquick 

PCR Purification Kit, Qiagen), double-digested with HindIII-HF and NdeI (NEB) for 15 min at 

37°C, then spin-column purified once more. The periplasmic expression vector pMAL-p5X 

(NEB) was digested with HindIII-HF and NdeI at room temperature for 16 hours, treated with 

calf intestinal alkaline phosphatase (Fermentas), and spin-column purified. Digested 

fragments were then ligated by incubating 64 ng pMAL-p5X and 1.3 ng comP insert with T4 

ligase (NEB) for 22 hours at 22°C. One microlitre of the resulting ligation mix was transformed 

directly into 5 µl BL21 (DE3) E. coli cells (Invitrogen) and grown overnight on LB agar with 50 

µg/ml ampicillin. Colonies were screened for pCOMP35 via colony PCR with primers pMAL_F 

(5ʹ-GGTCGTCAGACTGTCGATGAAGCC-3ʹ) and pMAL_R (5ʹ-

TGTCCTACTCAGGAGAGCGTTCAC-3ʹ) followed by size analysis by agarose gel 

electrophoresis. Amplicons with sizes corresponding to pCOMP35 were then sequenced 
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(Source BioScience) using the same primers to confirm correct insertion and frame of the 

comP fragment (see Supplementary Figure 4.14).  

 

4.2.3.2 MBP-ComP	expression,	periplasmic	osmotic	shock	extract,	and	purification	

BL21 cells transformed with pCOMP35 were grown overnight at 37°C in 10 ml LB, 100 µg/ml 

ampicillin, centrifuged at 6000 g for 5 min, and resuspended in 5 ml LB. This suspension was 

used to inoculate 1 L LB, 0.2% (w/v) glucose, 100 µg/ml ampicillin, which was grown to an 

OD600 of 0.5 before induction with 0.3 mM IPTG and growth for a further 4 h at 30°C. Cells 

were gently harvested by centrifugation at 4000 g for 20 min, resuspended in 400 ml 30 mM 

Tris-HCl, 20% sucrose, 1 mM EDTA, pH 8.0 and incubated for 10 min at room temperature 

with shaking. Cells were pelleted at 8000 g for 20 min at 4°C, resuspended in 400 ml ice-cold 

5 mM MgSO4 and incubated in an ice-bath with shaking for 10 min. After a final centrifugation 

step at 8000 g for 20 min at 4°C, the supernatant containing osmotic shock fluid was stored 

at 4°C after the addition of 8 ml 1 M Tris-HCl, pH 7.4 

 

A 5 ml polyproplyene gravity flow column was packed with amylose resin (NEB) and washed 

with 5 column volumes of Column Buffer before loading 50 ml osmotic shock fluid. After 

washing with 12 column volumes Column Buffer, protein was eluted with Column Buffer 

containing 10 mM maltose into 3 mL fractions. Protein concentrations were determined with a 

Pierce bicinchoninic acid assay kit (Thermo Scientific) using a BSA standard curve.  

 

4.2.3.3 MBP-ComP	DUS	oligo	binding	ELISA	

Biotinylated oligos Btn_DUS_comp (5ʹ-[Btn]GTTTGTTCAGACGGCATGGTCA-3ʹ; DUS 

nucleotides are indicated in bold here and for all subsequent oligos) and Btn_SUD_comp (5ʹ-

[Btn]GTTTGATTATAAGTCGTGGTCA-3ʹ) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, resuspended 

in ultrapure water, and their concentration measured using a NanoDrop One microvolume UV-

Vis spectrophotometer (ThermoFisher Scientific). Btn_DUS_comp and Btn_SUD_comp were 

annealed to complementary oligos 1DUS_F (5ʹ-TGACCATGCCGTCTGAACAAAC-3ʹ) and 

1SUD_F (5ʹ-	TGACCACGACTTATAATCAAAC-3ʹ) by mixing equimolar amounts, heating to 

95° for 5 min, then leaving to cool ambiently to room temperature. The resulting annealed 

oligos at ~40 µM were diluted to 40 nM in PBST containing 0.1% BSA before use. 

 

Nunc MaxiSorp flat-bottom-96-well plates were prepared by overnight incubation at 4° with 

100 µl 2 µg/ml streptavidin in Carbonate Buffer per well followed by three washes with ELISA 

Wash Buffer (all subsequent wash steps use this buffer unless stated otherwise) and 2 h 

incubation at room temperature with 100 µl 40 nM oligo solution per well. The remainder of 
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the ELISA protocol was conducted at room temperature. Wells were blocked for 1 h with 3% 

BSA in PBST then washed three times and filled with 2-fold serial dilutions of MBP-ComP in 

25 mM HEPES, 50 mM NaCl, 7 mM MgCl2, 0.1% (w/v) BSA, pH 7.4. After four further washes, 

wells were incubated with 100 µl murine anti-MBP monoclonal antibody (NEB) at 1:10,000 in 

PBST + 0.1% BSA for 1 h, then washed thrice with ELISA Wash and once with TBST. Goat 

anti-mouse IgG alkaline phosphatase conjugate (Sigma-Aldrich) at 1:20,000 in TBST + 0.1% 

BSA was then incubated in wells for 1 h before a final set of three washes with TBST. Plates 

were developed using SIGMAFAST p-Nitrophenyl phosphate substrate (Sigma-Aldrich) and 

absorbance measured at 405 nm with a Bio-Rad Benchmark Plus microplate reader. 

 

4.2.4 AFM of MBP-ComP or purified pili incubated with with pDUS80 
(3-aminopropyl)triethoxysilane (APTES) is commonly used for amino-functionalisation of mica  

to improve immobilisation of DNA or protein samples for AFM, but is susceptible to hydrolytic 

degradation or formation of aggregates on the substrate [231]. A derivative of APTES, 1-(3-

aminopropyl)silatrane (APS), is often used as a more hydrolytically stable alternative for 

amino-functionalisation, which does not form aggregates, has a more facile functionalisation 

procedure, and can be stored refrigerated for years without degradation. APS is not 

commercially available so was synthesised here according to a previously published protocol 

[232], characterised by NMR, and stored at 4°C as a concentrated 50 mM stock solution. 

‘APS-mica’ was prepared by diluting APS 1:200 in ultrapure water from this stock solution and 

depositing 200 µl on ~1 cm2	freshly cleaved mica for 30 min at room temperature. Mica was 

then rinsed with 3 ml ultrapure water, gently dried with compressed air, and used for sample 

preparation within the next 30 min. 

 

The amylose resin column fraction containing a mixture of purified MBP and MBP-ComP was 

diluted to 0.5 µg/ml in 25 mM HEPES, 50 mM NaCl, 7 mM MgCl2, pH 7.4, and divided into two 

50 µl aliquots. HindIII-digested pDUS80 and pUC4K were added to each aliquot to a final 

concentration of 0.2 nM. After incubating the mixtures at 37°C for one hour, 40 µl was 

deposited on APS-mica for 15 minutes, rinsed with 4 ml ultrapure water, and gently dried with 

compressed air. Samples were imaged using an Asylum Research MFP-3D Infinity AFM in 

tapping mode with an Asylum Research AC240TS-R3 probe. Image analysis was performed 

using the Gwyddion software package [233]. 

 

For AFM of pDUS80 interactions with purified T4P filaments, 40 µl of pili purified from ΔpilV 

ΔpilT gonococci at 100 µg/ml was mixed with an equal volume 50 mM HEPES, 100 mM NaCl, 

5 mM MgCl2, pH 7.4 containing 40 ng HindIII-digested pDUS80 and incubated at room 
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temperature for 1 h. Samples were fixed by the addition of 27 µl 4% formaldehyde in DPBS 

and 10 min incubation at room temperature. APS-mica was coated with 50 µl of this mixture 

for 30 min, rinsed with 3 ml ultrapure water, and gently dried with compressed air. Samples 

were imaged and analysed as described above for MBP-ComP. 

 

4.2.5 Single-molecule force microscopy 

4.2.5.1 Probe	functionalisation	

Oligos HS2DUS (5ʹ-[ThiC6]ATGCCGTCTGAAATGCCGTCTGAA-3ʹ, where [ThiC6] 

represents a covalently linked disulfide modification) and 2DUSCOMP (5ʹ-

TTCAGACGGCATTTCAGACGGCAT-3ʹ) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, resuspended 

in ultrapure water, and annealed by heating an equimolar mixture to 95° for 5 min then leaving 

to cool ambiently to room temperature. Gold-coated Olympus OMCL-TR400PB probes were 

washed three times in acetone, three times in ethanol, and dried in a nitrogen stream. Oligo 

disulfide modifications were reduced to thiol groups by mixing 10µl annealed oligos at 750 

ng/µl with 70 µl of an immobilised TCEP (Tris[2-carboxyethyl] phosphine hydrochloride) slurry 

(Thermo Scientific), incubating for 15 min at room temperature with intermittent vortexing, and 

centrifuging at 50 g for 1 min in spin cup columns. In addition to thiolated oligos, the resulting 

flow-through contains reduced protecting groups which were removed by passing the mixture 

through microspin G-25 columns (GE Healthcare) according to the manufacturer’s 

instructions. G-25 flow-through was added to 100 µl 10 mM Tris-HCl, 600 mM NaCl, pH 7.8 

and this entire mixture pipetted onto a sheet of parafilm. Freshly washed AFM probes were 

submerged in this droplet for 1 h, washed three times with ethanol, and dried in a nitrogen 

stream 

 

4.2.5.2 AFM	force	mapping	and	force	spectroscopy	

Two cantilevers of differing length are mounted on OMCL-TR400PB probes, but only the 

shortest with nominal length = 100 µm, spring constant = 0.09 N/m were used here. Probes 

were mounted in the standard cantilever holder of an Asylum Research MFP-3D Infinity AFM 

and actual spring constant values were determined in air using the GetReal module, which is 

based on the thermal noise ‘Sader’ method [234]. A 60 µl droplet of purified pili in 50 mM 

HEPES, pH 8.2 (rotated for at least one hour at 4°C prior to experiments) was deposited onto 

freshly prepared APS-mica mounted in the AFM scanning stage and left for 15 min. A further 

80 µl of 80 mM NaCl, 4 mM MgCl2 was added to this substrate, as well as carefully pipetting 

approximately 5 µl onto the cantilever to prevent formation air bubbles. The AFM head was 

then mounted such that the probe is submerged in a meniscus between sample and cantilever 

holder, left for 10 min for cantilever deflection to equilibrate, and the laser realigned. A factor 
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known as ‘inverse optical lever sensitivity’, which allows the conversion of photodiode voltage 

tip deflection values into nanometres, is acquired by fitting a curve to a newly generated tip 

thermal noise spectrum. Samples were initially imaged in fast force mapping (FFM) mode with 

setpoint = 200-300 pN, force distance = 30-40 nm, oscillation rate = 200-256 Hz, 128x128 

resolution, and 500-1000 nm scan sizes. After acquiring topographic maps of pili by FFM, 

force spectroscopy was performed at manually selected pilus or APS-mica locations with a 

trigger point = 200 pN, constant velocity scan rate = 0.5 Hz, dwell time = 0 s and force distance 

= 50 nm. Rupture force values were determined from force-distance curves using AtomicJ 

[235]. 

 

4.2.6 TEM of ΔpilV ΔpilT cells incubated with pDUS80 
Cells were grown overnight on GC agar and resuspended in GC broth containing 5mM MgCl2 

to an OD600 of 6.0. HindIII-digested pDUS80 was then added to 100 µl bacterial suspension to 

give a final concentration of 0.8 ng/µl. After incubation at 37°C, 5% CO2 for 15 min, cells were 

pelleted by centrifugation at 6000 g for 3 min, resuspended in 100 µl 4% formaldehyde in PBS, 

and left to fix at room temperature for 30 min. Cells were washed once with DPBS by 

centrifugation then pelleted once more and resuspended in 100 µl 10 mM HEPES pH 7.4, 50 

mM NaCl. A 5 µl droplet of suspension was deposited on a formvar-coated copper grid for 1 

min, dried by blotting with filter paper, then stained with 5 µl 3% uranyl acetate for 30 s and 

finally dried again by blotting. Imaging was carried out with a FEI Tecnai T20 TEM.  

 

4.2.7 AFM of ΔpilV ΔpilT cells incubated with pDUS80 
Gelatin-coated mica was prepared following the method of Allison et al. [236]. Gelatin from 

porcine skin (90-100 g bloom, type A, Sigma-Aldrich) was added to freshly boiled ultrapure 

water to 0.25% (w/v), mixed until fully dissolved, and cooled to 65°C in a water bath. 

Immediately after removal from the water bath, 500 µl warmed gelatin solution was pipetted 

onto freshly cleaved ~1 cm2 mica sheets. Excess gelatin solution was removed by blotting the 

edge of vertically held mica against a paper towel, and the remaining mica coat left to dry for 

45 min. 

 

Cells were grown overnight on GC agar and resuspended in GC broth containing 5mM MgCl2 

to an OD260 of 2.0. HindIII-digested pDUS80 was then added to 50 µl bacterial suspension to 

give a final concentration of 0.8 ng/ul. After incubating at 37°C, 5% CO2 for 15 min, the 

cell/DNA mixture was fixed by the addition of 17 µl 4% formaldehyde in DPBS and 15 min 

incubation at room temperature. A 25 µl droplet was deposited on APS-mica or gelatin-coated 

mica for 15 min, rinsed with 4 ml ultrapure water, and gently dried with compressed air. 
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4.2.8 Correlative CLSM/AFM of ΔpilV ΔpilT incubated with pDUS80 
Samples were prepared as described for the CLSM T4P-DNA binding assay in section 4.2.1 

except for the final deposition step, which was performed as follows. Cells were resuspended 

in 300 µl DPBS after the final centrifugation step and 25 µl of this suspension deposited on ~1 

cm2 APS-mica sheets (cleaved as thin as possible before amino-functionalisation) for 15 min. 

After rinsing with 4 ml ultrapure water and drying with compressed air, mica sheets were 

mounted sample-side up on gridded glass coverslips (ibidi GmbH) using ProLong Gold 

antifade mountant (Life Technologies). Note that this mountant is used purely as an optically 

clear adhesive in this instance, but the bacterial sample remains exposed on the upper surface 

and is therefore accessible for AFM. This setup left a sufficiently short distance between the 

coverslip and upper mica surface that samples were within the working distance of the 63⨉ 

objective lens used. Laser light must pass through the coverslip, mountant, and mica in this 

setup, so it is crucial to use thin sheets of mica to reduce image distortion. Etched patterns in 

the coverslip caused light distortions which precluded imaging directly above grids, so images 

were captured around grid edges. CLSM was performed as described in section 3.2.2.2 

except for the following parameters: zoom = 1.2, pinhole size = 95.5 µm, 488 nm Argon laser 

line intensity = 1.3%, Cy3 561 nm laser line intensity = 3%. After acquiring CLSM images 

including a bright-field channel showing grid reference positions, samples were transferred to 

a Bruker MultiMode 8 AFM for high resolution topography scanning. Regions captured by 

CLSM were relocated with the inbuilt AFM optical microscope and imaged in peak force 

tapping mode. 

 

4.2.9 Molecular modelling of ComP-DUS binding 
A 3D structure corresponding to residues 29-143 of mature ComP was produced by removing 

the MBP portion of a published MBP-ComP fusion protein crystallographic structure (PDB: 

5HZ7 [175]) using the program Chimera [237], whilst a 3D DNA structure of the duplexed DUS 

sequence 5ʹ-CGATGCCGTCTGAACG-3ʹ was generated with the 3D-DART server [238] 

(https://haddock.science.uu.nl/dna/dna.php). Docking of these two structures was performed 

ab inito via the ZDOCK server [239] (http://zdock.umassmed.edu/) with all ComP N-terminal 

⍺-helix residues blocked from binding. Docked ComP-DUS structures with the lowest free 

energies output by ZDOCK were then inserted into a model of the gonococcal pilus (PDB: 

5VXX [240]) by substituting a PilE subunit for ComP using the MatchMaker tool in Chimera. 
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Results and Discussion 
4.3 Uptake of Cy3-labelled DNA substrates by ΔpilV gonococci 
As a prerequisite to experiments investigating T4P-DNA binding, a range of different DNA 

substrates were selected and evaluated for their ability to undergo DUS-specific uptake by 

gonococci. It was anticipated that DNA containing relatively few copies of the DUS may not 

provide a sufficiently strong signal in binding assays on the basis of previous studies showing 

(i) a relatively low measured affinity of purified ComP for DUS-containing oligos [175], and (ii) 

a lack of observed fluorescence localisation to any gonococcal extracellular structures for Cy3-

labelled 0.3-10 kb DNA fragments containing a single DUS [33]. Thus, a custom E. coli 

plasmid designated pDUS80 was synthesised containing 80 direct repeats of the 12 bp DUS 

separated by random 50 bp spacer sequences (Supplementary Figure 4.14) for use as a high 

avidity pilus binding substrate. The finding that DUS site density of DNA fragments positively 

correlates with their inhibitory capacity in gonococcal competitive transformation assays [241] 

supports the notion that DUS-enriched DNA will exhibit enhanced receptor binding. 

Furthermore, increased numbers of DUSs in otherwise identical transforming DNA produce 

elevated transformation rates in meningococci [53], which is likely to result from an increase 

in DNA uptake (since DUSs have not yet been shown to promote transformation by any 

mechanism other than elevated DNA import [56]). Other advantages to pDUS80 as a 

substrate for binding measurements include its fairly large size (7268 bp), which permits the 

carriage of a high number of fluorophore labels to boost signal in CLSM data, and the ability 

to compare binding of its supercoiled circular and relaxed linear forms. The 3914 bp E. coli 

plasmid pUC4K (Supplementary Figure 4.14) was predicted to exhibit low binding affinity to 

gonococcal pili due to a complete lack of the 10 bp DUS and derived 9, 8, or 7 bp 

subsequences and was therefore studied in its circular and linear forms for comparison 

against pDUS80. Linear forms of pDUS80 and pUC4K were generated by HindIII digestion at 

their unique 5ʹ-AAGCTT-3ʹ site. Two shorter linear fragments amplified from an arbitrarily 

chosen region of MS11 genomic DNA were also selected as potential binding assay 

substrates to represent a more typical target for the transformation and homologous 

recombination machinery. These fragments were amplified using the same reverse primer 

site, but with forwards primer sites spaced 24 bp apart to produce either a 367 bp amplicon 

containing no copies of the DUS (367bp_DUS−), or a 391 bp amplicon containing a single 

copy of the 12 bp DUS (391bp_DUS+). The Cy3-labelled oligos used for CLSM imaging in 

Chapter 3 were also investigated as possible substrates for DNA binding measurements, but 

were not included in the uptake measurements presented here since their DUS-specific 

uptake by ΔpilV gonococci was already demonstrated in the previous chapter. 
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Figure 4.2. CLSM DNA uptake assay demonstrating DUS-specific internalisation of fluorescently labelled linear 
and circular DNA by ΔpilV gonococci. Bacterial suspensions were incubated with Cy3-labelled DNA (shown in 
red), labelled with an amine-reactive protein dye (shown in green), then treated with DNase I to remove externally 
bound DNA. The linear PCR products ʹ391bp_DUS+ʹ is amplified from a single region of MS11 genomic DNA 
and contains a single DUS. A custom-synthesised plasmid containing 80 copies of the DUS, pDUS80, and a 
plasmid lacking any DUSs, pUC4K, were analysed in their circular and linearised forms. All CLSM fluorescence 
images shown are maximum intensity z projections of the raw z stack. (A-C) Representative DyLight 488 (A) 
and Cy3 (B) channel CLSM images and an overlay (C) showing intracellular accumulation of 391bp_DUS+ DNA. 
Insets show cell details with an increased digital zoom. Magenta lines represent individual cells or small clusters 
detected by the processing script (ROIs) and therefore included in fluorescence analysis. (D-F) As in (A-C), but 
for linearised pDUS80. Cy3 fluorescence often forms distinct foci near the outer edges of cells in (E & F). (G-I) 
As in (A-C), but for circular pDUS80. Cy3 foci are observed near the outer edges of cells (H & I), similar to those 
in (E & F). (J-L) As in (A-C), but for the plasmid pUC4K containing no copies of the DUS. Intracellular Cy3 
fluorescence is greatly reduced relative to that of all DUS-containing DNA types tested. 
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Figure 4.3. Logarithmic (base 2) box-and-whisker plots summarising the distributions of average ROI Cy3 
fluorescence intensities for 367 and 391 bp PCR-amplified genomic regions containing either zero or one 
DUS site, respectively, as well as linearised and circular forms of plasmids pUC4K and pDUS80. Each 
distribution contains combined data from two independent experiments in which at least five images were 
analysed. Whiskers incorporate data points up to 1.5 times the interquartile range above the upper quartile or 
below the lower quartile. The total combined number of ROIs analysed is listed above each distribution plot. 
Results of one-sided Mann-Whitney U tests are represented above each pairing of distributions, with 
significance indicated by * (p<0.05), and ** (p<0.01). 
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Relative levels of uptake by ΔpilV gonococci were determined for 367bp_DUS−, 

391bp_DUS+, pUC4K and pDUS80 using the CLSM-based method outlined in section 3.2.2, 

which requires fluorescent labelling of each DNA molecule. This was achieved using a 

commercially available kit which covalently couples Cy3 groups to the N7 position of guanine 

bases with a typical labelling density of one fluorophore every 20-60 bases. Use of this 

labelling method in the study of gonococcal DNA uptake has been previously validated [33, 

62]. To ensure coupled fluorophore groups did not interfere with linearisation of pDUS80 and 

pUC4K, these plasmids were digested with HindIII before Cy3 labelling and underwent 

separate labelling reactions to their circular counterparts. Due to the proportionality between 

DNA length and number of coupled Cy3 groups, ΔpilV cells were incubated with an equal 

weight by volume DNA concentration of 0.8 ng/µl for all DNA types tested, which results in an 

equal net molarity of Cy3 (DNA concentration was determined by absorbance at 260 nm, 

which disregards the MW contribution of coupled Cy3 groups). The corresponding molar 

concentrations of 367bp_DUS−, 391bp_DUS+, pUC4K and pDUS80 are approximately 3.1 

nM, 2.9 nM, 0.33 nM, and 0.18 nM, respectively, based on MW values determined for each 

sequence using the University of Alberta Sequence Manipulation Suite server 

(https://www.bioinformatics.org/sms2/dna_mw.html). 

 

Typical CLSM images of ΔpilV gonococcal cells incubated with different Cy3-labelled DNA 

types, treated with DNase I to remove surface-bound DNA, and fluorescently labelled with an 

amine-reactive protein dye (DyLight 488 NHS ester) are shown in Figure 4.2. For the DUS-

containing 391bp_DUS+, linear pDUS80, and circular pDUS80 molecules, cellular DNA 

uptake is evident from strong colocalisation of Cy3 fluorescence with cocci in the DyLight 488 

channel. Cy3 fluorescence tends to form discrete foci located at the cell periphery for both 

forms of pDUS80, but is more evenly distributed throughout cells for 391bp_DUS+. In contrast, 

all three DUS-less DNA molecules tested exhibited negligible cellular Cy3 fluorescence 

comparable to that shown for linear pUC4K in Figure 4.2J-L. The ImageJ macro given in 

section 3.6 was used to detect cellular ROIs via the DyLight 488 channel (annotated in 

magenta in Figure 4.2) and output mean Cy3 fluorescence intensities of their inscribed pixels. 

Results of this analysis are summarised in Figure 4.3, which reflects an approximately 3-fold 

increase in median ROI fluorescence values for all DUS-containing DNA molecules relative to 

their DUS-free counterparts, as well as an 8- to 16-fold broadening of the IQR. Despite their 

differing subcellular localisation, intensity distributions for 391bp_DUS+ and linear pDUS80 

are statistically indistinguishable, whereas circular pDUS80 exhibits a small but significant 

decrease in fluorescence values relative to its linear form, possibly reflecting a link between 

DNA secondary structure and cellular uptake or processing. Collectively, these results indicate 

that the six Cy3-labelled DNA variants tested are subject to canonical DUS-dependent uptake 
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by ΔpilV gonococci, and are hence suitable substrates for the T4P DNA binding 

measurements presented in section 4.4. 

 

4.4 DNA binding by gonococcal type IV pili 
4.4.1 Single-molecule CLSM imaging 
Building on the methodology developed in the previous chapter for measurement of 

fluorescent oligo uptake, a novel CLSM fluorescence-based assay was designed to assess 

relative binding of Cy3-labelled DNA to T4P in their native cell-bound state. Suspensions of 

hyperpiliated ΔpilV ΔpilT gonococcal cells were incubated with Cy3-labelled 367bp_DUS-, 

391bp_DUS+, and linear/circular pUC4K and pDUS80, lightly fixed with formaldehyde, 

labelled with DyLight 488 NHS ester to enable visualisation of T4P, and mounted on coverslips 

using antifade mountant. After acquiring CLSM z stacks for DyLight 488 and Cy3 fluorescence 

channels, images were processed by a custom ImageJ macro that utilises ridge detection to 

identify fluorescent pilus fibres in the DyLight 488 channel, digitally straightens the detected 

contours to extract 16 pixel (1.16 µm) wide rectangles centred on each fibre, and records the 

mean Cy3 fluorescence value for each individual fibre rectangle. The average value of 

background Cy3 channel pixel intensities (i.e. those not proximate to fibres or cells in the 

DyLight 488 channel) was also determined for each image and subtracted from corresponding 

pilus Cy3 values, resulting in a ‘corrected intensity’ value. This was done to account for any 

differences in fluorescence levels between samples e.g. due to laser intensity fluctuations. 

Mutation of pilT in the double knockout strain used ensured T4P fibres had sufficient length 

and abundance for detection by the ImageJ script, whilst pilV inactivation was predicted to 

result in an elevated T4P-DNA binding signal based on the observation that ΔpilV gonococci 

exhibit elevated levels of ComP in purified T4P relative to WT cells [121]. Initial application of 

this method using DUS-containing oligos possessing a single 5ʹ Cy3 modification failed to 

produce T4P-associated Cy3 fluorescence detectable above background levels 

(Supplementary Figure 4.15). This could indicate a low propensity of shorter DNA fragments 

for T4P binding, but may simply reflect a weak fluorescence signal caused by the 1:1 

fluorophore to DNA molecule ratio. The following analysis is limited only to the larger, multiply 

labelled DNA molecules that displayed detectable T4P-associated Cy3 fluorescence signals. 

 

CLSM images of ΔpilV ΔpilT cells incubated with Cy3-labelled linear or circular pDUS80 both 

showed a strong association of Cy3 fluorescence with T4P fibres (Figure 4.4A-C & E-G), with 

high intensity Cy3 channel pixels located along pili tending to form discrete foci. In contrast, 

all DUS-less DNA types tested displayed greatly reduced numbers of fibre-associated Cy3 

foci and no such foci were detected in the majority of images, as represented by Figure 4.4I-
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K for linear pUC4K. The number of Cy3 foci proximate to pili was also substantially lower for 

391bp_DUS+ relative to pDUS80 (Figure 4.16A & B), suggesting a comparably weak affinity 

of the former for T4P.  Sets of digitally straightened pili selected at random from merged 

DyLight/Cy3 channel images were assembled to encapsulate the characteristics of Cy3 foci 

for linear/circular pDUS80 and pUC4K (Figure 4.4D, H, L). As well as reiterating the greater 

abundance of bound pDUS80, this reveals larger foci diameters for linear pDUS80 (1.08±0.46 

µm) compared to its circular counterpart (0.75±0.42 µm), which is consistent with a more 

compact form of the latter due to supercoiling. Given the 0.34 nm axial rise per base pair for 

B-form DNA [242], the expected contour length (i.e. length at full extension) of pDUS80 is 2.47 

µm. Typical diameters of pDUS80 fluorescence foci are less than half this value, suggesting 

that individual foci typically correspond to a single pDUS80 molecule, which was later 

confirmed to be the case by correlative CLSM/AFM (see section 4.4.3.2). The variable width 

and occasional bifurcation of fibres in the DyLight 488 channel suggests they are mostly 

comprised of multiple bundled T4P rather than individual pili, which was later shown by 

electron microscopy and AFM (see section 4.4.3). Consequently, information regarding 

localisation of DNA receptor sites within individual pili cannot be gleaned from this CLSM data 

alone.  

 

T4P-associated Cy3 fluorescence intensity distributions for all DNA substrates tested are 

summarised in Figure 4.5, which shows a 4.8-fold and 3.3-fold increase in median values for 

linear and circular pDUS80, respectively, relative to their pUC4K analogues, as well as an 

approximately 20-fold broadening of the IQR. A small but significant positive shift in values is 

also detected for 391bp_DUS+ relative to its DUS-free analogue, with only a 1.1-fold increase 

of the median. Distributions for linear and circular forms of pDUS80 are statistically 

indistinguishable, suggesting that DNA binding to pilus receptors is independent of torsional 

stress. The comparison of average T4P-localised Cy3 pixel intensities is not an ideal method 

of analysis for the DNA substrates used here due to their variable size and fluorophore 

carriage. Automated counting of individual fibre-associated foci could provide a more accurate 

measure of DNA-T4P binding affinity that is independent of scaling by substrate fluorescence 

intensity. As proof of concept of this analysis method, a Python script utilising the scipy [243] 

‘find_peaks’ function was written to detect and tally foci via peaks in pilus Cy3 intensity profiles 

(Figure 4.16C).  
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Figure 4.4. Relative binding levels of different fluorescent DNA molecules to type IV pili of ΔpilV ΔpilT gonococci 
assessed using CLSM. Bacterial suspensions were incubated with Cy3-labelled DNA (shown in red), fixed with 
formaldehyde, and labelled with an amine-reactive protein dye (shown in green). All CLSM fluorescence images 
shown are maximum intensity z projections of the raw z stack (A-D) Typical image data for the DUS-enriched plasmid 
pDUS80 in a linearised form. Overlaid (A) and separate DyLight 488 (B)/Cy3 (C) channel CLSM images of cells 
incubated with this plasmid demonstrate a strong colocalisation of DNA with gonococcal surface fibres. Magenta 
lines indicate fibre contours detected in the DyLight 488 channel with an ImageJ ridge detection plugin (ROIs). (D) 
shows examples of digitally straightened pilus fibre ROIs selected at random from eight images of overlaid DyLight 
488/Cy3 channels from a single experiment (arranged in order of length). (E-H) As in (A-D) but for circular pDUS80. 
(I-L) As in (A-D) but for linearised plasmid pUC4K containing no copies of the DUS. The number of DNA molecules 
bound to pili is greatly reduced for pUC4K relative to both linear and circular pDUS80. 
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Figure 4.5. Logarithmic (base 2) box-and-whisker plots summarising type IV pilus-associated DNA 
fluorescence intensity distributions from CLSM single-molecule binding assays with varied DNA types 
containing (+) or lacking (-) DUSs. The linear PCR products ʹ367bp_DUS−ʹ and ʹ391bp_DUS+ʹ are amplified 
from a single region of MS11 genomic DNA with primers designed such that the amplicons contain zero and 
one DUS, respectively. A custom-synthesised plasmid containing 80 copies of the DUS, pDUS80, and a 
plasmid lacking any DUSs, pUC4K, were analysed in their circular and linearised forms. Each distribution 
contains combined data from two independent experiments, with the total combined number of fibre ROIs 
analysed listed above each boxplot. Whiskers incorporate data points up to 1.5 times the interquartile range 
above the upper quartile or below the lower quartile. Results of one-sided Mann-Whitney U tests are 
represented above pairings of distributions, with significance indicated by * (p<0.05), ** (p<0.01), and ‘ns’ (not 
significant, p>0.05).  
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Having established an assay to measure DNA binding to T4P fibres of ΔpilV ΔpilT gonococci, 

an attempt was made to apply this technique to ΔpilT and ΔcomP ΔpilT mutants for 

determination of specific pilins mediating the observed pDUS80 binding. However, although 

ΔpilT and ΔcomP ΔpilT mutants were successfully produced and confirmed to express PilE at 

normal levels (Figure 3.2), the analysis of DNA binding via CLSM in these strains was 

hindered by extensive cell aggregation, which appeared to sequester the majority of pilus 

fibres within clusters of cells (Figure 4.6). The increased aggregation of gonococci with 

mutations in pilT has been previously noted [107, 244], but it is not immediately clear why 

ΔpilV ΔpilT cells exhibit reduced levels of aggregation relative to ΔpilT and ΔcomP ΔpilT 

strains. One possible explanation lies in the influence of pilV inactivation on phosphorylation 

of PilE residue serine 68 (S68). Whereas S68 is post-translationally modified exclusively with  

phosphoethanolamine groups for WT gonococci, pilV mutants harbour a mixture PilE subunits 

bearing phosphoethanolamine or phosphocholine at this site [245]. Given that phosphocholine 

 
Figure 4.6. CLSM images showing the formation of aggregates by gonococcal ΔpilT and ΔcomP ΔpilT mutants. 
Cells are labelled with the amine-reactive protein dye DyLight 488. (A & B) Z projected CLSM stack image 
scaled to show clustered cocci within aggregates (A) and surface fibres protruding from clusters (B). The 
majority of pili appear to be sequestered within aggregates, precluding the analysis of fluorescent DNA binding 
via the CLSM assay developed in this chapter. (C & D) As in (A & B), but for the ΔcomP ΔpilT double knockout 
mutant produced in this work. 
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S68 modifications are also present in a gonococcal pilV pilT double mutant, but absent for pilT 

and comP pilT strains [246], it is possible that this alteration of T4P surface chemistry caused 

the variation in cell clustering seen here by CLSM. The ability of PilE post-translational 

modifications to govern cell aggregation has been demonstrated for N. meningitidis, in which 

the absence of sugar groups from the usually glycosylated residue serine 63 was shown to 

increase aggregation [88]. 

 

Taken together, these results provide the first direct evidence for sequence-specific DNA 

binding by T4P, and indicate that this property may have been overlooked in previous studies 

due to the use of DNA substrates with weak pilus affinities resulting from a low number of DUS 

copies. Future application of the methodology developed here could establish whether the 

capacity for DUS-specific DNA binding is retained by T4P of WT cells. On the basis of the 

clear association between pDUS80 and T4P fibres shown here, this plasmid was used as a 

binding substrate throughout experiments presented in the remainder of this chapter. 

 

4.4.2 AFM analyses of DNA binding to purified MBP-ComP and T4P 
In light of the DUS-dependent DNA binding by T4P established in section 4.4.1, further 

experiments were undertaken to scrutinise characteristics of this interaction, such as the 

spatial distribution of DUS binding sites within individual pili, the strength of DUS-pilus binding 

relative to other SSDBPs, and any conformational changes imposed on bound DNA by pilus 

receptor proteins. AFM facilitates imaging of individual unlabelled, unstained, DNA molecules 

in real space with unrivalled resolution, and has been used to characterise DNA-protein 

complex structures for many DNA-binding proteins (discussed in section 4.1.1). This 

technique is therefore employed throughout the remainder of this section in an effort to 

visualise pDUS80 in complex with purified ComP and purified T4P, as well as performing force 

spectroscopy measurements that quantify the rupture forces required to decouple pilus-bound 

DUS oligos. Without prior knowledge of attributes such as the binding affinity between T4P 

and DNA, or the distribution of receptor pilins within pilus fibres, it is difficult to predict which 

combination of AFM modality and sample type will yield the most informative data. The aim of 

work presented in this section was therefore to screen multiple AFM-based experimental 

approaches to determine their feasibility as tools for probing DNA-T4P interactions. To remain 

consistent with the CLSM DNA binding assay used previously, pDUS80-T4P binding would 

ideally be studied with pilus fibres in situ i.e. in their native cell-bound state. However, initial 

attempts to do so were hindered by 3-6 nm thick films of cell-derived debris coating sample 

substrates, which made DNA molecules inaccessible by the AFM tip (Figure 4.17). Purified 

T4P and ComP were therefore studied as alternatives whose purity is more conducive to AFM 

of DNA structures. 
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4.4.2.1 Visualising	MBP-ComP	in	complex	with	pDUS80	using	AFM	

The Kd of purified ComP from N. meningitidis and N. subflava were determined by SPR to be 

29 and 53 µM, respectively [59, 175], which the authors noted as unusually weak affinities 

relative to the pM-nM range typically occupied by other SSDPBs. This may result from the use 

of purified ComP outside its usual T4P scaffold, but could also be an artefact of the oligo 

immobilisation required for SPR measurements [247]. Here, to assess ComP-DNA 

interactions in the absence of such immobilisation constraints, purified ComP was incubated 

with free pDUS80 in solution before deposition onto mica for AFM imaging. On the basis of 

previous AFM studies of DNA-binding proteins [248–251] it was anticipated this data might 

reveal any conformational changes imposed on ComP-bound DNA, provide an alternative 

means to measure the ComP-DUS Kd, or determine whether ComP binds DNA as a monomer 

or multimer. 

 

ComP from gonococcal strain MS11 was purified as a fusion protein with maltose binding 

protein (MBP) following a method previously used for meningococcal PilX [118] and ComP 

[59]. The recombinant meningococcal ComP sequence used in this previous study is derived 

from strain 8013, which has a phenylalanine at position 148 of the mature protein. However, 

out of 15 gonococcal and 82 meningococcal isolates analysed, only 3 possess this residue 

and all remaining sequences (including MS11) have leucine at this position [59]. The portion 

of MS11 comP corresponding to residues 29-143 of the mature protein was cloned into the 

periplasmic MBP fusion expression vector pMAL-p5x. This design excludes the N-terminal 

hydrophobic ⍺-helix to increase solubility, whilst periplasmic expression ensures proper 

formation of disulfide bonds. This construct was then validated by sequencing and 

transformed into BL21 (DE3) E. coli. After 4 h post-induction growth, 1 L cultures were 

harvested and underwent osmotic shock extraction of periplasmic proteins. Osmotic shock 

fluid was diluted and loaded onto an amylose resin column, which was subsequently washed 

and eluted with 10 mM maltose into 3 ml fractions. All experiments used the first, most 

concentrated fraction, which was determined to contain 252 µg/ml total protein by 

bicinchoninic acid assay. A Coomassie-stained SDS-PAGE gel of this first fraction (lane 1 of 

Figure 4.7A) shows two prominent bands at the expected sizes for MBP-ComP and MBP, 

indicating partial degradation of the fusion protein before column purification. Digestion with 

Factor Xa protease was confirmed to liberate ComP from the fusion protein via a cleavage 

site encoded by pMAL-p5x (Figure 4.7A lanes 2 & 3). However, whereas cleaved truncated 

ComP alone is expected to have a globular form ~3 nm in diameter, MBP-ComP has an 

asymmetric structure up to 9.5 nm in length (Figure 4.7B), which was expected to provide a 

clearer topographic marker in AFM images. The undigested column fraction containing MBP-
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ComP and MBP was therefore used in experiments presented here. The DUS-specific DNA 

binding capacity of MBP-ComP was assessed by ELISA, in which DUS oligos or a scrambled 

‘SUD’ sequence were immobilised on streptavidin-coated 96-well plates, incubated with 

increasing dilutions of the column fraction containing MBP-ComP/MBP, and bound protein 

detected spectrophotometrically using anti-MBP conjugated to alkaline phosphatase. The 

resulting absorbance curves from three independent experiments (Figure 4.7C) show >2-fold 

increases in binding to DUS oligos relative to SUD controls at all but the two highest protein 

concentrations tested, where DUS binding becomes saturated.  

 

For AFM experiments, 0.5 µg/ml of the MBP-ComP/MBP column fraction was incubated with 

0.2 nM Hind-III digested pDUS80 or pUC4K (giving an approximately 40:1 molar ratio of 

protein to DNA molecules) for 1 h at 37°C, then deposited and dried onto amino-functionalised 

mica (APS-mica) and imaged in tapping mode. A sample of linear pDUS80 treated identically 

except for the addition of protein was also prepared. AFM height maps of this protein-free 

pDUS80 sample showed randomly oriented linear molecules of height 0.8-1 nm, except where 

chains overlap and height increases to 1.5-1.6 nm (Figure 4.7D). The reduced height 

compared with ~2 nm DNA diameters observed in crystal structures is likely to result from a 

combination of sample dehydration and compression by the AFM tip. Corresponding images 

for pDUS80 incubated with MBP-ComP/MBP show numerous punctate features with heights 

of 0.9-1.5 nm, some of which colocalise with DNA (Figure 4.7E & F). These punctate protein 

globules are largely symmetrical, possibly resulting from a lack of AFM tip sharpness, meaning 

MBP-ComP and MBP cannot be distinguished by their geometry. Samples prepared with 

pUC4K had fewer globules associated with each DNA molecule (Figure 4.7G), but this may 

result from the reduced size of pUC4K relative to pDUS80. A combination of high background 

levels of free protein binding to the substrate, a lack of discrimination between MBP-ComP 

and MBP, and uncertainty of DUS positions within DNA molecules mean that true ComP-DUS 

binding cannot be easily distinguished from nonspecific MBP-ComP-DNA binding, nonspecific 

MBP-DNA binding, or coincidental protein colocalisation with DNA. However, these issues 

could be overcome by (i) isolating pure MBP-ComP via chromatograpy of the MBP-

ComP/MBP mixture or by use of a more protease deficient host strain for expression, (ii) using 

a shorter DNA substrate with well-defined DUS positions compared against a DUS-less 

control fragment of equal length, and (iii) computational image analysis comparing MBP-

ComP-DNA associations between DUS-containing and DUS-free substrates. No obvious 

modifications to DNA structure were apparent at positions where protein globules associated 

with pDUS80, suggesting a lack of capacity for significant DNA bending by purified ComP. 
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Figure 4.7. Development of an AFM-based method for directly visualising the association of a maltose-binding 
protein-ComP fusion (MBP-ComP) to DNA. (A) Coomassie-stained 15% SDS-PAGE gel demonstrating the 
purification of a cleavable MBP-ComP fusion protein expressed in BL21 E. coli. Lanes: 1, The first fraction of 
osmotic shock fluid eluted from an amylose resin column; 2, Factor Xa protease digest of an aliquot from the 
same fraction after 12 h showing the resulting cleaved truncated ComP; 3, Factor Xa digest from the same 
fraction after a total of 22 h incubation. Labels to the right of bands indicate corresponding proteins and their 
expected molecular weight. (B) Side and top views of the MBP-ComP surface electrostatic charge calculated 
from a previously published crystal structure (PDB: 5H7Z). Red, white and blue represent negative, neutral, 
and positive charges, respectively. (C) Results of an ELISA demonstrating that purified MBP-ComP 
preferentially binds a DUS oligonucleotide relative to a scrambled sequence of equal length (SUD). Biotin-
tagged oligonucleotides were immobilised onto a streptavidin-coated ELISA plate and incubated with serial 2-
fold dilutions of the MBP-ComP/MBP column fraction represented by lane 1 in (A). Bound protein was detected 
via a murine monoclonal anti-MBP-alkaline phosphatase conjugate and spectrophotometric absorbance 
measurements. Error bars show the standard deviation of three independent experiments. (D) Typical tapping 
mode AFM height map of linearised pDUS80 dried onto amino-functionalised mica (APS-mica). DNA height 
relative to the substrate is typically 0.8-1 nm, but increases to 1.5-1.6 nm when two or more strands overlap. 
(E & F) As in (D) but pDUS80 was incubated with a 1:500 dilution of the MBP-ComP/MBP column fraction 
represented by lane 1 in (A) for 1 h at 37°C before deposition. Proteins are visible as punctate features with 
typical heights of 0.9-1.5 nm. Arrows highlight examples of protein molecules making direct contact with DNA 
strands. (G) As in (E-F) but with linearised plasmid pUC4K, which does not contain any DUSs.  
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Although purified MBP-ComP was shown by EMSA to form a complex with DUS oligos [59], 

its DNA-binding characteristics may not be representative of the DUS-dependent DNA binding 

observed for T4P filaments in previous CLSM results. Section 4.4.2.2 therefore investigates 

the interaction of pDUS80 with purified T4P in their assembled form. 

 

4.4.2.2 Visualising	pDUS80	binding	to	purified	pili	with	AFM	

T4P were purified from ΔpilV ΔpilT gonococci by vortexing cells to detach filaments via 

shearing, removing cells and blebs by centrifugation, then subjecting pili to two successive 

rounds of precipitation and resolubilisation interspersed with centrifugation to remove residual 

outer membrane components. Coomassie-stained SDS-PAGE gel lanes of supernatants after 

each round of precipitation and resolubilisation (Figure 4.8A lanes 2 & 3) show an intense pilin 

band at ~18 kDa and several higher molecular-weight proteins, most of which are less 

prominent after the second precipitation step. Several proteins of similar sizes were previously 

observed to copurify with gonococcal T4P [252] and the band at ~100 kDa is likely to 

correspond with the T4P tip-located adhesin PilC [76]. 

 

AFM topography maps of purified T4P deposited on APS-mica show an abundance of 

individual pili 1-2 nm in height and large bundles up to 20 nm in height (Figure 4.8B). The 

diameter of gonococcal T4P in TEM micrographs is typically 6-8 nm [89, 158], suggesting that 

the 1-2 nm height of individual fibres observed here results from poor structural preservation. 

Thus, two methods were evaluated for their capacity to improve pilus structural integrity in 

tapping mode AFM data, namely, formaldehyde fixation of samples before deposition and 

drying onto APS-mica, or imaging of unfixed samples in liquid (40 mM HEPES, pH 8.2). 

Typical cross-section heights for fixed/dried and liquid-imaged pili were 4.5 and 5.7 nm, 

respectively (Figure 4.8C), both showing a clear improvement over unfixed dry samples. An 

additional benefit of formaldehyde fixation for the study of T4P-DNA binding is its ability to 

crosslink DNA-protein complexes [253] to ensure they are not dissociated during adsorption 

onto substrates. Samples were therefore prepared by incubating purified pili with linear 

pDUS80 for 1 h, briefly fixing with formaldehyde, then depositing and drying onto APS-mica. 

Tapping mode images show colocalised DNA and pili which are clearly distinguished by their 

differing height and flexibility (Figure 4.8D-J). Intersection of DNA and T4P occurs both at pilus 

termini or along the length of fibres and is not accompanied by any obviously conserved 

structural features in pDUS80 or pili. Several issues are apparent with inferring T4P DNA 

binding characteristics from this data: (i) the random orientation of long pDUS80 strands 

means that unbound sections of DNA connected to a T4P-bound segment of the same 

molecule are likely to also intersect pili once deposited onto a flat substrate; (ii) the location of 
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DUSs within pDUS80 cannot be deduced from topography, preventing differentiation of 

sequence-specific and nonspecific binding; and (iii) the affinity of DNA for APS-mica creates 

a significant background of immobilised free pDUS80 (indicated by arrows in Figure 4.8I) 

which further hinders discrimination of true binding from coincidental colocalisation. Future 

application of this method could resolve points (i) and (ii) by utilising shorter substrate DNA 

with well-defined DUS positions e.g. at both DNA termini or the midpoint. Shorter DNA 

substrates can also be used to infer DNA wrapping by receptor proteins via length reductions 

in bound vs free DNA [249]. Point (iii) could be solved by purification of T4P-DNA complexes 

after fixation e.g. using a previously validated method using polyhistidine-tagged PilE [59], or 

by employing a T4P-specific immobilisation method to exclude direct substrate adsorption of 

DNA. 

 

Structural models of gonococcal T4P feature a positively charged surface groove with a 

maximum depth of 1.5 nm and helical pitch of 16.1 nm that was postulated to cause wrapping 

of DNA around pili during uptake [89, 175]. If this model is correct, and assuming no major 

conformational changes to pilus or DNA structure upon docking, bound double-stranded DNA 

should cause T4P surface protrusions ≥0.5 nm with a spatial frequency of 0.062 nm-1 along 

the fibre axis. The charged groove helix length per turn is ~24.8 nm, which corresponds to 

72.9 bp for B-form DNA and suggests a single 7268 bp pDUS80 molecule could wrap around 

T4P up to 99 times. To search for periodic pilus protrusions, fibre height profiles were 

extracted from 10 AFM height images (all with <8 nm/pixel resolution) by ridge detection in 

ImageJ and converted to the frequency domain by one-dimensional fast Fourier transform, 

however, no peaks were present corresponding to spatial frequencies of any pilus helical 

symmetries.  
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Figure 4.8. Developing an AFM-based method for direct imaging of DNA binding by purified gonococcal type 
IV pili. (A) Coomassie-stained 15% SDS-PAGE gel showing pili purified from ΔpilV ΔpilT gonococci by 
shearing and ammonium sulfate precipitation. Lanes: 1, Total lysate of the WT MS11 parental strain; 2, 
Purified pili after one round of precipitation and disaggregation; 3, Purified pili after two rounds of precipitation 
and disaggregation. An intense pilin band is present at ~18 kDa in every lane and additional bands in lanes 
2 and 3 signify proteins that copurify with pili using this method. (B) Tapping mode AFM height map of purified 
pili deposited onto amino-functionalised mica and imaged in air. In addition to individual fibres of height 1-2 
nm, aggregated pilus bundles are visible with heights of up to 20 nm. (C) Comparison of typical pilus cross-
sections measured via air/liquid tapping mode AFM with/without chemical fixation of pili. Dried, unfixed 
samples have reduced height due to structural degradation. Controlled cantilever oscillation in buffer was 
achieved via Lorentz force excitation with specialised conductive probes. (D-J) Air tapping mode AFM height 
maps of DUS-enriched DNA colocalised with purified pili. Linearised pDUS80 was incubated with pili at 37°C 
for 1 h before deposition onto amino-functionalised mica. A custom z colour scale was used to distinguish 
pilus and DNA structures. Higher resolution scans of the the lower and upper boxed regions in (D) are shown 
in (E) and (F), respectively.  Arrows in (I) indicate pDUS80 molecules spatially separated from pili and a higher 
resolution scan of the boxed region is shown in (J).  
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4.4.2.3 Quantifying	the	strength	of	DNA-pilus	binding	with	single-molecule	force	spectroscopy	

A recurring pitfall with the topographic AFM methods in sections 4.4.2.1 and 4.4.2.2 is the 

inference of DNA-protein binding based only their colocalisation. SMFS was explored as an 

alternative AFM-based technique with the capacity to directly quantify the strength of individual 

T4P-DNA binding events. By mapping binding events to their location on pilus topography, it 

should be possible to establish the spatial distribution of receptor sites within T4P.  

 

The 24 bp ‘ds2DUS Watson label’ oligo consisting of two adjacent DUS direct repeats was 

shown to undergo DUS-specific uptake by ΔpilV gonococci in Chapter 3 and was employed 

here in a thiol-modified form as the ligand for SMFS. Gold-coated AFM probes were 

functionalised by incubation with thiolated oligos, which results in spontaneous formation of 

gold-sulphur bonds anchoring oligos to the tip surface [254, 255]. After immobilising purified 

pili from WT cells onto APS-mica and calibrating cantilevers, FFM scans were conducted in 

~20 mM HEPES, 50 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM MgCl2, pH 8.2 with a 200-256 Hz probe oscillation to 

simultaneously obtain height and adhesion maps (Figure 4.9A & B). Comparison of height and 

adhesion images reveals strong oligo binding to the APS- mica substrate, with typical rupture 

forces of 300-450 pN, and greatly reduced average adhesion values <100 pN for T4P fibres. 

However, a small subset of elevated pilus-localised adhesion values are between 200-450 

pN. Force-distance retraction curves associated with high adhesion pixels from pilus 

structures have the expected form of a docked oligo unbinding event, with a single abrupt 

rupture preceded by curvature due to DNA stretching (Figure 4.9D; blue curve). A previous 

SMFS study established that the forces required to rupture individual gold-sulphur bonds at 

pH 8.0 fall in the range 500-2000 pN [256]. Many oligo rupture forces measured here in FFM 

are >400 pN and hence risk detaching tip-immobilised DNA by breaking gold-thiol contacts. 

Subsequent unbinding force values were therefore acquired with force spectroscopy 

measurements at manually selected pilus locations with a ~340-fold lower probe retraction 

velocity of 50 nm/s and, hence, lower loading rate. This reduction in loading rate results in 

lower rupture forces due to a linear relationship between the most probable rupture force and 

the logarithm of loading rate [224]. The majority of force spectroscopy measurements on pili 

exhibited no binding interactions (as shown in Figure 4.9E), demonstrating the absence of 

nonspecific binding due to the gold tip surface, however, a subset of force-distance curves 

displayed archetypal rupture events consistent with DNA oligo unbinding (as shown in Figure 

4.9F). Whereas pilus-oligo force curves have a negligible snap in and single unbinding event, 

interactions with the APS-mica substrate are clearly distinguished by their prominent snap in 

and multiple ruptures (Figure 4.9G & H).  
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Figure 4.9. AFM single-molecule force spectroscopy and force mapping of DUS oligonucleotide binding to type IV 
pili purified from wild-type gonococcal MS11. (A & B) Height (A) and corresponding adhesion map (B) of a single 
pilus. Two pixels corresponding to pilus-localised binding events with detachment forces >300 pN are indicated 
by squares. (C) The same pilus from image (A) showing signs of damage after repeated scanning. (D) Force-
distance curve of a DUS-pilus binding event captured in fast force mapping mode showing a high rupture force 
over 400 pN. This curve corresponds to the bright pilus-localised pixel boxed in (B). (E and F) Typical force-
distance curves from point spectroscopy measurements taken on the pilus surface as indicated by the asterisk 
and ‘X’ in (A). The majority of measurements exhibit no binding interaction as in (E), but a small proportion show 
clear binding characteristics with a single rupture event (F). (G and H) Two typical force-distance curves acquired 
on the functionalized mica substrate. Nonspecific interactions with the positively charged AP-mica are clearly 
distinguished from pilus interactions by their multiple rupture events occurring over short retraction distances and 
distinct jump-to-contact in approach curves. The corresponding location of each curve is indicated by ‘†’ and ‘‡’ in 
(A). (I) Histogram of rupture forces for every pilus-oligonucleotide binding event recorded via point force 
spectroscopy measurements in a single experiment. 
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Despite the reduced rupture forces observed here for point spectroscopy relative to FFM, 

topographic scans revealed damage to pilus structures after ~80 approach/retract cycles  

(Figure 4.9C), which limited the number of force curves obtainable for each individual pilus. 

Rupture force values for oligo binding events on three different pili in a single experiment 

ranged from 22 to 201 pN, with a mean value of 101±53 pN (Figure 4.9I). The significance of 

this value can be inferred by comparison with SMFS rupture forces measured at comparable 

loading rates for the following SSDBP-DNA pairs with established dissociation constants: (i) 

transcriptional activator ExpG and 158-326 bp fragments containing its cognate ~21 bp 

promoter sequences, with rupture forces≈70-76 pN [226] and Kd≈2.4 nM [257]; (ii) the DNA-

binding domain of transcriptional activator PhoB and a 360 bp fragment containing four 

cognate binding motifs, with a rupture force≈95 pN and Kd≈63 nM [227]; and (iii) restriction 

enzyme SfiI and oligos containing its 13 bp recognition site, with rupture forces≈30 pN [229] 

and Kd<10nM [258, 259]. The average rupture force recorded here for T4P-DUS binding 

exceeds all of those listed above, indicating that the associated Kd may be in the low nM range. 

 

This preliminary SMFS data supports a model in which DUS receptor sites are distributed 

along the length of pili, rather than exclusively localised to a tip complex, and bind DUS motifs 

with the high affinity typical of sequence-specific DNA-binding proteins. However, to 

substantiate such a claim would require the collection of thousands of rupture curves at a 

range of loading rates, as well as control measurements demonstrating the absence of binding 

when receptor sites are saturated with free DUS oligos in imaging buffer. Repeating 

measurements with pili purified from a ΔcomP mutant or tip-immobilised SUD oligos could 

establish the receptor identity and sequence specificity, respectively. 
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4.4.3 Visualising DNA binding to T4P in situ 
Although ComP-dependent binding of purified meningococcal T4P to DUS oligos has been 

shown [59], DUS-dependent binding has not been demonstrated for purified T4P in any 

Neisseria species and it is not known if the DNA binding properties of detached filaments are 

equivalent to pili in situ i.e. in their native cell surface-bound state. The current section 

therefore develops high resolution microscopy techniques to visualise the interaction of DNA 

with cell-bound T4P without reliance on the protein purification methods employed in section 

4.4.2. 

 

4.4.3.1 Visualising	pDUS80	binding	by	gonococcal	pili	using	TEM	

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) has previously been used to directly image the 

interaction of individual DNA molecules with cell-bound T4P in Streptococcus pneumoniae 

[195]. To apply this methodology to gonococcal T4P-DNA binding, ΔpilV ΔpilT cells were 

incubated with linear pDUS80, fixed with formaldehyde, washed by centrifugation to remove 

excess unbound DNA, then deposited on carbon-coated copper grids and stained with uranyl 

acetate before imaging with bright-field TEM. Clusters of cocci with numerous surface-

associated T4P are visible in the resulting micrographs (Figure 4.10A & B), with pili existing 

both as individual fibres 7-10 nm in diameter and as large bundles up to 500 nm in width. 

Some high magnification images showed DNA-like filaments <3 nm in width associated with 

T4P (Figure 4.10C & D), however, contrast was too low to determine with certainty if these 

correspond to pDUS80 molecules of the expected ~2.5 µm length.  

 

Whereas acquisition of a single high resolution image in most conventional AFMs takes at 

least 5-10 minutes, acquisition of TEM images is almost instantaneous. A large set of single-

molecule image data may be required to construct a statistically meaningful model of DNA-

T4P binding given that each individual complex only provides a conformational snapshot of 

these two flexible structures. For example, one study used electrophoretic mobility shifts to 

demonstrate that the transcriptional regulator GabR imposes an 80° bend on bound DNA, 

however the distribution of bend angles of dried GabR-DNA complexes was very broad when 

observed by AFM [250]. TEM could therefore prove to be an effective method for studying 

DNA-T4P binding due to its rapid image capture rate, but DNA contrast would need to be 

increased compared with the uranyl acetate staining and bright-field imaging technique used 

here. This could be achieved either by imaging uranyl acetate-stained samples with the higher 

contrast ‘dark-field’ TEM imaging technique, or with specialised sample staining methods that 

increase the heavy-metal density along DNA filaments, such as rotary shadowing [260]. 
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Figure 4.10. Transmission electron micrographs of gonococcal ΔpilV ΔpilT cells incubated with linearised 
pDUS80, washed by centrifugation, and stained with 3% uranyl acetate. (A) A cluster of cells exemplifying 
the hyperpiliated phenotype of this mutant resulting from non-retractile type IV pili. (B) At higher 
magnification the individual pili comprising bundles up to 500 nm in width can be resolved, with individual 
fibres ranging from 7-10 nm in diameter. (C & D) Medium (C) and high (D) magnification images of a typical 
pilus bundle in which narrower strands of width <3 nm (indicated by black arrows) are associated with pili. 
Individual pili are indicated by burgundy arrows for size comparison with the distinct thinner fibres, whose 
size is consistent with DNA. The contrast of DNA-like narrow strands with this staining method is insufficient 
to resolve details of their attachment to pili or even to reliably identify them against background features 
such as cellular debris or uranyl acetate drying marks.     
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Figure 4.11. Comparison of cell immobilisation methods for air tapping mode AFM imaging of Neisseria gonorrhoeae 
ΔpilV ΔpilT mutants incubated with a DUS-enriched plasmid (pDUS80), with particular attention to the capacity for 
resolving type IV pili and DNA structures.  (A-H) Representative images of cells deposited on mica coated with a thin film 
of gelatin. (A & B), (C & D) and (E & F) are corresponding pairs of height and amplitude channel images, with the 
hyperpiliated phenotype of this mutant particularly apparent in (C) and (D). (G) shows a higher resolution scan detailing 
pili within the boxed region in (F). The gelatin film forms a raised reticulated network with the mica surface exposed in 
pits. (H) depicts a height map of individual pili on the gelatin substrate. No structures with the expected height, length, or 
curvature of pDUS80 were detected using this immobilisation method. (I-P) Representative images of cells deposited on 
amino-functionalised mica. (I) and (J) show corresponding height height and amplitude channels of a diplococcus with 
pili that are clearly defined on the flat substrate, however, the cell surface has an abnormal invaginated structure due to 
desiccation. (K) shows an enlarged scan of the boxed region in (I), with arrows indicating DNA molecules. DNA can be 
clearly distinguished from pili based on increased curvature and reduced height values <600 nm relative to pilus heights 
of 2.5-4 nm. The tendency for pili to self-associate and form large bundles is highlighted in (L), which depicts individual 
pili splayed at the terminus of a bundle. A diplococcus with relatively well-preserved morphology is displayed in (M), but 
roughness of the cell surface indicates a lower turgidity compared with comparatively smooth-walled cocci in (A-F). (N) 
shows a high resolution scan of the boxed region in (M), in which DNA strands intersect with a pilus at multiple points 
along its length. Further examples of DNA colocalising with cell-surface bound pili are given in (O) and (P). 
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Figure 4.12. Correlative CLSM/AFM of single DNA molecules binding to type IV pili of gonococcal ΔpilV ΔpilT 
mutants in their native cellular state. Cells were incubated with a Cy3-labelled, DUS-enriched plasmid (pDUS80; 
shown in red in CLSM images and indicated by arrows in AFM data) for 1 h before formaldehyde fixation and 
fluorescent labelling of proteins with an amine-reactive dye (shown in green in CLSM images). The mixture was 
then deposited and dried onto amino-functionalised mica mounted above a gridded glass coverslip to facilitate 
correlative imaging. (A) Typical CLSM image showing numerous DNA-decorated protein fibres attached to 
gonococcal cells. (B) An enlarged region from (A) identified as a good candidate for AFM due to the long central 
fibre with multiple bound pDUS80 molecules. (C) Air tapping mode AFM height map corresponding to the boxed 
region in (B). Several bifurcations in fibres (indicated by triangles) demonstrate that the protein filaments 
detectable via CLSM consist of bundled, rather than individual pili. (D) An overlay of (C) with the boxed region 
from (B) indicates the precise location of pDUS80 molecules, enabling targeted high resolution scans of pilus-
bound DNA. (E & F) AFM height maps of the regions indicated in (D) reveal pDUS80 molecules associated with 
pili. (G-I) An additional example of overlaid CLSM and AFM images overlaid to delineate pDUS80-pilus binding 
locations (G), and high resolution AFM images of boxed regions indicated therein (H & I).  
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4.4.3.2 Correlative	CLSM/AFM	of	pDUS80	binding	by	gonococci	

Whereas identifying DNA molecules in TEM images can be challenging without optimisation 

of staining and imaging methods, results in section 4.4.2 demonstrate that pDUS80 is well-

defined and clearly distinguished from T4P structures in topographic AFM data, which 

suggests the latter technique may be better-suited to visualising DNA-T4P complexes in situ. 

However, there are two primary challenges to overcome before AFM can be applied effectively 

in this manner: (i) a substrate for sample immobilisation must be established that binds cells 

at a reasonably high density in addition to preserving visibility of pilus and DNA structures, 

and (ii) identifying T4P-bound DNA by AFM scanning alone can be prohibitively slow process 

since the area covered by each scan is typically ≤5 µm2, as opposed to the >50 µm2 scan 

areas captured by CLSM. In this section, issue (i) is first addressed by comparing the visibility 

of T4P and DNA in topography maps for two alternative cell immobilisation methods, then a 

correlative imaging technique combining CLSM methods from section 4.4.1 with AFM is 

developed to resolve issue (ii) by enabling rapid location of pilus-bound DNA during AFM 

scanning. 

 

Several methods of bacterial immobilisation for AFM have been evaluated for their substrate 

coverage and cell morphology preservation [261–263], but no published studies have applied 

these techniques to Neisseria species. Two common approaches based on modifications of 

mica substrates, amino-functionalisation or coating with a thin gelatin film [236], were 

compared here for their ability to immobilise ΔpilV ΔpilT gonococci whilst allowing for clear 

determination of T4P and DNA structures. Samples were prepared by adding linear pDUS80 

to a cell suspension and incubating at 37°C for 15 min, fixing with formaldehyde, then 

depositing the cell/DNA mixture onto both substrate types. This protocol omits centrifugation-

based wash steps to maximise amounts of T4P-bound DNA by preventing its detachment 

through shearing forces. Samples deposited on G-mica showed well-preserved cell 

morphology and numerous surface-associated pilus fibres (Figure 4.11A-G), however, no 

DNA-like structures associated with T4P were detectable due to their concealment in the 

rough gelatin surface (Figure 4.11H). In contrast, samples immobilised on APS-mica exhibited 

varying degrees of cell structure irregularity due to desiccation (Figure 4.11I, J & M), but both 

T4P and DNA were clearly distinguished against the flat mica substrate (Figure 4.11K & N-P). 

APS-mica was therefore selected as the sample substrate for the combined CLSM/AFM 

protocol outlined below. Separate experiments determined that maintaining gonococcal cells 

at high humidity after deposition onto APS-mica leads to improved preservation of cell surface 

structures, which facilitated imaging of individual pore-like outer membrane components 

(Supplementary Figure 4.18). Extracellular accumulation of genomic DNA in gonococcal 
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cultures can be caused by autolysis of cells [264, 265] or by a genomic island-encoded type 

IV secretion system known to promote DNA secretion [27]. To assess background levels of 

extracellular DNA in ΔpilV ΔpilT MS11 suspensions, samples were prepared and imaged as 

before but no exogenous DNA was added and cells were incubated for 1 h rather than 15 min 

to allow greater levels of autolysis or DNA secretion. The resulting AFM images showed 

greatly reduced DNA content compared with samples to which pDUS80 has been added, 

however, low background levels of DNA-like structures were present (Supplementary Figure 

4.19). In some cases DNA-like material colocalised with spherical features ≤150 nm in 

diameter, which are consistent with the dimensions and DNA-association of gonococcal 

membrane blebs [266]. This contaminating genomic DNA and a lack of wash steps to remove 

excess pDUS80 during sample preparation mean that colocalised DNA and pilus fibres in 

Figure 4.11K and N-P may not be representative of true pDUS80-T4P binding, whereas the 

joint CLSM/AFM approach described below specifically targets only fluorescent substrate 

DNA molecules exhibiting bona fide binding to pilus fibres.  

 

The CLSM-based binding assay employed in section 4.4.1 facilitates the identification of 

numerous foci corresponding to T4P-bound DNA molecules in a single image. To combine 

this capability with high resolution AFM imaging, samples of fluorescently labelled ΔpilV ΔpilT 

gonococci and pDUS80 were prepared exactly as before but deposited and dried onto APS-

mica rather than mounting under a coverslip. By mounting the APS-mica above a finder grid 

pattern, corresponding regions of the sample can be located in separate CLSM and AFM 

instruments via bright-field imaging. Importantly, the low molecular weights (<1000 g/mol) of 

the Cy3 and DyLight labels used are not expected to cause significant topographic 

modifications to labelled DNA or T4P imaged by AFM. CLSM DyLight 488/Cy3 channel 

overlay images of dried samples showed numerous cell-associated T4P fibres adorned with 

foci of Cy3 fluorescence (Figure 4.12A & B), although the signal-to-noise ratio in both channels 

is reduced relative to samples embedded in antifade mountant. Imaging the same regions with 

large area peak force tapping mode AFM scans revealed that what appear as individual fibres 

in CLSM DyLight channel images are actually comprised of T4P bundles (highlighted by 

triangles in Figure 4.12C), confirming that the previous CLSM binding assays in this chapter 

do not provide information on DNA binding site localisation for individual pili. Cy3 foci are not 

always visibly associated with fibres in the CLSM DyLight channel, however, AFM revealed 

that in many cases T4P are present at these sites but are below the detection limit for CLSM. 

Overlaying fluorescence images onto their corresponding large area topographic map gives a 

spatial reference image to direct higher resolution AFM scans of pilus-bound DNA (Figure 

4.12D & G). No clear patterns of pDUS80 distribution along pilus bundles are apparent at this 

scale, although several foci were located next to bifurcations within bundles. Higher resolution 
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scans of Cy3 foci locations revealed clear pDUS80 molecules in approximately one third of 

cases (Figure 4.12E, F, H, & I), but DNA appeared to be buried within bundles or masked by 

debris at other sites. This strongly suggests that Cy3 foci analysed by CLSM binding assays 

in section 4.4.1 represent individual Cy3 molecules. Globular features are sporadically 

associated with pili, and in some cases colocalised with pDUS80, but a high coverage of 

similar globules across the mica surface suggests these may be contaminating debris rather 

than true components of the DNA uptake apparatus. Molecules of pDUS80 detectable by AFM 

appear to be located in roughly equal proportions at pilus tips or along the length of fibres, 

however, the precise point of contact between pDUS80 and T4P is not always clear due to 

bundling of pili and their slight structural degradation. Since T4P structures are well-preserved 

for the samples in Figure 4.11I-P, which were prepared without fluorescent labelling, it is 

possible that the DMF solvent of DyLight 488 NHS ester dye caused the degradation observed 

here. A more biocompatible labelling method should therefore enable imaging of pilus-DNA 

complexes with greater clarity. 

 

4.4.4 Molecular modelling of ComP-DUS binding 
A fundamental understanding of the ComP residues involved in DNA binding and contributions 

from flanking pilus components is required for rational design of DNA uptake inhibitors or DUS-

based drug uptake substrates like those discussed in Chapter 3. A previous study used NMR 

and computational docking of a Neisseria subflava ComP (ComPsub) structure to model 

binding to the corresponding DUS dialect of this species, but poor quality NMR data precluded 

an equivalent analysis for meningococcal/gonococcal ComP [175]. Here, ab inito DNA-protein 

docking was used to model DUS binding to gonococcal ComP and explore possible 

contributions of flanking PilE subunits to DNA binding. A 3D structure for residues 29-143 of 

meningococcal ComP (which differs from gonococcal ComP only by a single L142F 

substitution) was produced from a published MPB-ComP crystal structure (PDB: 5HZ7 [175]). 

Generation of a 14 bp duplexed DUS sequence (5ʹ-CGATGCCGTCTGAACG-3ʹ) was 

achieved using the 3D-DART server [238]. Docking was carried out with the ZDOCK [239] 

server, which identifies the most favourable (i.e. minimized free energy) binding poses for rigid 

structures based on shape complementarity, electrostatics, and a pairwise atomic statistical 

potential. Due to the absence of dynamics, flexibility, and a force field optimised for DNA-

protein interactions, the resulting ComP-DUS complex is intended only as a very basic 

approximation of the true binding conformation.  

 

ComP-DUS binding poses predicted by ZDOCK were then inserted into a gonococcal pilus 

structure (PDB: 5VXX [240]; Figure 4.13A) by substituting a PilE subunit for ComP via 

structural alignment. The three lowest energy complexes were disregarded due to major steric 
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clashing between DNA and adjacent PilE chains, whereas the fourth was positioned in a more 

feasible conformation across the pilus surface and was analysed further (Figure 4.13B & C). 

In this complex, the loop connecting ComP β strands 1 and 2 protrudes into the DNA major 

groove suggesting a role in direct readout, whereas the DD loop region and β strands 3, 4 and 

5 are closely associated with DNA backbone groups, possibly contributing to indirect readout 

or nonspecific binding. This arrangement is in good agreement with the ComPsub-DUS 

complex structure informed by NMR chemical shift perturbation data [118]. The presence of a 

single ComP loop inserting into the DNA major groove and less direct contacts with adjacent 

bases is also consistent with the finding that sequence specificity of ComP binding is strongly 

dependent on DUS inner bases (5ʹ-TCTG-3ʹ) but peripheral bases are much less important 

[58]. Inspection of PilE chains flanking the docked ComP-DUS structure reveals the 

disaccharide group from a glycosylated serine 63 residue protruding into the DNA major 

groove (Figure 4.13D). Possible roles for this sugar in DNA interactions are unclear, but it may 

modulate nonspecific binding or bend DNA to conform with an adjacent positively charged 

groove in the pilus surface. Interestingly, surface glycans of Thermus thermophilus T4P were 

recently suggested to have a similar role in guiding the conformation of DNA binding [267]. 

  

 
Figure 4.13. Molecular modelling of the gonococcal type IV pilus-DNA interaction. (A) A previously published 
structure of the gonococcal pilus (PDB: 5VXX) produced by fitting X-ray crystallographic PilE structures to a 
density map obtained via cryo-electron microscopy. (B) Results of molecular docking between ComP (derived 
from PDB: 5HZ7) and a DNA structure of the DUS with four flanking bases generated using the 3D-DART server. 
Docking was carried out ab inito via the ZDOCK server and the binding pose shown corresponds to the minimal 
free energy configuration (fourth lowest overall) that did not incur major steric clashes with other pilus subunits 
when inserted into a full pilus structure, as shown in (C).  (C) Substitution of the complex in (B) for a PilE subunit 
of the assembly in (A) by structural alignment of pilins using the MatchMaker tool in Chimera. A lower flanking 
PilE is indicated in turquoise whilst the remaining pilus surface is coloured blue. (D) Detail of the adjacent PilE 
serine 63 disaccharidic modification protruding into the major groove of ComP-docked DNA. 
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4.5 Summary 
The fundamental aim of this chapter was to clarify the role of T4P in gonococcal DNA uptake. 

To this end, a plasmid containing 80 copies of the DUS, pDUS80, was first designed as a high 

affinity substrate for binding assays that would ensure a sufficiently strong signal despite 

potentially weak DUS-pilus affinity. Initial uptake experiments confirmed the expected 

enhanced uptake of pDUS80 relative to a DUS-free control plasmid, but are worth discussing 

further for their more general insight into gonococcal DNA uptake. In particular, the finding 

that uptake levels are statistically indistinguishable for Cy3-labelled 391 bp fragments of 

genomic DNA containing a single DUS, ‘391bp_DUS+’, or linearised pDUS80 is consistent 

with a previous study which found uptake of Cy3-labelled bacteriophage lambda DNA to be 

independent of fragment length [33]. The same study showed that lambda DNA fragments as 

short as 300 bp were localised to the periplasm after import, whereas the similarly sized 

391bp_DUS+ genomic DNA used here was observed to be distributed across periplasmic and 

cytoplasmic cell compartments (although this was not measured quantitatively). Both 

protocols used MS11-based ΔpilV mutants, 1 h incubation with DNA at nearly identical 

concentrations, and the same Cy3 labelling method, so reasons for the discrepancy of 

intracellular fluorescence spatial distributions is unclear. Given that pDUS80, which is non-

homologous to MS11 genomic DNA, exhibited clear localisation to the periplasm after uptake, 

it is tempting to speculate that a self-specificity mechanism is acting at the level of transport 

across the inner membrane, which could prohibit entry of pDUS80 but facilitate translocation 

of 391bp_DUS+. A self-specificity mechanism acting at the level of cytoplasmic DNA import 

has not been previously proposed for N. gonorrhoeae, but this may simply reflect the fact that 

all published studies assessing gonococcal subcellular localisation of imported DNA have 

used non-homologous substrates. The finding that a homologous recombination-associated 

protein, DprA, interacts with the DNA binding inner membrane T4P assembly protein PilG 

[115] suggests that transport of transforming DNA into the cytoplasm may be regulated by 

components of the recombination pathway.  

 

CLSM imaging revealed that Cy3-labelled pDUS80 binds to T4P of ΔpilV ΔpilT gonococci with 

much greater affinity than a DUS-free control plasmid in both linear and circular forms. This 

result cannot be easily reconciled with a binding model in which DNA wraps around the pilus 

surface, which would presumably lead to reduced binding of compact supercoiled circular 

DNA. The number of T4P-associated Cy3 foci for 391bp_DUS+ were greatly reduced relative 

to pDUS80, suggesting that a high density of DUSs may be required to detect appreciable 

levels of substrate binding. This would explain why previous studies using substrates with a 

lower DUS density have failed to detect the sequence-specific binding shown here. The 
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aggregated phenotype of ΔpilT and ΔcomP ΔpilT cells creates difficulties with imaging and 

analysis of T4P fibres, highlighting a limitation of a the CLSM binding method. Based on the 

current literature, this data appears to provide the first direct evidence of DUS-specific DNA 

binding to T4P. A previous study demonstrated ComP-dependent binding of purified T4P to 

immobilised DUS oligos with ELISA [59], but did not include comparisons against a scrambled 

oligo. The demonstration here of sequence-specific binding strongly implies a role for T4P in 

gonococcal DNA uptake, but does not constitute proof for the following reasons: (i) DNA may 

dissociate upon retraction of pili and fail to enter the periplasm, and (ii) binding was only 

demonstrated for T4P of ΔpilV ΔpilT mutants, which may not be truly representative of WT 

pilus structures. Adapting the CLSM binding assay developed here for time lapse imaging on 

live cells with retractile pili may provide much-needed clarification on the degree of bona fide 

surface-expressed T4P involvement in DNA uptake. The capacity for WT pili to bind DNA is, 

however, supported by SMFS determination of a ~100 pN rupture force for DUS-pilus binding 

events, which exceeds that of other SSDBPs with Kd values on the order of 2-60 nM. This 

contrasts with a seemingly low affinity between purified ComP and DUS oligos [59], 

suggesting pilus quaternary structure contributes to DNA binding characteristics.  

 

Of the various topographic AFM methods tested, imaging pili in situ with the aid of correlated 

CLSM scans showed the most promise for visualising T4P-DNA complexes by facilitating the 

rapid identification of T4P-bound DNA molecules during AFM scanning. The resulting images 

showed pDUS80 bound in roughly equal proportions at pilus tips or along their length, 

suggesting that DNA receptor sites are not uniquely tip-located, as claimed for Vibrio cholerae 

T4P DNA receptors [99]. Given the similar widths of T4P and the inner channel of PilQ [109], 

it remains unclear how DNA bound to intermediate pilus subunits could enter the periplasm 

through secretin pores already occupied by a pilus filament.  

 

Preliminary computational docking suggests a possible role for PilE glycosylation in DNA 

binding to adjacent ComP subunits within assembled pili, but this would need to be confirmed 

experimentally by mutation of the glycosylated serine 63 residue. Molecular dynamics 

simulations could also be informative by refining the ComP-DUS complex structure and 

determining the propensity for DNA bending into pilus surface grooves. 

 

In summary, CLSM data presented here provides the first direct images of DNA binding by 

gonococcal T4P, and confirm that these structures bind DNA in a DUS-dependent manner for 

the case of ΔpilV ΔpilT mutants. Force spectroscopy measurements for DUS oligos interacting 

with WT pili demonstrated rupture forces comparable to that of high affinity SSDBPs and their 

target sites, suggesting the DNA binding capability of ΔpilV ΔpilT pili is not merely an artefact 
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of mutation. Several approaches to imaging DNA-T4P complexes by topographic AFM were 

explored, of which a correlated CLSM/AFM technique was the most effective, demonstrating 

localisation of bound DNA to pilus tips and sites along the length of fibres. Taken as a whole, 

this data supports a model whereby DNA docks onto gonococcal T4P primarily via binding of 

individual DUSs to ComP receptors distributed along the length of pili. A lack of strong DUS 

binding by purified ComP combined with computational docking models suggest that pilins 

adjacent to ComP in the T4P fibre are likely to also play a role in DNA binding, however, no 

evidence was found to support a model involving extensive wrapping of DNA around the pilus 

surface. The methods developed herein constitute a toolbox of single-molecule microscopic 

techniques that can be applied to probe this model further. For example, the impact of 

mutating PilE residues predicted to flank the ComP docking site could be straightforwardly 

assessed by CLSM binding assays. The question of whether T4P retraction initiates DNA 

uptake is still not resolved, but combining the CLSM protocol used here with live cell time 

lapse measurements of controlled pilus retraction in an inducible pilT mutant may provide a 

definitive answer. 
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Appendix 4: Supplementary Material 
4.6 Supplementary figures 

 

  

 
Figure 4.14. Schematic maps of plasmids used for T4P-DNA binding measurements (pDUS80 and pUC4K) 
and purification of an MBP-ComP fusion protein (pCOMP35). Plasmid pDUS80 harbours a 4990 bp region 
consisting of 80 DUS direct repeats separated by random 50 bp spacers is inserted into the multiple cloning 
site of backbone vector pMK (ThermoFisher). The unique HindIII restriction sites for pDUS80 and pUC4K were 
used for linearisation digests. Primer sites used for cloning and verification sequencing are indicated in magenta 
for pCOMP35. 
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Figure 4.15. Oligonucleotides with a single 5ʹ Cy3 label produce no detectable signal in CLSM DNA-pilus binding 
assays with ΔpilV ΔpilT gonococci. Cell suspensions were incubated with Cy3-labelled oligonucleotides (shown in 
red), fixed with formaldehyde, and labelled with an amine-reactive protein dye (shown in green). All CLSM 
fluorescence images shown are maximum intensity z projections of the raw z stack. (A & B) CLSM image overlays of 
DyLight 488 and Cy3 channels for cells incubated with the double-stranded oligonucleotide ‘dsDUS Crick label’ 
consisting of two directly adjacent copies of the 12 bp DUS. No pilus-associated Cy3 fluorescence exceeding 
background noise is detected. (C & D) As in (A) & (B), but for the self-annealed oligonucleotide ‘1DUS hairpin’. 
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Figure 4.16. Binding of Cy3-labelled short linear DNA fragments to type IV pilus fibres and an alternative 
method for quantifying levels of pilus-bound Cy3 foci. (A & B) CLSM images of gonococcal ΔpilV ΔpilT cells 
incubated with Cy3-labelled 391bp_DUS+ (shown in red) and labelled with an amine-reactive protein dye 
(shown in green) to visualise type IV pilus fibres. Images are maximum intensity projections of the raw z stack. 
Arrows indicate pilus fibre-associated Cy3 foci. (C) Typical output of a Python peak finding script written to 
detect the number, intensity, and length of discrete pilus-associated Cy3 foci. A Cy3 intensity profile is plotted 
by averaging across columns of pixels in the image shown beneath the plot. The maxima of individual detected 
foci are marked with a red cross and widths are indicated by a horizontal green line. Pilus-associated DNA in 
this example is Cy3-labelled linearised pDUS80. 
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Figure 4.17. Films of cellular debris masking DNA structures in tapping mode AFM images. Samples was prepared 
by incubating ΔpilV ΔpilT cells with pDUS80 for 1 h, fixing with formaldehyde, washing bacteria by centrifugation, 
then depositing and drying onto amino-functionalised mica. (A) AFM height channel image showing hyperpiliated 
gonococcal cells. (B & C) High resolution scans of the upper (B) and lower (C) boxed regions in (A). In addition to 
central pilus fibres, a 3-6 nm thick film of debris is apparent, and is interspersed with gaps revealing the underlying 
mica surface. With typical diameters of ~2 nm, any DNA structures present on the mica surface will be masked 
by this film, thus concealing the DNA-pilus binding events of interest.  
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Figure 4.18. Gonococcal outer membrane components imaged via tapping mode AFM of formaldehyde-fixed wild-
type MS11 cells dried onto an amino-functionalised mica substrate. After deposition and drying, cells were 
maintained at high-humidity until 30 min prior to imaging. (A-C) Progressively higher resolution images of the cell 
surface reveal randomly distributed pores of inner diameter 6-8 nm, which are consistent with cryo-electron 
microscopy structures of the gonococcal and meningococcal outer membrane secretin pore, PilQ, through which 
type IV pili are extruded onto the cell surface. (D & E) Height (D) and corresponding amplitude (E) channel images 
of a single coccoid cell. (F-H) Height (F), amplitude (G) and phase (H) channel images of the boxed region in (E). 
A tightly-packed lattice of pits with depth 0.5 nm and spacing of 7.5-9.5 nm is present in (F), but is shown with 
greater contrast in (G) and (H). Larger pores such as those seen in (C) are less visible due to increased membrane 
invagination. 
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Figure 4.19. Topographic AFM images of formaldehyde-fixed ΔpilV ΔpilT gonococcal cells dried onto 
amino-functionalised mica after 1 h incubation in GC broth without the addition of any exogenous DNA. 
DNA-like structures are observed on the mica surface in a subset of images, but their numbers are greatly 
reduced compared to cells incubated with 0.8 ng/µl pDUS80. (A & B) A typical pair of corresponding height 
(A) and amplitude (B) channel images showing a cluster of piliated cells but no structures with the 
characteristic height and curvature of DNA. (C & D) As in (A) and (B) but a single DNA-like filament is 
present (arrow). (E & F) Corresponding height (E) and amplitude (F) images of DNA-like structures near 
the surface of a gonococcal cell. Filaments are associated with a spherical feature 150 nm in diameter 
(arrow) resembling a membrane bleb. 
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4.7 ImageJ macro to quantify filament-associated fluorescence 
values 

main_win = getTitle(); 
selectWindow(main_win); 
dir = File.directory+getTitle; 
File.makeDirectory(dir);  
 
run("Duplicate...", "title=488 duplicate channels=1"); 
run("Z Project...", "projection=[Standard Deviation]"); 
run("8-bit"); 
run("Green_to_Yellow"); //apply custom LUT 
 
selectWindow(main_win); 
run("Duplicate...", "title=Cy3 duplicate channels=3"); 
run("Z Project...", "projection=[Max Intensity]"); 
 
run("Merge Channels...", "c1=STD_488 c2=MAX_Cy3 create keep"); 
//brighten merged image and save as PNG 
rename(""+main_win+"_merged"); 
setMinAndMax(0, 35); 
Stack.setPosition(2, 1, 1); 
setMinAndMax(3, 60); 
 
selectWindow("488"); 
close(); 
selectWindow("Cy3"); 
close(); 
 
run("Brightness/Contrast..."); 
selectWindow("STD_488"); 
setMinAndMax(0, 35); 
 
waitForUser("Use ridge detection to generate pilus ROIs before continuing") 
 
//overlay selected ROIs and save PNG 
selectWindow(""+main_win+"_merged"); 
saveAs("PNG", dir +"/"+ getTitle + ".png" ); 
run("From ROI Manager"); 
saveAs("PNG", dir +"/"+ getTitle + "ROIs.png" ); 
rename("Merged"); 
run("Remove Overlay"); 
roiManager("Save", dir +"/pilus ROIs.zip"); 
 
n_rois = roiManager("count"); 
run("Clear Results"); 
run("Set Measurements...", "area mean standard median integrated 
redirect=None decimal=3"); 
 
//export Cy3 channel pilus profiles 
for (i=0;i<n_rois;i++) { 
 selectWindow("MAX_Cy3"); 
 roiManager("Select", i); 
 run("Straighten...", "line=16 process"); 
 rename("Pilus_"+i); 
 run("Measure"); 
 saveAs("Results", dir +"/pili_Cy3_intensity_measures.csv"); 
 selectWindow("Pilus_"+i);  
 run("Select All"); 
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 run("Plot Profile"); 
 selectWindow("Plot of Pilus_"+i); 
 Plot.getValues( x, y );  
 str = ""; // header  
 for ( j=0; j<x.length; j++ ) {  
        str += "" + x[j] + ",\t" + y[j] + "\n"; }  
 File.saveString( str, dir +"/"+ getTitle + ".csv" ); 
 selectWindow("Pilus_"+i);  
 close(); 
 selectWindow("Plot of Pilus_"+i);  
 close(); 
} 
 
//darken 488 channel so DNA is more visible 
selectWindow("Merged"); 
Stack.setChannel(1); 
setMinAndMax(0, 100); 
 
//export merged channel pili PNGs 
for (i=0;i<n_rois;i++) { 
 selectWindow("Merged"); 
 roiManager("Select", i); 
 run("Straighten...", "line=16 process"); 
 rename("Pilus_"+i); 
 saveAs("PNG", dir +"/"+ getTitle + ".png" ); 
 close(); 
} 
 
//Get distribution for backgound Cy3 noise: 
 
array1 = newArray("0");  
for (i=1;i<n_rois;i++){  
        array1 = Array.concat(array1,i);  
}  
roiManager("select", array1);  
roiManager("Delete"); 
 
selectWindow("STD_488"); 
 
waitForUser("Add background lines to ROI manager before continuing") 
 
//brighten Merged channel again 
selectWindow("Merged"); 
Stack.setChannel(1); 
setMinAndMax(0, 35); 
 
selectWindow("Merged"); 
run("From ROI Manager"); 
saveAs("PNG", dir +"/background ROIs.png" ); 
rename("Merged"); 
run("Remove Overlay"); 
roiManager("Save", dir +"/background ROIs.zip"); 
 
n_rois = roiManager("count"); 
run("Clear Results");  
run("Set Measurements...", "area mean standard median integrated 
redirect=None decimal=3"); 
 
//export Cy3 channel background measures 
for (i=0;i<n_rois;i++) { 
 selectWindow("MAX_Cy3"); 
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 roiManager("Select", i); 
 run("Straighten...", "line=16 process"); 
 rename("Pilus_"+i); 
 run("Select All"); 
 run("Measure"); 
 saveAs("Results", dir +"/noise_area_Cy3_intensity_measures.csv"); 
 selectWindow("Pilus_"+i);  
 close(); 
} 
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Chapter 5: Identification of MGEs in Neisseriaceae 
Genome Sequences via DUS Distributions 

5.1 Introduction 
Material in previous chapters, and indeed the majority of research into HGT in Neisseria, has 

focused on the unique self-specific system for natural transformation. However, despite the 

barriers to interspecific gene transfer imposed by the neisserial DNA uptake system, DUS-

independent gene transfer can occur through transduction and conjugation, where DUS-

selective DNA translocation by type IV pili is supplanted by transfer via bacteriophage and 

type IV secretion systems (T4SS), respectively. For example, several gonococcal and 

meningococcal prophages have been identified [23, 268], as well as three conjugative 

plasmids of Ng [269]. Functional roles of these prophages have been relatively well-studied 

[22, 23, 270–274], however, research on neisserial conjugative MGEs and their phenotypic 

consequences is lacking [269]. In particular, very little attention has been given to 

chromosomal conjugative MGEs such as integrative and conjugative elements (ICEs) in 

pathogenic Neisseria despite their clinical importance as a conduit for AMR or virulence 

factors and ubiquity amongst prokaryotes in general [275]. ICEs are modular elements 

between 20-500 kb in size bearing a core gene set encoding a T4SS-based conjugation 

apparatus and an integrase or resolvase mediating their genomic integration and excision, as 

well as a set of accessory genes that may confer selective advantages to the host. 

Recombination and transposition events are prevalent in ICEs, enabling acquisition of 

chromosomal, plasmid, and transposon-borne loci, and in some cases leading to the formation 

of large multidrug resistance modules [276–278]. Under normal conditions ICEs are integrated 

into the host genome and remain in a transcriptionally repressed dormant state, but may be 

excised into a circular form and de-repressed in response to factors such as DNA damage, 

secreted signalling molecules, or exposure to antimicrobials [279]. The majority of ICEs 

studied to date provide clear benefits to the host such as antibiotic resistance or utilisation of 

alternative nutrient sources, but it is not clear whether this is a general feature of ICEs or 

results from difficulties in identifying and functionally analysing MGEs in the absence of 

conveniently selectable phenotypes [279]. Bioinformatic methods that identify ICEs 

independently from such phenotypes are thus desirable to ensure cryptic elements are not 

underrepresented. 

 

Chromosomally integrated MGEs transferred by conjugation and transduction are typically 

located on relatively large genomic islands (GIs; defined here as putative horizontally acquired 

chromosomal regions with atypical nucleotide k-mer composition) >10 kb as a result of their 

self-encoded transfer machinery. GIs are often identified in genome sequencing data through 
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a combination of nucleotide composition and/or codon usage that differs from the bulk 

genome, proximity to phage- or conjugation-associated genes, and homology with putative 

donor genomes, but the distribution of DUSs in Neisseriaceae genomes can provide an 

additional indicator of exogenous DNA. For example, a previous study noted the 

uncharacteristically low density of DUS sites within several horizontally acquired gonococcal 

GI sequences relative to the genomic average [280]. It is important to note that although most 

neisserial genomes contain a dominant DUS dialect (typically with 2000-6000 copies), they 

often contain significant numbers of alternative dialect motifs. To avoid confusion, I will refer 

to the single most abundant dialect in a genome as the primary DUS (prDUS) and all other 

neisserial dialects found in the same chromosome as ancillary DUSs (anDUS). The average 

proportion of genome nucleotides occupied by prDUSs typically ranges from 1-2.5% [57], 

corresponding to roughly one site every 400-1100 bp, but drastic reductions in DUS density 

are often found in meningococcal [281] and gonococcal [27] GIs. Importantly for the work 

presented here, in the case of GIs originating within Neisseriaceae, anDUS dialect content of 

the island itself can be used to infer the corresponding dialect group of the original donor 

species (since the island is likely to have previously acquired DUSs whilst hosted by species 

of the corresponding dialect type). 

 

Due to the highly modular nature of ICEs and the presence of repetitive elements such as 

transposons, short-read sequencing methods often occlude their accurate assembly or result 

in misidentification as plasmids, however, the increasing abundance and assembly quality of 

available Neisseriaceae genome sequences (Figure 5.1) motivates a search for previously 

unidentified large chromosomal MGEs. Section 5.3.1 introduces a bioinformatic method in 

which chromosomal DUS distributions are utilised as an indicator of horizontal acquisition from 

other Neisseriaceae donors, which was used to identify several uncharacterised groups of GIs 

in neisserial pathogens and commensals. Two groups of islands were selected for further 

characterisation due to their large size, clear delimitation, and abundance in sequencing data, 

and were both identified as ICEs carrying a variety of toxin-antitoxin (TA) loci, transposons, 

and numerous predicted ORFs for uncharacterised proteins. One of the identified elements is 

found almost exclusively in genomes of pathogenic species and likely originated in the genus 

Kingella, whereas the other belongs to a group of Neisseria mucosa-like commensals. The 

former ICE appears to enable transfer of traditionally gonococcal-specific loci such as the 

virulence-associated toxin-antitoxin system fitAB to N. meningitidis chromosomes, whilst an 

excised circular form of the latter possesses a unique attachment site (attP) sequence 

seemingly adapted to exploit DUSs as chromosomal integration sites. In addition to validating 

the use of DUS distributions in Neisseriaceae MGE identification, the >170 identified ICE 

sequences provide a valuable resource for future studies of ICE host adaptation. 
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5.2 Materials and Methods 
5.2.1 Genomic island detection and analysis 
Putative genomic islands were identified using a custom Python script (available from 

https://github.com/alexh-g/DUSmapper) which, for a given GenBank format genome 

sequence file input, carries out the following steps: (i) detects and annotates all occurrences 

of the eight 12bp DUS dialects previously outlined by Frye et al. [57] using the EMBOSS 

Fuzznuc module [282]; (ii) identifies the prDUS and annotates large gaps between adjacent 

prDUS sites if they are above a specified bp threshold calculated based on the prDUS 

distribution across the entire genome; (iii) annotates accessory genomic elements (AGEs) 

detected using AGEnt by referencing a core genome file calculated in advance with Spine 

[283] (this step was omitted for species where a lack of available sequences prohibited 

construction of a core genome); and (iv) produces a DNAPlotter [284] template file for 

visualising the resulting annotations. The purpose of identifying AGEs was to validate the use 

of local prDUS underrepresentation as a proxy for GIs and to help distinguish between islands 

belonging to core and accessory genomes. Core genomes for N. meningitidis and N. 

gonorrhoeae were both calculated from 15 complete genomes. For the work presented here, 

the threshold for ‘large’ prDUS gap annotation was picked as four times the interquartile range 

for all genomic prDUS gaps, which gave a good balance between false positives and 

 
Figure 5.1. Cumulative histogram showing the accrual of publicly available Neisseriaceae genome assemblies in 
the RefSeq database over the past decade. 
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negatives when compared with AGEs detected with AGEnt. Synteny comparisons were 

performed with local BLASTn [285] and visualised using Artemis Comparison Tool [286]. All 

genome sequences were sourced from GenBank or PubMLST [287] and species assignments 

for erroneous or unspecified cases were determined using the PubMLST ribosomal multilocus 

sequence typing (rMLST) server [288]. It has been suggested that Neisseria sicca should be 

considered the same species as Neisseria mucosa [289], but the GenBank entry for N. sicca 

C2007003584 (accession no. GCA_003044425.1) was only predicted to be N. mucosa with 

38% confidence by rMLST, hence the original designation was retained in this work. PubMLST 

rMLST was also unable to definitively assign any species to Neisseria sp. 1273_NMEN 

(GenBank accession GCA_001062585.1; erroneously listed as N. meningitidis in NCBI 

databases) but identified N. mucosa as the closest known relative. For sequences with poorly 

annotated ICEs, genomes were re-annotated via the RASTtk pipeline [290]. Incomplete 

genomes were concatenated into a single sequence entry prior to processing by the script.  

 

Clustering of gonococcal and meningococcal ICE variants was determined from a Neighbour-

net [291] network plotted in SplitsTree4 [292]. The distance matrix input file for SplitsTree4 

was produced by comparison of allele values from the PubMLST ‘VirB T4SS’ scheme using 

the BIGSdb Genome Comparator tool [293]. Branch lengths therefore reflect the number of 

VirB T4SS loci with different allele sequences between isolates, as well as locus presence or 

absence. 

 

5.2.2 Construction of a ΔICE N. mucosa strain 

A linear ΔICENmu::kan construct was assembled via OE-PCR by combining three fragments 

with complementary primer overhangs: a 1.1 kb region flanking the ICE on attR side (‘ICEup’), 

a 1.4 kb kanamycin resistance cassette, and a 1.4 kb region flanking the ICE on the attL side 

(‘ICEdown’). PCR amplification of ICEup and ICEdown used primer pairs 

NMUC_ICEupF/NMUC_ICEupR_OE and NMUC_ICEdownF_OE/NMUC_ICEdownR, 

respectively, a purified N. mucosa ATCC 25996 gDNA template, and 31 cycles with a 57.8°C 

annealing temperature; 12 s extension step. A KanR cassette was amplified using the primer 

pair KanR_F_OE2/KanR_R_OE2, a purified pUC4K template, 5% (v/v) DMSO, and 31 cycles 

with a 64.5°C annealing temperature; 12 s extension step. After spin-column purification, 

equimolar amounts of ICEup, ICEdown and KanR (48, 64, and 64 ng respectively) were added 

to a 25 uL reaction which underwent 20 cycles of a 2-step OE-PCR consisting of 10 s 

denaturation at 98°C followed by 35 s extension at 72°C. A final enrichment PCR to isolate 

only the product of interest was then carried out by adding 5 µl unpurified OE-PCR product to 

a 50 µl reaction with primers NMUC_ICEupF and NMUC_ICEdownR, which underwent 33 
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standard 3-step cycles with a 57.8°C annealing temperature and 30 s extension time. The 

ΔICENmu::kan construct was spin-column purified and transformed into N. mucosa ATCC 

25996 using a spot transformation method with 0.9 µg DNA. Transformants were selected by 

overnight culture on GC agar plates containing 100 µg/ml kanamycin. As expected for removal 

of relatively large segments of DNA such as the 34 kb ICENmu via transformation, very few 

colonies were obtained, but successful replacement of the ICENmu by KanR in selected 

colonies was confirmed by sequencing using primers Nmuc_seq_F and Nmuc_seq_R. 

Primer name Sequence 5ʹ→3ʹ Target region and/or purpose  

NmeICE-F2 CATTCAAGACGACATCAGC N.	meningitidis	excised	circular	ICE	attP	
region 

 

NmeICE-R GTTGTGCCAAATCGTTAAATC N.	meningitidis	excised	circular	ICE	
attP/chromosomal	attL	region 

 

NmeICE-F1 GAAATCTTAAGCCAAGGCAG N.	meningitidis	ICE	chromosomal	attL	
region 

 

MucICE-F2 GACAAGCCCAAAGTCCTGTG N.	mucosa	excised	circular	ICE	attP	region  

MucICE-R GGAAAATATCCCATTCTGCATAC N.	mucosa	excised	circular	ICE	
attP/chromosomal	attL	region 

 

MucICE-F1 CTTTGCATATCGGCATATTG N.	mucosa	ICE	chromosomal	attL	region  

NMUC_ICEupF CACGCCACACATCACTC N.	mucosa	attR	region	for	ΔICE	construct	
OE-PCR 

 

NMUC_ICEupR_OE GTTACCCAACTTAATCGCCACTATATTGTGAA
AGGGAAG 

N.	mucosa	attR	region	for	ΔICE	construct	
OE-PCR 

 

KanR_F_OE2 CTTTCACAATATAGTGGCGATTAAGTTGGGT
AACGCCAG 

Kan	resistance	cassette	for	ΔICE	construct	
OE-PCR 

 

KanR_R_OE2 CACAGTCTGATACAGTCCTTCCGGCTCGTAT
GTTGTGTG 

Kan	resistance	cassette	for	ΔICE	construct	
OE-PCR 

 

NMUC_ICEdownF_OE CAACATACGAGCCGGAAGGACTGTATCAGA
CTGTGTATGCAG 

N.	mucosa	attL	region	for	ΔICE	
constructOE-PCR 

 

NMUC_ICEdownR GGAATGTTGTGTTCAAGTATGC N.	mucosa	attL	region	for	ΔICE	construct	
OE-PCR 

 

NMUC_Veri_F	 CTTTGCATATCGGCATATTG	 N.	mucosa	ICE	deletion	verification	PCR	  

NMUC_Veri_R	 GATGTCGCAGGCTTTTAGG	 N.	mucosa	ICE	deletion	verification	PCR	  

Nmuc_seq_F CTGAATGACAACCATACATAGC N.	mucosa	ΔICE	verification	sequencing  

Nmuc_seq_R CGACCGTAATCAGCAAATC N.	mucosa	ΔICE	verification	sequencing  

Nmuc_rplV_F	 CAGTGATAACATGGTTGGTC	 N.	mucosa	rplV	gene	  

Nmuc_rplV_R	 CGAACATCAATGTCTTGTTTC	 N.	mucosa	rplV	gene	  

Table 5.1. Primers used in this chapter for producing an N. mucosa ICE detection strain and for detecting integrated 
and excised forms of ICEriNK and ICENmu. Primer overlaps used for the OE-PCR reaction are underlined. 
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5.2.3 PCR and sequencing of excised circular ICEs 
N. mucosa ATCC 25996 and N. meningitidis carrier isolates (PubMLST id 61951, 61970, 

61957, and 61975) were grown for 16-18 hours on GC agar base plates at 37º C in 5% CO2. 

Genomic and plasmid DNA were extracted using a DNeasy blood and tissue kit and QIAprep 

Spin Miniprep kit (Qiagen), respectively, according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 

Extracted DNA was used as a template in PCR amplifications with differing combinations of 

primers NmeICE-F1, NmeICE-F2, and NmeICE-R for N. meningitidis, or MucICE-F1, MucICE-

F2, and MucICE-R for N. mucosa (primer sequences are given in Table 5.1). All reactions 

used CloneAmp HiFi PCR premix (Takara), 35 cycles with a 57.4°C annealing temperature 

and 15 s extension step, and were analysed by gel electrophoresis in a 1% agarose Tris-

borate-EDTA gel. DMSO was added to 8% (v/v) for reactions with primers NmeICE-F2 and 

NmeICE-R. Amplified products corresponding to the attP region of circular ICEs were purified 

using a QIAquick PCR purification kit (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions 

and sequenced by the Source BioScience Sanger sequencing service with the same primers 

used for amplification.  

 

5.2.4 Etest and disc diffusion susceptibility testing 
Disc diffusion and Etest assays used an identical protocol apart from the use of disc/strips and 

inhibition zone interpretation. Cells were grown overnight and resuspended to an OD600 of 0.1 

in DPBS. Prewarmed GC agar plates were evenly inoculated with 100 µl of this suspension 

using an L-shaped spreader and left to dry in a laminar flow hood for for 5 min. Sterile forceps 

were then used to apply Antimicrobial Susceptibility Discs (Oxoid) or ETEST® strips 

(bioMérieux) before incubating plates overnight at 37°C, 5% CO2. Zones of inhibition were 

read after 18 hours of growth, with annular radii being measured as the shortest distance 

between the inhibition zone circumference and disc edge for disc diffusion assays, and MICs 

determined as the nearest concentration marking above the intersection of the inhibition zone 

boundary and strip for Etest measurements.   

 

5.3 Results 
5.3.1 Genomic island detection via atypical DUS content 
The lack of prDUSs in GIs has been noted previously [27, 280, 281], but methods presented 

here sought to identify chromosomal regions in which prDUS is underrepresented and 

anDUSs are overrepresented so as to expedite identification of potential donor species. This 

approach is based on the principle that high anDUS density within horizontally acquired 

regions is likely to reflect their prolonged coevolution with a previous host species bearing the 

same DUS dialect. In order to identify GI candidates, complete or concatenated whole genome 
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sequences were passed through a custom Python script which detects each exact match of 

the eight DUS dialect motifs defined in a previous work [57]. The distribution of gap lengths 

between adjacent prDUSs is then determined separately for both sequence strands and used 

to establish outliers above a threshold gap size which are considered candidate GI-containing 

regions. Gap distributions for gonococcal strain FA19 are shown in Figure 5.2A and are typical 

of all pathogenic Neisseria analysed, which exhibit a positive skew and median size of 1.9-2.1 

kb. All dialect motifs and outlier prDUS gaps were also annotated and plotted by the script to 

produce genome maps highlighting these features (Figure 5.2B). Plots were manually 

inspected for putative GIs with an overrepresentation of anDUS, which were then assessed 

for their possible function and species of origin.  

 

Several previously characterised GIs were highlighted by this method, the largest and most 

studied of which is known as the gonococcal genetic island (GGI), which is found in ~80% of 

N. gonorrhoeae isolates and has been associated with antimicrobial resistance and 

disseminated gonococcal infection [55, 294]. Consistent with its horizontal acquisition, the GGI 

typically contains no copies of the prDUS (AT-DUS; dialect sequence nomenclature is outlined 

in Supplementary Table 5.2) but does possess several AG-DUS sites, suggesting that it was 

hosted by species within the AG-DUS dialect group prior to acquisition by the gonococcus. 

BLAST searches of N. gonorrhoeae GGI genes against all available AG-DUS-group 

Neisseriaceae produced maximum hits corresponding to two genome sequences (GenBank 

accession numbers GCA_001836705.1 and GCA_001815375.1) assigned to Neisseria 

subflava by rMLST. Synteny comparisons of gonococcal strain MS11 with both N. subflava 

genomes revealed conserved regions spanning 43 of the 61 GGI ORFs with an average 

nucleotide identity of 90% (Figure 5.9), indicating this species as a likely donor of the clinically 

relevant GI. The transfer of disease-associated virulence factors from this commensal to 

pathogenic Neisseria is consistent with a recent study indicating horizontal acquisition of 

meningococcal capsule locus components from N. subflava [44]. 

 

Another abundant group of GIs highlighted by this technique consists of two-partner secretion 

islands, which encode polymorphic toxin systems such as the recently characterized mafB-

mafI modules [295]. However, due to their extensive genetic variation and relatively small size, 

these islands are difficult to precisely delineate and are not always readily detected via their 

aberrant DUS distribution. In contrast, several genomic sequences bore much larger (up to 

36 kb) GIs that almost exclusively contained anDUSs of a single dialect type and possessed 

boundaries that could be clearly defined by comparisons with genomes lacking the island. 

This is exemplified by contrasting genomic plots in Figure 5.3A and C (lacking GIs) with Figure 

5.1B and D, respectively. One group of islands was of particular interest due to their 
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abundance in pathogenic Neisseria and is analysed in the following section, whereas the final 

section describes a distinct but structurally similar GI found in the commensal N. mucosa and 

its close relatives.  

  

 
Figure 5.2. Typical output of a custom Python script combining Fuzznuc and AGEnt to identify horizontally acquired 
islands in Neisseriaceae genomes and their DUS dialect group of origin. (A) Violin plot showing the distribution of 
spacing between adjacent prDUS sites for both strands of the gonococcal strain FA19 genome. Circular markers 
indicate gap lengths exceeding the outlier threshold which are considered genomic island candidates. (B) 
DNAplotter genomic plot of the FA19 chromosome after processing and annotation via the Python script. Positions 
of coding regions and DUS sites are indicated on tracks within the black ring, whereas outer tracks correspond to 
accessory genomic elements and large tracts where the native DUS is absent. The island located at the replication 
terminus (see arrow) is termed the gonococcal genetic island and has been characterised elsewhere. Incomplete 
genomes were concatenated prior to running the script, so GC skew is plotted as a rough indicator of genome 
assembly level. DUS dialect nomenclature and sequences are outlined in Table S1. 
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Figure 5.3. Genomic maps highlighting Neisseriaceae genomic islands deviating in DUS dialect relative to the 
bulk genome and harbouring ICEs. (A & B) Comparison of gonococcal strain MS11, which contains no AG-
king/simDUS dyad islands >10 kb, with strain WHO F, which possesses two duplicated 30 kb ICE regions with 
numerous AG-king/simDUS sites. (C & D) A similar comparison of meningococcal genomes highlighting the 
insertion of an AG-king/simDUS island in N. meningitidis strain NM442 relative to MC58 (E) Kingella negevensis 
genome with a DUS profile closely matching that of the ICE regions in B and D. The highlighted segment has 
matching synteny and high homology to the ICE regions in B and D. (F) Another ICE region with atypical DUS 
content of AG-DUS relative to the native AG-mucDUS in the genome of Neisseria mucosa. 
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5.3.2 Characterisation of an ICE family in pathogenic Neisseria 
The most striking example of anDUS prevalence in a GI identified by the script was observed 

in the gonococcal reference strain WHO F [296], which possesses two almost identical copies 

of a 32 kb region each harbouring 20 AG-kingDUS, 11 AG-simDUS, and only 3 copies of the 

primary AT-DUS (Figure 5.3B; islands indicated by turquoise blocks in outer ring). This 

represents a ~7-fold reduction in prDUS 12-mer frequency relative to the chromosomal 

background and is accompanied by a local GC-content reduction of 9.1%. The GIs were 

delimited by comparison with the MS11 chromosome lacking these insertions, which revealed 

both insertion sites to be immediately downstream of asparagine tRNA genes. All AG-simDUS 

copies within these GIs form overlapping dyads with an AG-kingDUS, which was previously 

shown to be the most abundant DUS arrangement in Simonsiella muelleri [57] and was shown 

via the Python script to be prevalent in commensals Alysiella crassa and Kingella negevensis 

[297] (Supplementary Table 5.2). Querying GI genes against NCBI databases (excluding 

gonococcal and meningococcal sequences) using BLAST consistently produced maximal 

identity hits from K. negevensis that were found to exhibit well-conserved synteny compared 

with their chromosomal arrangement in WHO F (Figure 5.4) and were similarly located directly 

downstream of Asn-tRNA. Figure 5.3E highlights this syntenic region within the K. negevensis 

genome, where it exhibits no atypical DUS or GC-content characteristics. 

 

The presence of a GI integrase gene adjacent to the tRNA insertion site (attR) in both species 

is consistent with canonical site-specific integrase-mediated integration, with approximately 

75% of integrases in Gram-negative hosts targeting tRNA or tmRNA genes as chromosomal 

integration sites [298]. Demarcation of the opposite GI boundary by a ~50 bp duplication of 

the Asn-tRNA 3ʹ end (attL) further supports this mechanism of integration. A search for 

 
Figure 5.4. BLASTn comparisons of the N. gonorrhoeae WHO F ICE with its corresponding region in the possible 
donor species K. negevensis. High nucleotide identity and matching synteny imply shared evolutionary origins 
of this element. Core ICE genes (virB4, T4CP, relaxase, and integrase) are highly conserved, but more variation 
exists between regions encoding toxin-antitoxin systems, regulatory proteins, and transposases. BLAST output 
was visualised using the Artemis Comparison Tool. 
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essential genes of functional conjugation systems was carried out using CONJscan module 

of MacSyFinder [299, 300], which confirmed the presence of a mating-pair formation class T 

(MPFT) virB T4SS operon, relaxase gene, and type IV coupling protein (T4CP) gene within 

the GI of both species (positions of these genes within the ICE are indicated in Figure 5.4). 

Furthermore, a proteomics study [301] confirmed the expression of genes within the WHO F 

GI virB and relaxase region. The combination of a self-encoded conjugation system and 

integrase qualifies these GIs as ICEs, and since hosts of the closely related GIs are limited to 

Kingella spp., N. gonorrhoeae, N. meningitidis, and N. lactamica (discussed below) I will refer 

to this MGE family as ICEriNK (ICEs resident in Neisseria and Kingella). No pre-existing 

analogous ICE families were identified in a search of the ICEberg database [302] or the 

Transposon Registry [303], and no significant homology was observed from comparisons 

against gonococcal conjugative plasmids. Collectively, these results indicate extensive 

coevolution of ICEriNK with Kingella negevensis before a comparably recent transfer to 

Neisseria (most likely resulting from joint colonisation of the human oropharynx), thus 

demonstrating the utility of DUS dialect plots for visualising such intergeneric MGE 

acquisitions within Neisseriaceae. 

Non-core ICE regions often carry a high degree of uncharacterised genes [304], but two toxin-

antitoxin loci in the relatively short (~6000 bp) WHO F ICEriNK accessory region have defined 

homologues, although their precise biological function remain to be determined [305–310]. 

The first of these belongs to the relBE/ParDE superfamily, which consists of structurally 

related relE mRNA interferases and parE DNA gyrase inhibitors. Collectively, members of this 

superfamily have putative roles in MGE stability, biofilm formation, and tolerance to oxidative 

stress and antibiotics [194, 311–315]. The previously mentioned proteomic data set confirmed 

expression of this WHO F locus by detecting a product corresponding to the antitoxin gene 

[301]. The second TA system is a vapXD locus with ~95% identity to its homologue located 

on the gonococcal cryptic plasmid, which is a plasmid carried by 96% of isolates [316] but with 

no known associated phenotypic traits. Notably, WHO F was the only strain from the WHO 

2016 reference genome panel not possessing a cryptic plasmid [296], suggesting any plasmid 

function may be substituted by chromosomally integrated vapXD. In addition to acquiring this 

usually plasmid-borne locus, gonococcal ICEriNK appears to inherit chromosomal genes 

based on the fact that ICEriNK sequences found in N. meningitidis carry loci otherwise specific 

to the N. gonorrhoeae chromosome (discussed below). Predicted products of two genes 

proximal to attR both contain a cro/CI helix-turn-helix DNA-binding domain, which is named 

after the Cro and CI repressors that regulate the lytic-lysogenic transition of bacteriophage λ. 

The opposite orientation and shared upstream region of these ORFs is also consistent with 
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the cro/CI system, as was observed for a pair of repressors involved in DNA-damage-induced 

activation of the SXT/R391 ICE family [317]. 

 
Figure 5.5. Visualising variation in neisserial ICEriNK nucleotide sequences amongst PubMLST isolates. (A) 
Neighbour-net network plotted with SplitsTree4 using a distance matrix produced by comparison of allele values 
from the PubMLST VirB T4SS scheme, which includes of many but not all ICEriNK genes. Each branch tip 
represents a single isolate and distances between tips correspond to the number of VirB T4SS loci with different 
allele sequences. Coloured ellipses indicate sequence clusters and values in bold denote the number of 
isolates in each cluster.  Distal arrows indicate the ID numbers and names of PubMLST isolate sequences 
selected as representatives of each cluster for further comparison in (B). (B) Pairwise BLASTn comparisons of 
ICEriNK sequences from isolates listed in (A). Connected regions have >85% nucleotide identity. A detailed 
examination of ICEriNK variation across all isolates is beyond the scope of the present work, but comparison 
of this subset shows that the least conserved region lies between the relaxase and integrase genes.   
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To better characterise the abundance and sequence variation of this mobile element amongst 

clinical isolates, genomic sequences in the PubMLST Neisseria database were queried for 

the presence of ICEriNK genes. This was expedited by utilising the pre-existing “VirB T4SS” 

genomic island locus scheme that includes many core ICEriNK genes and provides each gene 

nucleotide variant with a unique allele number. This method does not capture all variation 

between ICE sequences of each isolate, however, it serves as a useful means to establish 

the presence or absence of the element and to identify more strongly conserved sequence 

clusters. A total of 180 isolates possessing core ICEriNK genes were detected, of which 14 

were excluded due to ICE truncation at contig boundaries or isolate duplication, leaving one 

N. lactamica, 23 gonococcal, and 142 meningococcal isolates: values which probably reflect 

the relative availability of PubMLST sequence data for each species, rather than representing 

a true bias in ICE host distribution. Comparisons of VirB T4SS scheme alleles for each isolate 

demonstrated that the ICE is highly conserved between all available gonococcal sequences 

which form a single cluster, but varies significantly between meningococcal isolates which are 

spread across four clusters (Figure 5.5A and Supplementary Table 5.3). Most variation 

between ICEriNK across all three species occurs between the relaxase and integrase genes 

and involves gain or loss of TA loci, phage-associated genes, transposases, or 

uncharacterised ORFs, although several deletions/insertions are also present within the T4SS 

operon (Figure 5.5B). The majority (58%) of N. meningitidis ICEriNK sequences comprise a 

single cluster with several conserved features, the most striking of which are three 

homologues (>85% amino acid sequence identity) of typically gonococcal-specific loci: 

vapXD, a 360 bp ORF of unknown function found in gonococcal filamentous prophages 

(NgoΦ6 ORF10) [318], and the fitAB chromosomal TA locus. FitAB is a VapBC family TA 

system hypothesised to contribute to gonococcal immune evasion and asymptomatic 

gonorrheal infection by reducing the rate of replication and trafficking within epithelial cells 

[319] and may therefore confer a similar regulated state of growth arrest to meningococcal 

strains possessing this ICE. 

 

It is possible for an ICE to lose its excisive capability through genetic degradation and exist as 

a permanently integrated, solely vertically transmitted element [320, 321]. It was therefore 

instructive to determine whether ICEriNK is present in both its chromosomally-integrated and 

excised circular form, thus indicating an active excision mechanism. This was achieved with 

three meningococcal isolates bearing ICEriNK (PubMLST id 61951, 61970, and 61957) via 

PCR amplification using primer pairs specific to either form of the element (Figure 5.6A and 

B). Sequencing of amplicons from the circular ICE PCR revealed a typical ICE att site (attP) 

identical to a 60 bp chromosomal Asn-tRNA 3ʹ segment and terminating between regions 

encoding the D arm and anticodon arm stems (data not shown). Further investigation is 
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required to establish the stability, modes of transfer, and phenotypic consequences of this ICE 

family. 

 

The only previously characterised neisserial ICE is a GGI-like meningococcal element, 

ICENmCC103, associated with an invasive clonal complex and suggested to contribute to 

persistence of this lineage by aiding meningococcal defences against oxidative stress-induced 

DNA damage [322]. BLASTn comparisons between ICENmCC103 and all ICEriNK sequences 

listed in Figure 5.5 yielded no hits except for a single region present in isolates 62971 and 

42454, which shares 94% nucleotide identity to a C-terminal portion of the rdgC gene in 

ICENmCC103. A chromosomal homologue of rdgC is also present in meningococci and 

gonococci, where it is involved indirectly in antigenic variation of type IV pilus subunits [323, 

324]. The disruption of rdgC in ICEriNK sequences may have resulted from direct insertion 

into the complete gene, as is the case for an ICE found in Kingella kingae [278].  

  

 
Figure 5.6. Using PCR amplification to confirm active excision of ICEriNK and ICENmu from their chromosomally 
integrated state to a circular form. (A) Schematic diagram depicting the primer orientations used in order to yield 
amplified products corresponding to chromosomally-integrated ICEs (Primer-F1 and Primer-R) or the excised circular 
form (Primer-F2 and Primer-R). (B) Amplified products from meningococcal genomic DNA templates using primers 
NmeICE-F1 and NmeICE-R (upper panel) and plasmid DNA extract templates using primers NmeICE-F2 and 
NmeICE-R (lower panel). PubMLST genomic sequence data demonstrates the presence of ICEriNK in isolates 
61951, 61970, and 61957, but the element is absent in 61975. (C) Amplified products from N. mucosa ATCC 25996 
genomic DNA templates with primers MucICE-F1 and MucICE-R (upper panel) and plasmid DNA extract templates 
with primers MucICE-F2 and MucICE-R (lower panel). A ΔICE strain was constructed by replacement of the entire 
ICE with a kanamycin resistance cassette through transformation and homologous recombination. 
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5.3.3 Characterisation of an ICE family in Neisseria mucosa and close relatives 
Screening of commensal Neisseria genomes for regions with underrepresented prDUS and 

overrepresented anDUS also identified several GIs, the largest and most clearly delimited of 

which was a a ~36 kb region in N. mucosa ATCC 25996 possessing 38 copies of a single 

anDUS (AG-DUS) but zero prDUS sites (AG-mucDUS; Figure 5.3F). Notably, the GC content 

of this GI (52.0%) does not differ significantly from the genomic background (51.2%), 

highlighting the ability of DUS-based methods to detect islands that may be overlooked by 

traditional approaches. BLAST searches of NCBI databases with GI gene queries identified 

homologues with equivalent synteny in several genomes of closely related species (Figure 

5.7A), but no putative GI donor species with primary AG-DUS dialect could be identified. 

Similar to ICEriNK, these GIs are flanked by two short direct repeats (attL and attR), contain 

a complete MPFT conjugation system, and possess a terminal integrase gene, and can 

therefore be considered a group of ICEs (henceforth termed ICENmu). The ICENmu of strain 

ATCC 25996 was shown via PCR amplification to exist both in a chromosomally-integrated 

and circular form (Figure 5.6C; construction of the ΔICE strain used here is discussed in 

sections 5.2.2 and Appendix 5). However, significant differences were observed in the 

insertion sites, attP sequence, and accessory genes of these ICEs compared with ICEriNK. 

Unlike common integrase-mediated integration, the chromosomal insertion sites of ICENmu 

are not within tRNA genes, instead being located between genes encoding a 

recombination/repair-associated protein (recJ) and hypothetical protein in N. mucosa ATCC 

25995, and between a mismatch repair protein (mutS) and cell division protein (ftsX) gene for 

N. sicca C2007003584. Despite the different genomic locations of these two elements, their 

chromosomal att sites all share a conserved 21 bp motif whose presence in attP was 

demonstrated by sequencing of N. mucosa ATCC 25996 plasmid DNA with primers specific 

to the circularized ICE (Figure 5.7B), thus signifying integration by integrase-mediated site-

specific recombination. Notably, attP contains an AG-mucDUS despite the predominance of 

the C→T transition variant AG-DUS throughout the rest of the element, suggesting a point 

mutation at this site–and possibly accompanying coevolution of the integrase–may have 

enabled host range expansion of ICENmu across uptake sequence dialect groups. Integration 

at DUS sites would be a useful adaptation allowing integrative MGEs to subvert the nesserial 

self-specific natural transformation system, which typically contributes to genome stability by 

limiting acquisition of foreign DNA. Although amino acid sequences for ICENmu and ICEriNK 

integrases are >95% conserved within each family, comparisons between families show only 

~55% identity, which may underlie the differing insertion site preferences observed for each 

element.  Additional GIs with ICE-like characteristics were detected in Neisseria elongata, 

Neisseria iguanae, and Neisseria zoodegmatis (Supplementary Figure 5.10) but these 

occupied typical tRNA gene insertion sites and were not analysed further.  
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The majority of non-core ICENmu genes encode stability-related proteins including multiple 

TA systems, a C5 cytosine-specific methylase, and an antirestriction protein, but Neisseria sp. 

1273_NMEN bears an additional nested pair of transposons downstream of the virB operon 

which harbour a streptomycin resistance gene pair (strA-strB) and TEM-1 β-lactamase, 

demonstrating the capacity for this ICE to act as a vehicle for modules conferring host fitness 

advantages. 

 

 

 
Figure 5.7. Comparisons of synteny and att sites of ICEs from N. mucosa and N. sicca genomes. (A) Pairwise 
BLASTn comparisons of ICEs highlighting the insertion of nested transposons encoding aminoglycoside 
phosphotranferases (strA-strB) and a β-lactamase in strain 1273_NMEN. Genome assembly accession numbers 
are as follows: N. mucosa ATCC 25996 – GCA_000173875.1, N. sicca C2007003584 – GCA_003044425.1, 
Neisseria mucosa HMSC055H02 – GCA_001813335.1, Neisseria sp. 1273_NMEN – GCA_001062585.1 
(erroneously listed as N. meningitidis in NCBI databases). 1273_NMEN contigs were manually arranged by 
comparison with other ICEs (contigs are indicated by alternating orange and brown regions) but may not reflect true 
chromosomal adjacency. (B) Aligned att site sequences reveal 21 conserved bases containing a single copy of AG-
mucDUS. attP of ATCC 25996 was determined by sequencing PCR products amplified from an extracted plasmid 
DNA template. Asterisks indicate fully conserved bases. 
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5.4 Discussion 
The plasticity of neisserial genomes derives in large part from intragenomic recombination, 

slipped-strand mispairing of tandem repeats, and homologous recombination between close 

relatives with compatible DUS dialects [325, 326], but several studies have highlighted 

genomic islands whose atypical uptake sequence distribution and GC content indicates 

acquisition from more phylogenetically distant species [27, 281, 327]. However, to the best of 

the author’s knowledge no previous studies have utilised overrepresentation of heterologous 

uptake sequence dialects in a screening strategy for GIs and their donor species in the ever-

increasing body of bacterial genomic sequence data. The identification of two previously 

uncharacterised groups of ICEs in section 5.3.1 demonstrates this method as a convenient 

way to highlight chromosomal MGE transfer within Neisseriaceae, but a similar method should 

also be applicable to members of Pasteurellaceae, which exhibit an analogous uptake 

sequence-mediated transformation specificity with subclade-specific sequence variants [328]. 

One caveat for any DUS-based method of MGE identification is that it will likely only detect 

relatively recently acquired elements, as extensive coevolution tends to ‘ameliorate’ GI 

sequence characteristics to reflect that of the host genome [329]. However, the accumulation 

of uptake sequences can actually be exploited as a useful proxy for the degree of MGE-host 

coevolution, as was recently demonstrated for Pasteurellaceae prophages [330]. The 

deviation of other non-DUS nucleotide composition signatures, such as GC content or codon 

usage, from their genomic baseline is commonly used to detect horizontally acquired regions 

[331]. However, intrageneric HGT events between relatives sharing similar compositional 

properties may be missed by this approach, or core genome regions misclassified as 

horizontally acquired [332, 333]. As shown here for ICENmu, a DUS-based search strategy is 

able to identify GIs that would be undetectable by some traditional base composition methods. 

 

Most ICE research to date has concentrated on a relatively small group of experimental model 

systems with accessory genes conferring selective phenotypes such as resistance to 

antibiotics and heavy metals or metabolism of alternative nutrient sources [279]. This 

approach could lead to a narrow view of ICE biology by excluding those elements with more 

obscure functional payloads or with purely parasitic host relationships, thus creating a need 

for phenotype-independent detection methods [304]. To this end, the strategy presented here 

utilised the evolutionarily constrained genomic k-mer signatures provided by DUSs as a simple 

screening tool for GI ICE candidates, whose precise nature can be readily verified through 

homology-based search tools like BLAST or MacSyFinder [300]. Homologue searching of 

whole genome data also provides an alternative MGE identification strategy to the method 

presented herein, but is clearly constrained by the choice of target proteins. This poses a 
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particular problem for highly modular MGEs, for example, searching for conjugative elements 

via conserved T4SS components would not detect so-called ‘integrative mobilisable 

elements’, which mobilise in trans using conjugation systems encoded elsewhere in the 

genome [320]. Although this chapter has focussed on ICEs, the DUS-based search approach 

benefits from a lack of restriction to specific MGE classes through the use of predefined 

homologues. The gene content of ICEriNK and ICENmu, consisting largely of TA loci and 

hypothetical proteins, does not clearly indicate whether the identified ICEs act as a selfish 

genetic elements or could contribute to host fitness. TA systems were originally thought to 

function solely in MGE stabilisation, but the discovery of widespread chromosomal TA loci 

prompted ongoing efforts to understand their additional biological roles [334]. One suggested 

role for certain TA systems in human colonisers is to increase tolerance to immune-mediated 

clearance or antibiotic treatment via growth arrest, which can manifest as latent or persistent 

infections [335–339]. Gonococcal fitAB is one such system, with a pronounced inhibitory effect 

on growth and traversal rates within epithelial cells [340]. The presence of fitAB in the majority 

of N. meningitidis ICEriNK sequences indicates that ICE TA loci may have functional roles 

beyond maintaining element stability, but further investigation is required to establish whether 

the typical gonococcal fitAB-dependent reduction in intracellular growth and trafficking is 

retained by meningococci possessing this element. To the best of the author’s knowledge the 

only previously characterised neisserial ICE is a GGI-like meningococcal element found 

associated with an invasive clonal complex and suggested to contribute to persistence of this 

lineage by aiding meningococcal defences against oxidative stress-induced DNA damage 

[322].  

 

Six potential global proteomic markers for antimicrobial resistance in N. gonorrhoeae have 

been identified based on their differential expression in the fully antibiotic susceptible WHO F 

compared to 14 strains with varied resistance profiles [301], however, genes corresponding 

to three of these proteins (WHO_F_01139, WHO_F_01144c, and WHO_F_01126) are located 

within chromosomal ICEriNK regions. Since ICEriNK is absent in the other strains analysed, 

differential expression is likely to result from the incidental presence of this MGE rather than 

a causal link with antimicrobial susceptibility, which highlights the importance of identifying 

ICEs regardless of their direct clinical impact. An in-depth analysis of the sequence variation 

between ICEriNK variants and their association with other genomic features is beyond the 

scope of the present work, but given the number and diversity of available sequences, should 

provide insights into ICE host adaptation.  

 

ICENmu is the first example of a MGE seemingly able to exploit DUS sites as insertional 

hotspots, which could reflect an evolutionary strategy facilitating host range broadening across 
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DUS dialect groups by point mutations in attP. In addition to ensuring numerous possible 

integration sites in a recipient genome, attP DUS sites could increase ICE transfer rates during 

expansion to new host groups by enabling uptake via DUS-specific natural transformation to 

complement or substitute conjugation. Although integration of ICENmu by its self-encoded 

integrase remains to be experimentally verified, an integrase preference for DUS sequences 

would be consistent with typical recombinase biases towards symmetrical integration sites 

[298] because DUSs frequently occur in inverted repeat pairs suggested to function as 

transcriptional terminators [52, 280]. The positioning of these DUS pairs at putative 

transcription stop points would ensure that MGEs utilising them as integration sites have a 

reduced chance of causing deleterious mutations compared with those interrupting upstream 

regulatory sequences or intragenic regions. However, both insertion sites for ICENMu 

identified here are located upstream of genes involved in DNA repair, for which altered 

expression could increase ICE stability by preventing element removal through repair-

mediated ‘chromosomal curing’ [341].  

 

In conclusion, data presented in this chapter has validated the use of coincident prDUS motif 

underrepresentation and anDUS dialect overrepresentation to detect mobile GIs within 

Neisseriaceae. Two GI groups were identified by their abundance of atypical DUS sites and 

shown to be excisable ICEs with attP sequences corresponding to different chromosomal 

insertion sites: a classical Asn-tRNA gene for ICEriNK, and a non-canonical intergenic 21 bp 

motif centred around a prDUS for ICENmu. These newly characterised elements highlight the 

impressive ability of ICEs to overcome or even co-opt and exploit defence systems in order to 

flourish in diverse host species. Future investigation of ICEriNK should address whether 

sequence clusters correlate with other genomic features and specific disease or carriage 

characteristics, as well as determining the role of fitAB in the major meningococcal sequence 

cluster. Functional analyses of ICENmu should clarify the role of the self-encoded integrase 

in DUS site integration and establish whether the attP DUS site influences transfer frequencies 

via DUS-specific uptake.  
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Appendix 5: Supplementary Material 
5.5 Notes on an N. mucosa ATCC 25996 ICE deletion strain and 

spontaneously azithromycin-resistant mutants of the parental 
strain 

As no strains of N. mucosa lacking ICENmu were available, it was necessary to construct an 

ICE deletion strain for use as a negative control in PCR amplification of ICE attachment sites.  

Previous work on the GGI has demonstrated that large genomic islands as long as 57 kb can 

be replaced via natural transformation with linear DNA containing sequences flanking the 

chromosomal att site [27]. Deletion of ICENmu was achieved using a linear ΔICE::kan 

construct assembled by OE-PCR and consisting of a KanR cassette inserted between a 1.1 kb 

chromosomal region flanking the ICE on the attR side and a 1.4 kb region on the attL side, 

which was transformed into N. mucosa ATCC 25996 (Nmu25996) using a spot transformation 

method. It is worth noting that a previous study attempted to measure the degree of DUS-

specific transformation in N. mucosa, but was unable to produce any transformants using type 

strain ATCC 19696 [57]. The production of a ΔICE mutant here suggests that ATCC 25996 is 

naturally transformable, and would therefore be a more suitable strain for assessing DUS-

selectivity and ComP function in this commensal. 

 

A secondary motive for producing an ICENmu deletion strain arose from disc diffusion 

antibiotic susceptibility tests in which Nmu25996 spontaneously developed azithromycin 

(Azm) resistance. After 16-18 hr incubation with 15 µg/ml Azm discs, a typical zone of 

inhibition was observed (83 mm annular radius), and an MIC of 0.75 µg/ml was determined 

with Azm Etest strips*, however, large opaque colonies were observed beyond the outer edge 

of inhibition zones after prolonged incubation for a total of 96 hr (Figure 5.8A). These colonies 

were subcultured once onto GC agar containing 8 µg/ml Azm before undergoing disc diffusion 

and Etest measurements giving annular radii of 0 mm and MICs 64 µg/ml, respectively. No 

equivalent spontaneously resistant colonies were observed for discs containing cefixime (5 

µg/ml), ampicillin (10 µg/ml), ceftriaxone (30 µg/ml), tetracycline (10 µg/ml), or spectinomycin 

(25 µg/ml). All Azm-resistant colony picks were shown to have a reduced growth rate relative 

to the parental strain based on colony sizes after overnight growth on GC agar in the absence 

of antibiotics (Figure 5.8B). 

 

                                                
* For reference, the current EUCAST epidemiological cut-off MIC value for N. gonorrhoeae is 1 µg/mL. 
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The 85-fold increase in Azm MIC of mutants relative to the parental strain prompted a search 

for underlying genetic factors conferring resistance. Whole genome sequences for the 

parental Nmu25996 and a single spontaneous Azm-resistant mutant were provided courtesy 

of Dr. Darryl Hill and Mr. Nichoas Gallagher and were aligned using progressiveMauve [342]. 

A comparison of all genes with a known role in macrolide resistance in both genome 

sequences revealed a 36 bp duplication within the rplV gene, which corresponded to a 12 

amino acid duplication in the encoded ribosomal protein L22 (Figure 5.8C and D). Similar rplV 

duplications have been linked to macrolide resistance in E. coli, Streptococcus pneumoniae, 

Staphylococcus aureus, and N. gonorrhoeae [343–346]. The single copy of this 36 bp tract in 

the WT Nmu25996 sequence is flanked by two 8 bp direct repeats, which indicates slipped-

strand mispairing as a possible mechanism of duplication. PCR amplification of rplV (using 

primers Nmuc_rplV_F and Nmuc_rplV_R) from four Azm-resistant mutants and their two 

single colony-derived isogenic WT parental strains showed an equal size increase in the gene 

for each mutant relative to the WT (Figure 5.8E). This suggests that the specific duplication 

identified via WGS mediates Azm-resistance to the majority of spontaneous mutants obtained 

with this disc diffusion method.  Although this work has identified a highly likely N. mucosa 

Azm-resistance factor, further knockout/complementation studies are still required to 

absolutely confirm the role of this rplV duplication in resistance. 

 

The localisation of Azm-resistant colonies near the outer edge of inhibition zones suggests 

that antibiotic-induced stresses could be triggering rplV duplication. ICEs of several families 

are known to be activated by antibiotics, although frequencies of excision and expression of 

the ICE typically remain low even under inducing conditions [279]. The low frequency of rplV 

duplication events in Nmu25996 cells exposed to sub-inhibitory Azm concentrations might 

therefore result from ICENmu activation. To test this, Azm disc diffusion assays were repeated 

with ΔICE Nmu25996, however, Azm-resistant colonies were still present adjacent to inhibition 

zone boundaries after 96 hr and were subsequently shown via PCR to have extended rplV 

relative to the WT gene. Another possible role for the ICE in emergence of Azm-resistance 

could result from the insertion of ICENmu upstream of the recJ gene, which may have 

disrupted expression of the corresponding protein involved in DNA repair [347] and resulted 

in duplications within rplV. Although the ICE deletion strain lacks all ICENmu ORFs, the 

presence of a KanR cassette means that expression of recJ may remain impaired. Thus, an 

ICE deletion strain with unobstructed recJ expression would be required to fully rule out an 

association between ICENmu and Azm-resistance. 
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Figure 5.8. Characterising spontaneously arising Azm-resistant mutants of N. mucosa ATCC 25996. (A) A 
typical disc diffusion assay after incubation at 37°C for 96 hr. Opaque colonies growing outside the inhibition 
zone periphery are indicated by arrows. After subculturing, these colonies exhibited an 85-fold increase in Azm 
MIC relative to the parental strain. (B) Growth rate comparison of an Azm-susceptible parental strain relative 
to a spontaneous Azm-resistant mutant after overnight growth on GC agar in the absence of antibiotic. Colonies 
of the parental strain are significantly larger than those of the resistant mutant. (C) Alignment of ribosomal 
protein L22 C-terminal residues 61-108 and 61-120 from WT (S) and Azm-resistant mutant (R) genome 
sequences, respectively. A 12 amino acid duplication present in the resistant mutant is highlighted in grey. (D) 
Comparison of 3ʹ regions from the rplV genes encoding L22 in WT (S) and Azm-resistant mutant (R) genome 
sequences. The WT sequence contains an 8 bp direct repeat (underlined) separated by 28 bp, whereas this 
region in the mutant sequence is immediately followed by a 36 bp exact duplication corresponding to the amino 
acid duplication in (C). (E) PCR-amplified rplV from lysates of spontaneous Azm-resistant mutants and their 
WT parental strains. R1A/B and R2A/B are resistant mutants derived from the single colony-derived isogenic 
parental strains S1 and S2, respectively. An equal size increase relative to the parental strain is observed for 
all four resistant mutants, suggesting that the rplV duplication in (D) gives rise to all Azm-resistant colonies 
obtained via this disc diffusion-based method. 
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5.6 Supplementary figures 
 

 
Figure 5.9. Pairwise BLAST comparisons of the gonococcal genomic island with genomic regions from 
Neisseria subflava LTQL00000000. Connected regions have 88-96% identity. The two regions of 
LTQL00000000 with homology to the GGI shown here are both located at contig ends, suggesting their 
separation may be an assembly artefact. The high identity and matching syntenies indicate N. subflava as a 
likely donor of this genomic island to N. gonorrhoeae.  

 

 
Table 5.2 Frequencies of exact DUS dialect sequence matches in various Neisseriaceae genomes and the 
WHO F 32 kb genomic islands. Cells are shaded in proportion to the relative abundance of each DUS dialect 
within a given genome. The DUS prevalence within the two identified WHO F genomic islands closely 
matches that of K. negevensis, S. muelleri, and A. crassa, indicating these species as possible donors of 
the island. 
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Table 5.3 Allele numbers corresponding to loci included in the PubMLST ‘VirB T4SS’ genomic island scheme. All isolates with 
ICEriNK variants present in sequencing data are listed. PubMLST assigns arbitrary allele numbers to each nucleotide variant of 
loci included in the scheme, and cells are coloured according to this allele number. fitA, fitB, and NgoΦ6 ORF10 of N. 
gonorrhoeae and fitA of N. lactamica are indicated by red boxes as these genes lie on chromosomal regions outside the ICE 
despite inclusion in this genomic island allele scheme.   
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Figure 5.10. Further examples of ICE-like genomic islands in Neisseria genomes detected via their atypical DUS content. 
These GI regions (indicated by turquoise blocks in the outer ring) possess a T4SS operon, integrase, and accessory 
region in a similar arrangement to ICEriNK and ICENmu, and are located adjacent to a leucine (A & B) and asparagine 
(C) tRNA gene. 
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Chapter 6: Conclusions and Future Work 
As gonorrhoea treatment failures continue to rise due to increasingly resistant Ng  [348, 349], 

it is important to fully characterise the mechanisms of natural transformation which underlie 

dissemination of AMR amongst gonococci. Although the broad survey of pathogenic Neisseria 

genomic islands in Chapter 5 did identify several MGEs, none appear to be associated with 

AMR based on their gene content and insertion sites, which is consistent with the view that 

transformation constitutes the primary mode of AMR transfer in these species [92] (with the 

exception of tetM and β-lactamase plasmids). One current model for the initial DNA uptake 

step of gonococcal transformation involves a DUS sequence docking to ComP subunits of a 

T4P fibre, followed by wrapping of flanking DNA around the pilus surface and translocation 

across the outer membrane via pilus retraction [31, 175]. The direct observation of DUS-

dependent DNA binding to T4P of ΔpilV ΔpilT cells by CLSM in Chapter 4 is consistent with 

pilus-embedded ComP mediating DUS docking, but it remains to be shown whether this 

binding is abolished in ΔcomP mutants or preserved in the WT. Several observations 

presented here indicate that DNA wrapping around T4P is not essential for binding and 

uptake: (i) Cy3-labelled double-stranded oligos 5-8 nm in length undergo DUS-specific uptake 

in ΔpilV cells despite being significantly shorter than the ~19 nm pilus circumference; (ii) DNA 

binding by wrapping is predicted to cause ≥0.5 nm protrusions from the pilus surface with a 

spatial periodicity corresponding to helical symmetries of pilin packing [89], but no such 

periodic features were observed in AFM topographic maps of TFP incubated with pDUS80; 

and (iii) relative to linear DNA, supercoiled plasmids would presumably be less capable of 

wrapping extensively around pili in an elongated conformation, yet the average fluorescence 

intensity of T4P-associated DNA measured by CLSM was indistinguishable for Cy3-labelled 

linear and circular pDUS80. A more feasible revised model would therefore involve DNA 

binding to T4P primarily through ComP-DUS interactions, with possible contributions from 

adjacent pilus subunits, but DUS-free regions of the same DNA molecule remaining largely 

unbound. Subsequent fibre retraction could translocate docked DUS regions into the 

periplasm, enabling ComE binding to complete import of remaining extracellular DUS-free 

regions via biased diffusion. To ensure sufficient binding in the absence of additional pilus 

interactions with DUS-free DNA, such a model implies either a high ComP-DUS affinity or 

additive binding from multiple DUS sites per DNA molecule. Although not quantitatively 

analysed here, the number of Cy3 foci associated with pili was much greater for pDUS80 

(containing 80 DUSs) than 391bp_DUS+ (containing a single DUS), which appears to indicate 

that high numbers of DUS copies, as found in the gonococcal chromosome, enhance DNA-

T4P binding. However, total intracellular fluorescence intensity due to uptake in a ΔpilV strain 
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was indistinguishable for Cy3-labelled 391bp_DUS+ and pDUS80, suggesting that pilus 

binding is not a rate limiting step in uptake of DNA containing one or more DUS.  

 

The demonstration of DUS-dependent DNA uptake for oligos by CLSM uptake assays in 

Chapter 2 raises the possibility of repurposing antimicrobials which are typically ineffective 

due to poor outer membrane permeation. Importantly, this method shows that a DUS-coupled 

small molecule (Cy3 in this case) can be transported across both the inner and outer 

membrane, suggesting this strategy may be applicable to antibacterial compounds with 

targets in both the periplasm and cytoplasm. Given a lack of growth inhibition by the 

puromycin-oligo conjugate tested here, the critical next step will be screening other 

antibacterial compounds to identify those which retain their activity after DUS oligo 

conjugation, as well as assessing gonococcal uptake levels of more clinically applicable DUS 

substrates possessing chemical modifications which confer nuclease resistance. CLSM 

uptake imaging also led to the unexpected observation that short homologous DNA distributes 

more evenly throughout cells than non-homologous pDUS80, which appears to remain in the 

periplasm. If this observation can be rigorously confirmed through use of image analysis to 

determine averaged intracellular DNA spatial distributions (a method developed previously by 

Gangel et al. [33]), it could indicate that transport across the inner membrane is coupled to 

recombinational homology searching or periplasmic restriction-modification systems. Thus, 

single-cell fluorescence microscopy of DNA uptake may have untapped potential for 

elucidating post-uptake processes during transformation. 

 

When under tension, gonococcal T4P undergo conformational changes which uncover pilin 

residues usually inaccessible in the relaxed state [350, 351]. It is possible that T4P experience 

similar conformational changes upon retraction which could enhance DNA binding, 

highlighting a potential limitation of the non-retractile ΔpilT mutants used here for CLSM and 

topographic AFM imaging of binding. Gonococci with functional PilT would ideally be used in 

conjunction with live-cell time-lapse imaging to monitor binding and uptake processes of single 

DNA molecules over time, but the rapid movement of T4P and resulting twitching motility are 

likely to cause significant blurring. Such blurring could be avoided by reducing pilus retraction 

velocity though the use of mutants lacking the pilT paralogue pilT2 [352], oxygen depletion 

[353], or protonophores [354]. The fact that ΔpilV ΔpilT mutants overexpress ComP [121] and 

have impaired pilus retraction may cause production of pilus structures which are absent in 

WT cells. For example, type II secretion system pseudopili do not extend beyond the outer 

membrane in their native WT state, but overexpression of pseudopilins generates elongated 

T4P-like structures [85], suggesting that the proposed gonococcal ‘competence pseudopilus’ 

[126] could be similarly extended into surface fibres in ΔpilV ΔpilT knockouts. Future 
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application of the CLSM binding assay developed here to WT gonococci is therefore critical 

to establishing the true nature of fibres responsible for DNA binding. Repeating the assay with 

various mutations in ComP, PilE, and other pilus components will further clarify the proteins 

and residues that underpin docking of DNA.  

 

Of the topographic AFM methods to visualise T4P-DNA and ComP-DNA tested in Chapter 4, 

correlative CLSM/AFM using pili in their native cell-bound state provides the most 

physiologically relevant conditions and showed a mixture of pDUS80 binding along the length 

of ΔpilV ΔpilT pili and at their tips. As with purely CLSM-based binding assays, this method 

should next be applied to WT cells, where reduced expression of ComP may alter the spatial 

distribution of receptor sites within T4P. For topographic AFM imaging of DNA binding by 

purified ComP, purified T4P, and T4P in situ, HindIII-digested pDUS80 was shown not to be 

an ideal substrate due to its excessive length and unclear DUS positioning. Precise 

identification of DUS docking sites within pili could be improved by use of shorter DNA 

substrates with DUSs located exclusively at termini or positioned relative to topographic labels 

such as streptavidin [355] or gold nanoparticles [356]. Similarly, DNA coupled to electron 

dense labels such as metallic nanoparticles could provide definitive markers for T4P-bound 

DNA in TEM images, as opposed to the ambiguous low contrast fibrils observed here using 

uranyl acetate staining. Simultaneous acquisition of pilus topography and DNA-T4P rupture 

forces with SMFS facilitates quantification of DUS affinity at specified locations along pili, with 

preliminary results indicating that the Kd of this interaction may be in the low nanomolar range. 

However, the protocol used here requires several augmentations to deliver reliable data: (i) 

an alternative to amino-functionalised mica should be used for pilus immobilisation as this 

produces high levels of charge-mediated binding directly to the mica surface; (ii) the range of 

loading rates must remain sufficiently low to prevent excessive rupture forces from damaging 

immobilised fibres; and (iii) a lack of strong binding for tip-immobilised scrambled oligos must 

be demonstrated to confirm sequence-specificity of the interaction. 

 

A method for detecting genomic islands via aberrant DUS distributions was validated in 

Chapter 5 by the identification of two novel ICE families, however, this technique should apply 

more broadly to any genomic island transferred between species of differing prDUS dialects. 

Future improvements to the statistical power of the script in detecting deviations from a 

baseline genomic prDUS distribution, as well as incorporating automated detection of regions 

harbouring atypically high anDUS densities, will facilitate rapid and accurate screening of 

thousands of Neisseriaceae genome sequences for putative horizontally acquired islands. 

Application of this approach to Pasteurellaceae genomes could similarly identify genomic 

islands in important pathogens of this family, such as Haemophilus influenzae and 
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Haemophilus ducreyi, based on uptake sequence distributions. Due to the fact that ICEs may 

be expunged during assembly of short-read sequence data, PCR screening of clinical isolates 

would help to determine the true prevalence of ICEriNK amongst pathogenic Neisseria. It will 

also be important to determine whether the presence of ICEriNK correlates with clinically 

relevant characteristics of the host gonococcal or meningococcal strain, such as site of 

isolation, antimicrobial resistance, and carriage vs disease isolates. 

 

Collectively, the CLSM, AFM, and bioinformatic methods developed here provide a new set 

of tools for studying HGT in Neisseria gonorrhoeae and related species, which can be applied 

to further dissect the fundamental processes governing AMR transmission.   
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